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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation provides evidence from controlled laboratory experiments that, 

in contrast to Frohlich and Oppenheimer's widely quoted results, supports Rawls' (1971) 

conjecture about the use of the maximim decision rule or "difference principle" in the 

original position. In addition, focal points defining alternative levels of poverty are 

examined to determine whether this additional information afitects the selection of rules 

of distribution in an experimental original position. 

The basic experimental approach developed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer (1992) 

is used in this dissertation to examine whether existing theories of distributive justice are 

consistent with observed decisions on the selection of altemative rules used to distribute 

income. My experiments are focused on a design where subjects are required to perform 

tasks to eam income as opposed to the income being exogenously determined. In 

addition, the instructions are purged of any references to justice or fairness that might 

influence subject behavior. The baseline experimental design utilized in this study was 

found to replicate the results obtained by Frohlich and Oppenheimer, who foimd no 

support for a Rawlsian rule of distribution. 

Two experimental treatments were performed to investigate questions on the 

selection of floor income levels and the role of risk aversion. Both treatments were found 

to significantly affect the results. The first treatment investigated the impact of giving the 

subjects information on altemative measures of need or poverty. These focal points were 
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found to significantly narrow the distribution of floor constraints selected by groups of 

subjects. The second treatment introduced a random chance of excluding subjects from 

the production tasks, thereby thickening the "veil of ignorance". This "exclusion" 

treatment manipulated a factor related to the subjects' risk preferences and was foxmd to 

dramatically shift the distribution of rules selected by the subjects. The exclusion 

treatment foimd significant support for both Rawlsian and egalitarian rules of 

distribution. 

Finally, to examine the effectiveness of our experimental design in inducing 

impartial decisions, we performed multinomial logit regressions on both group and 

individual decisions. The results suggest that our design was effective, since individual 

characteristics were imable to explain the group decisions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The fiindamental behavioral assumption economists have traditionally employed 

to describe the motivation for human behavior is that individuals are exclusively self-

interested. Utilizing the assimiption of self-interested motivation economists have 

successfully modeled and explained a wide range of behavior. The predictions of 

existing economic models based on self-interest, however, are inconsistent with 

observations of what has been called "other regarding behavior" and "concerns for 

fairness" found in actual real world behavior and laboratory experiments. In addition, the 

formulation of public policy is significantly affected by the concepts of fairness and 

distributive justice. As a result, economists are beginning to seriously evaluate how 

individual's attitudes about fairness, morality, and "behavioral distributive justice" ' 

affect human behavior and economic outcomes. 

The issues surrounding economic fairness and distributive justice arise in the 

context of allocation problems and focus on the normative question of how the allocation 

should be performed. Formally, distributive justice is concerned with "what rules, 

procedures, or mechanisms a society or group should use to allocate its scarce resources, 

commodities, and necessary burdens among individuals with competing needs and 

' The term "behavioral distributive justice" is used by Rabin to distinguish between how 
individuals "actually feel about distributive justice" and formal philosophical questions 
regarding the "proper notion of distributive justice" (Rabin 1998, 17). 
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claims".^ The study of distributive justice is therefore a part of normative economics. 

Unfortunately, economists have tended to restrict their analysis of normative problems 

and policy issues to the concepts of Pareto improvements and economic efficiency. 

Studying how normative problems are influenced by issues of fairness and distributive 

justice is seen by many economists as a problem in the domain of other disciplines (e.g., 

philosophy, psychology, and political science) (Yoimg 1994, 5; Zajac 1995, 76). 

Consequently, economists are only begirming to examine the implications of fairness and 

distributive justice for economic models and policy prescriptions. Therefore, positive 

economic analyzes of distributive justice and fairness are needed to improve the 

predictive power and application of economic models (Isaac, Mathieu, and Zajac 1991, 

330). 

1.1 Does Distributive Justice Matter 

There are many examples of evidence to support the claim that attitudes about 

distributive justice and concerns for fairness affect human behavior and economic 

outcomes. First, the development of public policy requires the application of either 

explicit or implicit ethical standards of justice or fairness to evaluate altemative solutions 

for social choice problems. The political debate over public policy is generally 

dominated by concerns for economic justice and fairness. These concerns are especially 

^ This definition combines similar ideas stated by Roemer (Roemer 1996, 1), Yaari and 
Bar-Hillel (Yaari and Bar-Hillel 1984, 1), Young (Young 1994, 6), Elster (Elster 1995, 
1), and Cook and Messick (Cook and Messick 1983, 1). 



evident in political discussions surrounding public policy toward the poor, the 

environment, health care, taxation, and regulatory issues. 

There are also many cases in which institutions other than competitive markets 

determine the allocation of resources and the resulting distribution of income in an 

economy. Several examples of these cases are the allocation of donated organs to those 

needing transplants, the allocation of joint costs to different divisions of a firm, and 

traditional rules covering the allocation of common property resources (e.g., local fishery 

resources (Ostrom 1990, 19)). In these cases concerns for fairness and distributive justice 

can often become the main factors used to determine and jxistify the final distribution of 

goods (Young 1994). 

Observations of actual human behavior in the economy also find that attitudes 

about fairness and justice affect behavior. For example, significant donations to charities 

and public goods (e.g., public broadcasting stations and church building funds) are 

observed where economic theory would predict the dominance of "free-riding" behavior. 

In addition, economic laboratory experiments consistentiy find that issues of 

fairness and distributive justice affect human behavior. These findings include 

observations of nontrivial offers in ultimatum and dictator bargaining games (Hoffinan et 

al. 1994; Hofl&nan and Spitzer 1985; Isaac, Mathieu, and Zajac 1991), a lack of strong 

firee riding behavior in volvmtary contributions mechanisms for public goods (Ledyard 

1995), and cooperative outcomes in the play of extensive form games that involve 

playing a subgame-dominated strategy (McCabe, Rassenti, and Smith 1996). These 
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results indicate that the predictive power of economic models could be improved by 

incorporating the impact of feiimess and economic justice. 

The cliaracteristics of the decision making environments where concerns for 

distributive justice either have or do not have a significant impact on the outcome are 

outlined by the two "stylized facts" of economic fairness. First, in market-like settings 

with large numbers of participants, concerns for fairness and justice have little or no 

impact on the results.^ Second, if either the setting is not market-like, the nimiber of 

participants is small, or there is a large amoimt of personal interaction, concerns for 

fairness and justice can have important consequences on the results.'' Therefore, it is in 

this latter environment in which improved economic theories of justice will help the 

most. Neither of the "stylized facts" describe whether the final distributions are just or 

fair, but areas of economic decision making where concerns for faimess and justice have 

a significant impact on the ultimate distribution that is obtained. 

1.2 Standard Economic Theory and Issues of Justice 

The standard economic paradigm utilized by economists is based on self-

interested behavior and focuses on economic efficiency. Economists have therefore 

based their recommendations for public policy on the criteria of economic efficiency. In 

public policy debates, however, issues of distributive justice generally become the main 

^ An example of this result for posted-offer markets is contained in Franciosi (1995) 
(Franciosi et al. 1995). 

A summary of results is contained in Isaac 1991 (Isaac, Mathieu, and Zajac 1991, 331). 
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focus. The common response from economists is that such considerations are at best 

arbitrary and at worst a guise for the advancement of a specific group's self interest (Zajac 

1985,120; Zajac 1995,69, 77). 

In addition, the sole reliance on self-interest in the standard economic paradigm 

has meant that economists attempt to explain "other regarding behavior" by showing that 

the behavior is consistent with self-interest. This approach has been successfiil in 

analyzing many situations. For example, the "redistributive ethic" noted in many studies 

of primitive societies is not necessarily the result of altruism or "other regarding 

behavior". Posner has explained such customs as gift exchange, feasts, and generosity as 

primitive insurance payments made in response to uncertainty in the primitive 

environment (Posner 1983, 16). Similarly, the custom of potlatching^ by the Southern 

Kwakiutl Indians has been explained as both a form of insurance and a cost of enforcing, 

through nonviolent means, an exclusive property right to salmon streams (Johnsen 1986). 

Explanations of "other regarding behavior" have also been made by expanding the 

factors that enter an individual's utiUty function. For example, contributions to public 

goods and charities, although costly, can confer benefits to the contributor through "warm 

glow" effects (Andreoni 1989). The "warm glow" effect occurs when the act of giving or 

contributing enters an individual's utility function directly. Another approach, examined 

^ Potlatching is a method of redistributing wealth among members of the Kwakiutl 
society through reciprocal gift exchanges. 
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by Bolton (1991), incorporates both absolute and relative rewards in subjects' utility 

functions to explain inconsistencies in bargaining theory. These approaches continue to 

be based on self-interested motivation. 

1.3 Positive Analysis of Distributive Justice 

The initial step in a positive analysis of fairness is to classify the types of 

problems that will be examined and to describe what is meant by justice or fairness. The 

problem of defining what is just or fair has been studied at least since the time of 

Aristotle. In fact, Aristotle's idea of proportionality as the guiding principle of fairness is 

still the dominant principle today, at least in western industrialized societies,® The 

proportionality rule of fairness was refined by Feinberg (Feinberg 1973, 100) in his 

Formal Principle of Justice. Isaac et al. (Isaac, Mathieu, and Zajac 1991) drew on 

Feinberg's Formal Principle of Justice in their analysis and restated the principle as the 

Formal Principle of Distributive Justice. The Formal Principle of Distributive Justice is: 

"Equals should be treated equally, and unequals unequally, in proportion 
to their relevant similarities and differences." (Isaac, Mathieu, and Zajac 
1991,333) 

® Several alternative principles exit and hold equivalent moral authority to the 
proportionality rule. For example, solutions to various types of distribution problems 
(e.g., division of estates and contested garments) are contained in the Talmud (Roemer 
1996; Young 1994). However, the proportionality rule has become the dominant 

principle of distribution in existence today. 
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The specific application of the fonnal principle depends on how one defines 

"equality" and "relevant similarities and differences". Feinberg identifies the factors 

involved in specific applications of the formal principle as the material principles of 

justice. How one specifies the material principles is determined by the existing economic 

environment, institutions, and history (Isaac, Mathieu, and Zajac 1991, 337). Isaac et al. 

(1991) provide many examples, both anecdotal and experimental, of how institutional 

filming and history (through status quo property rights) give meaning to the formal 

principle. Because these filming effects can be so strong any analysis must focvis on 

differences in the relevant institutions for decision making. 

Two classes of distribution problems can be identified for application of a positive 

theory of distributive justice. The first class of problems are "Fixed Pie" distribution 

problems and the second class are "Effort Dependent" distribution problems. In "Fixed 

Pie" problems the main issue is the distribution of a finite collection of measurable 

entities. A theoretical example of this class of problems is found in the distribution 

problem illustrated by the classic Edgeworth box. Examples of experimental "fixed-pie" 

problems can be seen in the examinations of posted-offer markets (Franciosi et al. 1995) 

and almost all of the ultimatum and dictator game literature.^ In "Effort Dependent" 

problems there are two main issues, distribution and incentives. Examples of these 

' Several recent studies have examined the ultimatum and dictator bargaining games with 
growing (Guth, Ockenfels, and Wendel 1993) and endogenous (Ruffle 1995) pie sizes. 
However, in these studies the growth of the pie size is either exogenous or based on 
institutional rules and not on productivity. 
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problems include the issues involved in providing incentives for production and setting 

tax or redistribution policies. TTie goal of both classes of problems, however, is to 

determine what rules should be used to guide distribution. 

To date the experimental examinations of distributive justice have focused on 

"fixed pie" type problems where the initial endowment of items to be distributed appears 

like "manna fi-om heaven" (e.g., money in ultimatum and dictator games, tokens in VCM-

public goods experiments, or resale values in market context experiments.). Distribution 

problems involving production incentives and fairness have been very limited in the 

experimental economics literature. 

One question a positive analysis of distributive justice needs to examine is 

whether certain types of distributions, rules, or institutions can be developed which would 

be considered fair by all individuals. An example of this type of rule is foimd in the 

simple two-person cake-cutting problem that contains no applicable framing effects from 

the economic environment, institutions, or history (i.e., status quo property rights) 

between the participants. The distribution resulting from a rule which has one person cut 

the cake and the other choose the first piece is generally considered by all to be fair. 

Therefore, we need to identify conditions under which there can be a fair basis for an 

unequal split and whether these rules are consistent with any existing theory of 

distributive justice. This tjrpe of question can be examined by identifying which rules 

people select from a disinterested or impartial point of view. 
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Another question of interest is whether individual or group behavior is affected by 

the adoption of a specific rule of allocation. The long-run stability of alternative rules can 

be studied by examining these incentive effects. 

1.4 The Role of Impartial Reasoning 

The methodology that philosophers have traditionally relied on to answer 

questions relating to distributive justice is impartial reasoning based on introspection and 

reflection. The process of introspection has been criticized for being too narrow an 

approach because it depends heavily on one individual's training and life experiences. As 

a result, many of the disagreements in philosophy can be categorized into three areas. 

These areas are "under what conditions, with what procedures, can which identifiable 

subset of himianity imcover" the nature of ethical truth (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992, 

152). A consensus, however, has developed that only ethical judgments made upon 

reflection by disinterested people in a dispassionate way should be taken into account for 

investigating justice (Frohlich ^d Oppenheimer 1992, 3) (Yaari and Bar-Hillel 1984, 3). 

Although aspects of distributive justice have been examined with surveys and 

experiments, the most comprehensive experimental tests were performed by Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer (1992). Frohlich and Oppenheimer's use of experimentation is a new 

methodological approach to the philosophical investigation of distributive justice. By 

duplicating the conditions required for impartial reasoning, Frohlich and Oppenheimer 

argue that experimentation offers a chance to improve the traditional methodology in 
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philosophy by opening up introspection to a wider range of individuals, with no special 

training, and a wider range of life experiences and values. In addition, experimentation 

also gives the philosopher the opportunity to pursue truth with testable hypotheses that 

can be falsified. The importance of testing theories of distributive justice is recognized 

by Yaari and Bar-Hillel in the following statement: 

"A theory of distributive jiistice, like any theory is tested by how well it does 
when confronted with evidence. And it is our view that, in this particular case, 
the evidence with which the theory must be confronted consists of observed 
ethical judgments, or moral intuitions." (Yaari and Bar-Hillel 1984, 3) 

In the experiments conducted by Frohlich and Oppenheimer impartial reasoning 

takes place in a state of imperfect information. The experimental institution of imperfect 

information is an attempt to operationalize the concept of decisions made from an 

original position behind a "veil of ignorance". The original position approach was first 

developed by Vickrey (1945) and later employed by both Harsanyi (1953) and Rawls 

(1971). The goal of using the "veil" of imperfect information is to strip away any 

prejudices from history, status quo property rights, and institutions so that impartial 

decisions based on the Formal Principle of Distributive Justice can be made. Frohlich 

and Oppenheimer (1992) utilized these methods to experimentally examine several 

alternative concepts of distributive justice. 



1.5 Summary and Purpose of Study 

This dissertation utilizes the basic experimental approach developed by Frohlich 

and Oppenheimer to reexamine their basic question and extend their work by focusing on 

several additional issues. An objective of our study, as was Frohlich and Oppenheimer's, 

is to determine whether existing theories of distributive justice are consistent with 

observed decisions concerning the fairness of altemative rules used to distribute income 

earned in an economic laboratory experiment. 

The &st question of interest in this dissertation is whether I can replicate Frohlich 

and Oppenheimer's main findings with a different experimental design. Although I 

modified the experimental design employed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer, my baseline 

design was able to replicate the main findings of their study. These findings included the 

"maximize average income with a floor constraint" rule of distribution being the 

dominant rule selected by the subjects and an almost complete lack of support for the 

Rawlsian rule of distribution. 

In addition, two experimental treatments were found to significantly affect the 

subjects' decisions. These treatments focused on the selection of the floor constraint 

income levels and the role of risk aversion on the distribution of rules selected by the 

subjects. The first treatment investigates the impact of providing subjects with 

information on altemative measures of need or poverty. These focal points were found to 

concentrate the distribution of floor constraints selected by groups of subjects on the 

"lowest prevailing standard of living income" definition of poverty. The second 
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treatment introduces a random chance that the subjects could be excluded from the 

production tasks, thereby thickening the 'Veil of ignorance". This "exclusion" treatment, 

therefore, begins to explore the effect of possible involuntary unemployment on the rules 

of distribution selected by subjects. This exclusion treatment manipulates a factor related 

to the subjects risk preferences and was found to dramatically shift the distribution of 

rules selected by the subjects toward the Rawlsian "maximize floor income" and 

egalitarian rules of distribution. 

Another question addressed in this dissertation concerns the effectiveness and 

applicability of the procedure used to obtain impartial individual evaluations of 

distributive justice and faimess. The results of the multinomial logit regression analysis 

of individual preferences indicated that background characteristics were significant in 

explaining the rules of distribution preferred by individuals. Individuals seem to bring 

preferences for rules into the experiment, however, the process of group decision-making 

results in a weakening of the ties between individual background and attitudinal variables 

and the rules preferred by groups. As a result, my analysis supports Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer's conclusion that the experimental implementation of the "veil of 

ignorance" appears to successfully generate impartial decisions from my subjects. 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows: I will first examine 

several altemative theories and ideas about distributive justice and faimess in Chapter 2, 

the existing empirical and experimental literature on distributive justice is summarized 

and evaluated in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 outlines the experimental design that I will use to 
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investigate distributive justice, and the results of my experiments are reported in Chapter 

5. Finally, I will close with a brief summary of my results, a research agenda for the 

investigation of related issues, and some concluding comments. 
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2. THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE 

Theories of distributive justice can be classified into two groups: end state 

theories and procedural theories. An end state or consequentialist theory focuses on the 

justice or fairness of the final outcomes. A procedural or process theory of distributive 

justice focuses on the mechanisms used to achieve the outcomes. Nozick has argued that 

end state theories cannot be valid because they don't specify how to go from some 

original state to the end-state. According to Nozick, a valid theory of justice must be 

based on the justice of the mechanisms used to move from one state or distribution to 

another. Therefore, a distribution is just only if it arises out of another just distribution 

through fair mechanisms and procedures (Zajac 1995, 93). The procedural approach to 

justice, however, lacks the ability to evaluate or identify a just starting position. A 

positive theory of justice must, therefore, incorporate both of these views of justice. 

2.1 Welfare Economics and Justice 

The theoretical discussion of distributive justice for economists must start with a 

discussion of welfare economics. The goal of welfare economics is to evaluate and 

consistently rank alternative states of the world. Welfare economics utilizes the principle 

of Pareto-optimality or Pareto-efificiency to rank alternative states. A Pareto-efficient 

allocation or distribution is an allocation for which there is no other feasible allocation 

that makes everyone better off (Jehle 1991, 282). The concept of Pareto-efficiency for a 
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simple "fixed pie" distribution problem in a two person - two good economy can be 

illustrate by a "contract curve" in an Edgeworth box. 

The principle of Pareto-optimality gives us an initial way to identify which 

feasible distributions are best for society. Based on the principle of Pareto-optimality we 

can eliminate firom consideration all of the non-pareto-efficient distributions, since it is 

easy to show that for any non-pareto-efBcient distribution (i.e., off the contract curve) 

there would exist a pareto-efificient distribution (i.e., on the contract curve) that all 

members of society woxild prefer. This unanimous preference for a strict Pareto-

improvement is consistent with all concepts of fairness. Therefore, Pareto-optimality 

would seem to be a necessary condition for distributive justice (Zajac 1995, 76). Strict 

Pareto-improvements are, however, very rare because most changes generate both 

winners and losers (Hausman and McPherson 1996, 88). 

If we could limit ourselves to the set of Pareto-efficient distributions, we would 

come to the problem of selecting a distribution from all of the distributions that are 

optimal from an efficiency standpoint. Many of the remaining bundles, although Pareto-

efficient, are objectionable on ethical grounds because of the extremely imequal 

distribution of resources in these bundles. For example, an allocation of goods in an 

Edgeworth box distribution problem could be efficient even though one individual is 

allocated 99% of both goods. 

Unfortunately, the set of efficient distributions is as far as the principle of Pareto-

optimality can assist us in our search for distributive justice. We cannot refine the set of 
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efficient distributions any further, since we are now at a point where we must tradeoff the 

welfare of different individuals against one another in the interests of society. The 

principle of Pareto-optimality cannot make such interpersonal comparisons (Jehle 1991, 

357). Welfare economics does, however, give us some solace if we can select a just 

distribution that is Pareto-efficient. The second welfare theorem tells us that any Pareto-

efficient distribution can be achieved though competitive markets and a specific 

distribution of initial endowments (Jehle 1991, 323). Therefore, a just Pareto-efScient 

distribution could be achieved by reallocating the initial endowments (Hausman and 

McPherson 1996,44). 

2.2 Superfaimess 

The development and refinement of the concepts of Envy, Equity, and 

Superfaimess is an attempt to improve the existing positive theory of distribution in 

welfare economics by limiting the acceptable set of Pareto-efficient allocations. In this 

approach specific definitions are given to the terms, envy and equitable distributions 

(Baumol 1987, 19). Returning to the pure exchange model illustrated in the Edgeworth 

box, envy is defined as one individual preferring another individual's consumption 

bimdle. An allocation is said to be equitable or fair if there is no envy. An allocation is 

superfair if each individual strictly prefers their own bundle to the bundle held by any 

other individual. One interesting result from this approach is that in a perfectly 
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competitive, pure exchange economy at least one allocation can be shown to exist that is 

both superfair and Pareto-optimal (Baumol 1987, 32). 

Although the superfaimess concept is an interesting approach to a positive theory 

of distributive justice, the question is whether this definition of fairness is really 

consistent with distributive justice? Unfortunately, it does not seem consistent with 

existing ideas on distributive justice. To illustrate this point consider Nozick's famous 

Wilt Chamberlain problem. In this example the unequal distribution of income is found 

to be just, since the process of voluntary exchange resulted in Chamberlain's income 

being very high. Such distributions would not, however, pass the above definition of 

fairness since many people "envy" Chamberlain's allocation. This problem arises 

because in the search for "envy fi-ee" allocations we focus on the outcomes and ignore the 

procediu-es that are used to produce the allocations (Holcombe 1997). As a result, we 

must look to normative theories of justice in order to gain additional insight that could 

help refine a positive theory of justice. 

2.3 Normative Theories of Justice 

There are two major schools of thought on normative issues of justice: the 

utilitarian and social contract traditions. The most prominent recent representative of the 

utilitarian school is John Harsanyi (Harsanyi 1953; Harsanyi 1955; Harsanyi 1975). 

Historically the utilitarian school is associated with Hume, Smith, Bentham, and Mill. 
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The "contractarian" school has been associated recently with the work of John Rawls 

(Rawls 1971) and historically with Locke, Rousseau, and Kant (Rawls 1971, 11). 

Philosophical investigations of justice require that only ethical judgments made in 

an impartial way be used to arrive at fair or just criteria for evaluations of social welfare. 

In order to achieve impartial decisions, Harsanyi (1953) employed a procedure developed 

by Vickery (1945) and later used by Rawls that requires decisions to be made from 

behind a "veil of ignorance". This procedure describes a decision making environment 

where hypothetical rational individuals make decisions in an "original position", prior to 

entering society, without any knowledge of what their position in society might be or 

what individual attributes or circumstances they will face. Therefore, choices made in the 

"original position" behind a "veil of ignorance" are made in a state of uncertainty. 

Although both Harsanyi and Rawls start from the same point, they differ in the 

appropriate decision rule that should guide choices in the original position (Jehle 1991, 

377). 

Harsanjd accepts the Von Neuman-Mortgenstem expected utility maximization 

description of rationality under uncertainty (Harsanyi 1975, 45). An individual's 

preferences in the original position can, therefore, be described by a Von Neuman-

Mortgenstem utility function over social states. This formulation is the basis for the 

utilitarian guide to decisions in the original position. 

In the original position an individual must assign an equal probability to the 

prospect of being in any state in society (Harsanyi 1975,45). Therefore, with N people in 
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society there is a probability of 1/N that person i will end up in state j (where, j=l,...,N) 

(Harsanyi 1953, 435). An individual must then evaluate each state. With N possible 

states, the evaluation of a state (x) would be made by examining the average or expected 

utility of the state: 

[2.1] E[u'(x)\=Y^(MirjUXx) 
i=l 

Alternative states are evaluated by comparing the average or expected utility in each 

state. The state with the higher expected utility will be preferred (Harsanyi 1975, 45). 

Therefore, state x is preferred to state y if: 

N N 

[2.2] E[U\x)\ = X (1 / N)U'ix) > 2; (1 / N)U'{y) = E[U'{y)\ 
/=! /=l 

This, however, is equivalent to the "pure" utilitarian criteria shown below (Jehle 1991, 

378): 

[2-3] f^UXx)>f^U'(y) 
(=1 1=1 

Rawls's aim was to develop a theory for the just design of a society, based on a 

social contract, which would be superior to utilitarianism (Rawls 1971, 11, 22). Rawls 

rejected the utilitarian rule for decision making behind the "veil of ignorance", due to the 

lack of any basis for assigning probabilities in the original position. Instead, Rawls 

argued that in an original position representatives from all groups and generations in 
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society behind a "veil of ignorance" would agree on several principles as a basis for a 

social contract. The key principles are stated below: 

i) "Each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive total system 
of equal basic liberties compatible with a similar system of liberty for all." 
(Rawls 1971, 302) 

ii) "Social and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are both 
(a) to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged, consistent with the just 
savings principle, and 
(b) attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair 
equality of opportunity." (Rawls 1971, 302) 

Since these principles are to be applied in lexicographic order, individuals would employ 

a maximin decision rule in the original position. In addition, the object of focus for the 

"difference principle" is what Rawls calls primary social goods. These social goods 

include rights and liberties, powers and opportunities, income and wealth, and self-

respect 

The "difference principle" or maximin rule is, therefore, a result of optimization 

imder uncertainty by rational persons who are risk averse and in a state of ignorance. In 

other words, Rawls feels that in the original position rational persons would order 

society's states according to how they would view them if they were to end up as the 

worst-off member of society in each state. Therefore, state x will be preferred to state y 

if: 

[2.4] M«[t/'(x),...,f/^(x)] > 

This statement is the "difference principle" or maximin criterion. 



There are weaknesses in the approach to justice made by both Harsanyi and 

Rawls. Harsanyi (Harsanyi 1975, 39) rejects the maximin decision rule because of the 

strange results obtained from a rule whose goal is to avoid the worst of all possible 

outcomes regardless of the probability of occurrence. Therefore, one of the main 

weaknesses of Rawls' theory of justice is that he ignores relative probabilities. The main 

argument against utilitarianism is an implied disregard for individual rights (i.e., the 

sacrifice of one for the good of the many). (Zajac 1995, 95-97) 

An important point highlighted by Arrow (1973) is that one can obtain the 

Rawlsian criteria as a special case of utilitarianism. The Rawlsian maximin decision rule 

rests on the assumption of risk aversion in the original position. In expected utility 

theory, however, individuals could have any degree of risk preference. Therefore, the 

expected utility theory need not be rejected just based on the assimiption that individuals 

are risk averse in the original position. In fact the Rawlsian criteria has been shown to be 

a special case of the utilitarian approach if one assumes individuals who are infinitely risk 

averse in the original position (Jehle 1991, 378; Arrow 1973, 256). As a result, 

utilitarians feel that unless one is extremely pessimistic there is little justification for the 

maximin criteria in the original position. This result points to a possible intermediate 

position lying between the Rawlsian and utilitarian positions. 

An intermediate position between the Utilitarian and Rawlsian concepts of justice 

has been identified by Howe and Roemer (Howe and Romer 1981). In their paper, Howe 

and Roemer modeled the choices made in an original position behind a "veil of 
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ignorance" as a game and found that the choice of a "justice game" or principle of justice 

depends on the degree of risk aversion of the agents (Howe and Romer 1981, 885). 

In their analysis, Howe and Roemer defined the core of the game as all 

distributions that would not be blocked, through withdrawal from society, by a coalition 

(Howe and Romer 1981, 880). Distributions that are not in the core are unstable because 

a subgroup could form a coalition and make themselves better off. The core of the game 

varies depending on the degree of risk aversion of the agents. When the agents were risk 

neutral the core of the game was consistent with the "maximal total income distribution", 

a utilitarian process. If the agents where extremely risk averse the core of the game was 

consistent with the maximin distribution, a Rawlsian outcome. If the agents have 

moderate risk aversion there was also an identifiable core which consisted of a mixed 

rule. Therefore, in between the two extreme cases is a continuum of games in which the 

income floor is less than the maximin income floor and earnings are unconstrained 

(Howe and Romer 1981, 885). Since society is made up of people with varying degrees 

of risk aversion, one might expect this intermediate result in empirical studies. 

The discussion of alternative normative theories raises several interesting 

questions for empirical research. First, can one construct a valid experimental test of the 

different approaches to distributive justice? For example, can the conditions of the 

"original position" be approximated experimentally? If valid tests can be constructed, 

how do people behave when they are faced with distributive problems and are their 

choices consistent with any of the existing theories of distributive justice? Do people 
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actually use the Rawlsian maximin decision criteria or do they maximize expected utility 

to solve problems of distributive justice? The next chapter will examine the attempts that 

have been made to empirically study questions of distributive justice. 
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3. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES TO DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE 

There are many empirical studies of issues related to fairness and distributive 

justice from a variety of academic disciplines. The studies that will be emphasized in this 

chapter, however, concentrate on attempts to empirically test alternative theories of 

distributive justice and closely related concepts in ethical theories. 

The principle of equality or egaUtarianism is at the center of many ethical theories 

of justice. In fact, the first part of the Formal Principle of Distributive Justice requires 

that equals be treated equally. This idea is formally illustrated by Yaari and Bar-Hillel 

(Yaari and Bar-Hillel 1984, 7) in their initial description of a distribution mechanism. A 

distribution mechanism (D) identifies the portion of a bundle (<») that is allocated to an 

agent based on various characteristics ( '̂ for agent i) that describe the agent. Equation 

3.1 defines a distribution in which the sum of the allocations is equal to the total 

endowment. Equation 3.2 defines a symmetric distribution mechanism in which 

differences are not sufficient to justify a difference in the allocation assigned to each 

individual. 

[3.1] =D( '̂;^^e?) + D(0^;0^^^) 

[3.2] (1/2)0) =D( '̂;^^^o) = D( '̂;^^^y) 

Where, a = Initial endowment of goods 
9^ = All relevant characteristics of agent i 
D = A distribution mechanism 



The second part of the Formal Principle of Distributive Justice requires treating 

imequals unequally. Therefore, an important question is what factors could justify a 

departure from equality. These factors should be observed in the Material Principles of 

Justice that give meaning to the Formal Principle in different environments and 

institutional settings. Attempts have been made in the past to isolate these factors, 

however, these earlier approaches have mixed distribution mechanisms (such as, lotteries, 

rotation schemes, queuing, priority lists, and compensation) with the underlying factors 

justifying departures from equality. It is important to separate these two areas because 

the appropriate distribution mechanisms to use in a given setting will be dictated by the 

economic environment, institutions, characteristics of the goods or resources being 

allocated, and the relevant factors that justify departures from equality. 

I have developed an improved list of factors that justify departures from equality 

in an attempt to generate an orthogonal set of factors separate from distribution 

mechanisms, economic environments, institutions, and characteristics of resources. 

Many factors have been proposed as possible justifications for departures from equality, 

however, these factors fall into the following four major groupings or categories: need 

based criteria, history or rights based criteria, desert/merit or contribution based criteria, 

and preference based criteria. Table 3.1 presents a summary of the items included in each 

category. In specific applications these criteria are often in conflict with one another and 

with ideas about individual responsibility (Hausman and McPherson 1996, 143). 
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Therefore, it is important to iinderstand how these factors are applied in dififerent 

situations and how they relate to theories of distributive justice. 

Table 3.1 - Summary of Factors Justifying Departures From Equality 

• Basic Need Based Criteria 
0 Material Subsistence 
o Social Existence 
o Self-realization 
0 Involuntary Disadvantages (i.e., physical or mental handicaps) 
o Basic Liberties 

History or Rights Based Criteria 
o Endowments 
0 Status (e.g.. Seniority, Age, Gender, Ethnicity) 
o Status-quo Property Rights 
o Legitimate Claims and legal rights 

Desert/Merit or Contribution Based Criteria 
o Effort 
o Talent/Ability 
o Efficiency 
o Productivity 

Preference Based Criteria 
o Tastes 
o Capacity to enjoy a good 
o Risk Preferences 

Notes: This list was compiled from discussions of these factors in many sources. A 
sample of these sources are (Elster 1995, II), (Hausman and McPherson 1996, 143), 
(Kohn 1996, 320), and (Yaari and Bar-Hillel 1984, 7). 

The empirical analyses of distributive justice fall into two methodological 

categories, questionnaires/survey studies and laboratory experiments. The svirvey studies 
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confront subjects with purely hypothetical situations in order to obtain responses. Past 

experimental studies have presented subjects with a range of situations, from purely 

hypothetical to those having actual payoff implications. The majority of the studies that 

have been performed in this area are in the disciplines of economics and psychology. I 

will examine relevant studies from each discipline and type of methodology. 

3.1 Empirical Tests of Justice in the Economics Literature 

Yaari along with Bar-Hillel, a psychologist, performed one of the initial empirical 

examinations of distributive justice by an economist (Yaari and Bar-Hillel 1984). In their 

analysis, several different distribution mechanisms were evaluated based on the ethical 

judgments of subjects who were survey respondents. The mechanisms investigated were 

the competitive equilibrium from an equal split of the initial endowment, bargaining from 

an eqiial split, bargaining from zero, bargaining over the strong Pareto set, a utilitarian 

approach, and a Maximin or Rawlsian criteria. The predictions of the alternative 

distributive mechanisms being investigated were initially compared to an equal split. 

The data for their study came from responses to survey questions added to the end 

of entrance examinations completed by applicants for admission to the Hebrew 

University. Yaari and Bar-Hillel felt that people answering the survey were motivated to 

tell the truth. Therefore, no special precautions were implemented to ensure that the 

subjects maintained a state of impartial reasoning. Unfortunately, this opens room for 

doubt in their results for two main reasons. First, the hypothetical nature of the survey (a 
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problem existing in all survey methodologies (Davis and Holt 1993, 423), also see the 

contingent valuation literature*) and second, the possible desire of the respondents to 

please the admissions officials or experimenters.' 

The respondents to the survey were asked to split a small number of grapefixiit 

and avocados based on the information provided. The treatments involved giving the 

subjects information based on a list of reasons for departure from an eqiial split. For 

example, when the problem of distribution is couched in terms of differing needs, the 

resulting distribution of responses supported the maximin principle (Yaari and Bar-Hillel 

1984, II). The overall results did not siqjport a single distribution mechanism for all 

cases. Therefore, Yaari and Bar-Hillel concluded that a "satisfactory theory of 

distributive justice will have to be endowed with considerable detail and finesse" in order 

to explain deviations from equality in specific situations (Yaari and Bar-Hillel 1984, 22). 

In a related study, Schokkaert and Overlaet (Schokkaert and Overlaet 1989) 

utilized a questionnaire to examine the importance of effort relative to other justifications 

for differences in income. A desert/merit-based criterion was not directly examined by 

Yaari and Bar-Hillel. Differences in effort were found to be more important than other 

factors, such as seniority, in determining fair distributions (Schokkaert and Overlaet 

1989,27). 

® A svunmary of the problems inherit in the contingent valuation methodology is 
contained in the "Report of the NOAA Panel on Contingent Valuation" (Arrow et al. 
1993, 9). 
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An experimental examination of distributive justice with real payoff implications 

was performed by Hoflfinan and Spitzer (Hof&nan and Spitzer 1985). In these 

experiments Hof&nan and Spitzer varied the experimental institutions to infer which 

theories of distributive justice were held by subjects in simple bargaining games. Three 

main theories of distributive justice were considered: utilitarianism, egalitarianism, and 

natural law/desert. The experiments examined bargains struck between two subjects with 

opposing payoff functions in a Ml information experimental environment. One of the 

participants, selected by a coin flip, could unilaterally set and determine a non-

cooperative payoff from a $12 pie. If they cooperated, however, (i.e., reached an 

agreement) they could split $14. The prediction from game theory states that they should 

split the pie according to the Nash bargaining solution (i.e., $13 for the subject chosen to 

determine the non-cooperative outcome and $1 to the other subject). In addition, the 

subject with unilateral authority should never accept less than $12. Subjects where 

found, however, to divide the payoffs in an equal split of $7 each. HofBnan and Spitzer 

said that these results can be "rationalized" if we accept that subjects distribute "payoffs 

in accordance with their perceptions of fairness" (Hof&nan and Spitzer 1985,260). 

In this experiment, flipping a coin was not perceived as a just way of allocating 

the unequal property rights given by the unilateral authority. To examine this issue in 

more detail, Hof&nan and Spitzer changed the experimental institution by using a game 

' The subject-experimenter effects are part of what has been called social distance 
effects. The importance of the social distance concept for ultimatum and dictator games 
is discussed in a recent paper by Hof&nan et al. (Hoffinan, McCabe, and Smith 1996). 
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to allocate the unilateral decision power. The results suggest that people behave in 

accordance with the Lockean theory because individuals "appeared to treat their 

entitlements as rights to unequal payoff divisions when the experimental institution led 

them to believe that they had eamed those entitlements" (Hof&nan and Spitzer 1985, 

273). One can see an example of Material Principles of Justice implementing an 

application of the Formal Principle iti this experiment. The experimental institutions 

framed the perception of the fairness of alternative distributions of the pie.'° 

The most comprehensive experimental tests of alternative theories of distributive 

justice were performed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992). 

As stated earlier, one of Frohlich and Oppenheimer's goals was to investigate the 

application of a new methodology to problems in philosophy. They started with the 

proposition that - "Any principle unanimously accepted imder ideal conditions of 

impartiality has a claim as a valid principle of distributive justice" (Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer 1992, 20). Their experiments were designed to elicit impartial reasoning 

through an institution of impeifect information. The state of imperfect information was 

an experimental operationalization of the "veil of ignorance" concept. The main issues 

that Frohlich and Oppenheimer focused on can be summarized in the following three 

questions: 

I will not review the expanding literature on ultimatum and dictator bargaining games 
here, since, that literature is not specifically testing theories of distributive justice. 
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1 Can groups reach unanimous decisions on issues of distributive 
justice? 

2 Will they agree on the same principle, and if so which principle 
will they choose? 

3 In the production experiments, does the redistribution affect 
productivity and is the policy stable? 

The experimental design included treatments involving both types of questions 

that a positive theory of justice must be able to answer, "fixed pie" problems in the non-

production treatments and "effort-dependent pie" problems in the production treatments. 

The non-production treatments involved decisions about exogenously determined 

distributions of income. In the production treatments the distribution of income is 

endogenously determined by the subjects performance on tasks. To investigate 

alternative approaches to distributive justice, Frohlich and Oppenheimer identified four 

main rules or principles associated with different concepts of distributive justice". These 

principles were to maximize the floor income, associated with Rawls' Maximin criteria; 

maximize the average income, associated with the utilitarian criteria; maximize the 

average income with a floor constraint, a mixed rule supported by the theoretical work of 

Howe and Roemer (Howe and Romer 1981); and maximize average income with a range 

constraint, which can approximate an egalitarian criteria. In this dissertation I will refer 

" The four rules explicitly included in the instructions were selected based on a list of 
alternative concepts of justice identified by Rawls (Rawls 1971,122-126). Rawls 
proposed that individuals in the original position would be presented this list as a basis 
for their discussion and unanimously select one concept firom the list as the best 
alternative (Rawls 1971, 122). 
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to the maximize average income rule as the "Maximize Average" rule, the maximize 

average income with a floor constraint rule as the "Floor Constraint" rule, the maximize 

average income with a range constraint rule as the "Range Constraint" rule, and the 

maximize the floor income rule as either the "Maximize Floor" rule or "Difference 

Principle" rule. The specific implementation I used for each of these rules is described in 

the subject instructions contained in Appendix A through C. 

In the non-production treatments there were two phases of choice, individual and 

group. In the individual choice phase, subjects chose a rule based on four known income 

distributions with five classes of income (high, medium high, medivun, mediiun low, and 

low) knowing only that they would be assigned to an income class at random. The group 

decisions were committee decisions made without knowledge of the distribution. As in 

the individual choice phase, a random assignment to an income class determined the 

subject's payoffs. In the production experiments, payoffs were based on the subject's 

performance on tasks that were not known at the time of the group decision. 

These experiments were conducted in a span of time firom the mid to late 1980s. 

The subjects for these experiments where university students from three different 

countries, the United States (University of Maryland, Florida State University), Canada 

(University of Manitoba), and Poland (Warsaw University). A sunamary of the 

experimental sessions conducted by Frohlich and Oppenheimer is presented in Table 3.2. 

A total of 98 experiments where performed, however, only 81 are applicable to 

the main questions (10 sessions had imposed rules and in 7 no decision could be 
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reached). The sessions lasted 1-2 hours during which time the subjects were introduced 

to the four rules, completed a test on the rules, individually ranked the rules, selected a 

rule with the group, and completed an exit questionnaire. The only difference for the 

production experiments is that the individual rankings were not performed and three 

rounds of production and redistribution were performed after the group selected a rule. 

Table 3.2 - Summary of Frohlich & Oppenheimer's Experimental Sessions 

Session 
Description 

Total 
Sessions 

Production 
Sessions 

Non-Production 
Sessions -

Page 
Reference ® 

All Sessions 98 28 70 p. 56,121 
Imposed Rule 10 10 0 p. 121 

Choice Sessions 88 18 70 
No Agreement'' 7 0 7 p. 57 

Agreement Sessions 81 18 63 
Majority Rule 5 5 0 p. 121 

Unanimity Sessions 76 13 63 

Source: (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992) 

® The page numbers reference information in the document identified as the source. 

'' The seven sessions without agreement all occurred in Poland and were the result of an 
error in the instructions which limited the discussion time to 5 minutes (Frohlich and 
Oppenheimer 1992, 57n). 

The results of these experiments are displayed in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. These 

experiments fovmd little support for the rules representing either Rawls or utilitarianism. 

Overall the subjects supported the mixed principle of maximizing average income with a 

floor constraint. This rule was selected by 78% of the groups. Although the distribution 

of rules selected varied by location (reference Table 3.4), the principle of maximizing 
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average income subject to a floor constraint was tiie predominant choice in all locations. 

This rule was also selected in the majority of the production sessions. 

Overall the subjects supported the mixed principle of maximizing average income 

with a floor constraint This rule was selected by 78% of the groups. Although the 

distribution of rules selected varied by location (reference Table 3.4), the principle of 

maximizing average income subject to a floor constraint was the predominant choice in 

all locations. This rule was also selected in the majority of the production sessions. 

Table 3.3 - Summary of Frohlich & Oppenheimer's Results 

Description 
Total 

Sessions 
Production 
Sessions 

Non-
Production 
Sessions 

Unanimity 
Production 
Sessions 

Page 
Reference ® 

Sessions; 
Majority Rule 5 5 0 

Unanimity 76 13 63 13 
Total 81 18 63 13 

Results: 
Floor Constraint 63 

(77.8%) 
15 48 11 p. 60,244 

Maximize Average 10 
(12.3%) 

0 10 0 p. 58,60,244 

Range Constraint 7 
(8.64%) 

3 4 2 p. 60,244 

Difference Principle 1 
(1.23%) 

0 1 0 p. 58,60 

Source: (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992) 
^ The page numbers reference information in the document identified as the source. 
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Table 3.4 - Frohlich & Oppenheimer's Results by Location 

Floor Maximize Range Difference Page 
Location Constraint Average Constraint Principle Total Reference ® 
Florida 10 5 1 0 16 p. 59,65 

Maryland 31 3 4 0 38 p. 59,65 
Manitoba 13 1 0 0 14 p. 59,65 

Poland 9 1 2 1 13 p. 59,65,75 
Total 63 10 7 1 81 

Source: (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992) 

^ The page numbers reference information in the document identified as the source. 

Table 3.5 presents the range of floor constraints selected in the process of 

completely specifying the "maximize average income with a floor constraint" rule. The 

floors constraints or minimnm incomes selected varied from 2 to 24 thousand dollars. 

This large spread in floor constraints may in part be due to a lack of information on 

relevant measures of need or poverty. The Experimentzil Design section of this paper 

contains more details on this conjecture. 
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Table 3.5: Frohlich & Oppenheimer's Distribution of Floor Constraints. 
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Source: (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992, 85) 

To test whether they were successful in inducing impartial reasoning, Frohlich 

and Oppenheimer examined the data from exit questionnaires to see if individual subject 

characteristics, could predict the choice of rules. If the rules selected were based on 

impartial reasoning subject demographic and background information should make no 

difference to the rule selected. Logit estimations performed by Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer showed that the group choices were unrelated to individual characteristics 

of the group (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992, 221). 

The experimental methodology utilized by Frohlich and Oppenheimer has many 

interesting advantages for testing theories of distributive justice. Unfortunately, the bulk 
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of their data came from the non-production sessions, which have several weaknesses. 

The non-production sessions employed random payoffs that remove focus from the 

desert/merit criteria for inequalities. In addition, the use of random payoffs does not 

allow the subjects to experience the redistribution costs associated with different rules. 

An attempt to examine the role of individual risk aversion in experimental 

decisions on distributive justice was performed by Beck (1994). The main question 

examined by Beck was "how much income redistribution individuals desire in a society 

with random differences in individual incomes" and whether individual risk preferences 

could explain the preferences for income redistribution in a society. 

Beck identified three rationales for redistribution: an insurance motive, 

Rawlsian/Maximin motivation, and a pure preference for more equal distributions. The 

insurance motive is based on a desire of risk-averse individuals to insure themselves 

against low incomes or bad outcomes. This motive is similar to ideas in Howe and 

Roemer (1981) and Arrow (1973). The pure preference motive is based on an "esthetic 

preference" for equitable distributions. 

In these experiments the subjects faced choices over lotteries, which they 

subsequently played for a monetary payoff. The lotteries involved two income levels, 

high and low, and various tax rates. Three treatments were examined: individual subjects 

selected a lottery for individual payoff, individual subjects selected a lottery for group 

payoff, and a group of subjects selected a lottery for group payoffs. Beck's hypothesis 
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was that if the insurance motive was the dominant motivation, then the three lotteries 

selected should be similar. 

The results of Beck's experiments suggest that the subjects were risk averse and 

favored some redistribution based on the individual insurance motive. They did not, 

however, support the Rawlsian motive or the pure preference motive. 

One weakness of Beck's approach is that this experiment follows most of the 

experimental literature with the random assignment of income. The lotteries were 

restricted to two income levels and the group choice lotteries resulted in the same income 

to all members of the group. As a result, this study focuses totally on risk aversion 

without incorporating the impacts of differences in need or productivity. In addition, the 

measure of risk aversion utilized in this study was obtained by the selection of the 

individual choice lottery. Given the experimental evidence on preference reversals (Cox, 

Smith, and Walker 1988), however, this one shot approach may not be an accurate 

measure of risk aversion. 

3.2 Empirical Tests of Justice in the Psychology Literature 

The area of social psychology has also produced a body of literature on 

distributive justice. This literature has focused mainly on equity theory, which was 

initially developed by Homans and Adams (Walster, Berscheid, and Walster 1973, 151-

152). Equity theory claims that individuals compare their ratio of perceived outcomes to 

perceived inputs with the ratios of others in making judgments on the fairness or equity of 



a situation. If these ratios are not equal, individuals adjust their behavior by changing 

their actual and perceived inputs and perceptions of outputs to maintain equality. There 

is a large literature on empirical tests of equity theory. These studies generally focus on 

behavioral responses in various institutions and environments and not directly on testing 

ideas of distributive justice. 

More recently the focus of the justice literature in psychology has been on 

organizational justice. Organizational Justice examines "peoples perceptions of fairness 

in organizations" (Cropanzano and Greenberg 1997, 317). The main issues in 

organizational justice are employee reactions to outcomes and the procedures used to 

arrive at the outcomes. In addition, the interaction of outcomes and procedures has 

proved to be an important question for individual self-esteem in the workplace. For 

example, the impact of performance evaluations on self-evaluation is greater when fair 

procedures result in negative outcomes than when unfair procedures result in negative 

outcomes. The importance of this branch of research is in the attempt to combine 

distributive and procedural views of justice. 

Although most of the psychology literature has focused on tests of equity theory 

and organizational justice, several broader experiments on distributive justice have been 

performed by Mitchell, Tetlock, Mellers, and Ordonez (Mitchell et al. 1993) and Ordonez 

and Mellers (Ordonez and Mellers 1993). In the study performed by Mitchell et al. the 

key question was to analyze how choices are made about social justice by examining the 

conflict between equality and efficiency. Psychologists have established that individuals 



seek to avoid conflicts between "cherished values". As a result individuals avoid 

cognitive, emotional, and political tension by redefining situations to establish a clear 

choice which is not in conflict with closely held values (Mitchell et al. 1993, 630). This 

experiment was designed to determine the subjects preferences for equality or efficiency 

by forcing subjects to make decisions which could be compared with several broad 

theoretical approaches to distributive justice. 

The broad theoretical approaches that Mitchell et al. (1993) outlined as guiding individual 

choices were 1) Value-Guided Egalitarian - a focus on equality, 2) Value-Guided 

Utilitarian - a focus on efficiency, 3) Compromise theory - which is similar to the floor 

constraint rule employed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer, 4) Rawlsian - applying the 

maximin principle, and 5) Self Interest. The experiments were designed, however, to 

exclude self interest as a motivating force by focusing on hypothetical societies in which 

the subjects ideas about distributive justice were fi-ee firom material incentives. Mitchell 

et al. preferred the independent observer approach to the original position approach 

because they felt it is impossible to approximate the original position in a laboratory 

experiment. 

The subjects for this experiment were imdergraduate students at the University of 

California - Berkeley and Southem Illinois University who received course credit for 

participation. The subjects were given tables of income distributions for paired 

hypothetical societies with various levels of equality and efficiency. In order to examine 

the proposition that merit-based achievement is a necessary condition for the acceptance 



of income inequality, the subjects were also told how closely efifort and rewards were 

correlated in the hypothetical societies (this level was varied from 10% to 90%). The 

subjects judged the relative fairness of paired hypothetical societies. These judgments 

were then compared to the ideal patterns predicted by each of the theoretical approaches 

that guide individual choices. The subjects were also given a variety of psychological 

surveys to examine individual subject ideologies and political preferences. The analysis 

of results in these experiments focused on the Rawlsian maximin and the compromise 

strategies. This focus was due to the correlation between the mayimin and equality 

strategies and between the compromise and utilitarian/efficiency strategies, which were 

too high to allow tests that could successfully distinguish between them. 

The first result of this experiment was that a majority of the subjects did make 

tradeoffs between equality and efficiency. When compared to the ideal lexicographic 

ordering of distributions for the altemative theories, the subject's choices violated the 

predicted orderings between 62% to 89% of the time (Mitchell et al. 1993, 633-634). The 

second result was that in the ^oup treatments the Maximin theory was preferred to the 

compromise theory. In addition, the level of support for the maximin theory degraded as 

the correlation between effort and reward increased - from 86% with low correlation to 

51% with high correlation (Mitchell et al. 1993, 634). Finally, when the subjects were 

exposed to all levels of the work-reward correlation the Maximin theory was preferred for 

low and middle levels of correlation and the compromise theory was preferred for high 

levels of correlation (Mitchell et al. 1993, 634). 
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This study is one of a few experimental resxilts that support the Rawlsian Maximin 

approach to distributive justice. Mitchell et al. (1993) state that their results indicate that 

the failure of other studies to find support for the maximin position is due to a failure to 

adequately capture the original position required by Rawls. Mitchell's results, however, 

may not be due to the failure of other studies, since the analysis was restricted to two of 

the five initially proposed theoretical approaches. In addition, Mitchell et al. did not 

incorporate individual self-interest or the impact of various risk preferences. Since 

Rawls's theory is contractarian in nature, the participants in the original position will be 

impacted by the decisions they make. Therefore, self-interest should not be excluded 

from the analysis of distributive justice. Finally, although the effort-reward correlation is 

shown to be very important to the decision process, the way the effort-reward correlation 

is implemented was vague and limited to three levels. 

The paper by Ordonez and Mellers (Ordonez and Mellers 1993) improved and 

extended the work of Mitchell et al. The purpose of their paper was also to examine how 

individuals make tradeoffs between equality and efficiency. Ordonez and Mellers 

(0«feM), however, focused on a broader range of factors that may be taken into account 

when making decisions on distributive justice. Instead of focusing on the range, 

minimum, and average income in a hypothetical society O&M included the standard 

deviation of income. In addition, O&M utilized a more effective tool to describe the 

income distributions. Instead of tables of distributions, O&M presented scatter plots of 

income versus a work index. The work index is described as a broad, all-encompassing 
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measure of effort contribution that includes such elements as productivity, effort, merit, 

seniority, experience, etc. The subjects were also given information on the poverty level 

in the hypothetical societies. 

As in the Mitchell et al. (1993) study, the subjects in this experiment made pair-

wise comparisons between hypothetical societies. The subjects compared the 

distributions in terms of faimess and preference (i.e., which society is most fair and in 

which society would you prefer to live). Two different treatments of this experiment 

were performed. In the first treatment the scatter-plots were manipulated in terms of 

TniniTTniTn income, mean income, and standard deviation. In the second treatment, the 

scatter-plots were also manipulated by a work index-income correlation. The 150 

subjects in these experiments were undergraduate students at the University of California 

- Berkeley who received credit in lower level psychology courses for participation. 

The first result of these experiments was that a significant ntmiber of subjects 

made tradeoffs between equality and efficiency. An average of 42% of all subjects 

violated the lexicographical ordering of distributions (Ordonez and Mellers 1993, 143). 

The results of the first treatment were inconclusive. There was no clear experimental 

measure (i.e., minimum income, mean income, income standard deviation.) which could 

describe a significant number of the decisions. A majority of the subjects, however, were 

described by the work-income correlation when it was included in the second treatment. 

Therefore, the subjects concem for high work-income correlation dominated equality and 

efficiency motivations. 
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The inconclusiveness of the first treatment could be the result of differences in the 

experimental design of the two treatments. In both treatments the subjects were shown 

the same types of scatterplots (i.e., income vs. work index). The results of the first 

treatment, however, were not analyzed in terms of the work-income correlation, even 

though the subjects saw the same basic information in both treatments. For example, the 

low work-income correlation scatter-plots can look very similar to the high standard 

deviation plots. These effects may contribute to the problems in analyzing treatment one. 

Another interesting result firom this study was that the societies judged most fair 

were not necessarily the societies that the subjects would prefer to live in (Ordonez and 

Mellers 1993, 148). The key results firom O&M are presented in Table 3.6. The majority 

of subjects responding to the fairness question are fit by the work-income correlation. 

There is, however, a large shift to minimum income when the subjects responded to the 

preference question. This effect may be the result of risk aversion in the subjects. 

Although risk attitudes were not examined in this study, risk aversion may explain the 

shift toward concem for the minimum income when responding to the preference 

question. 

Table 3.6 - Summary of Ordonez & Mellers' Results 

Response Work-income Minimum Income Standard Mean Salary 
Correlation Income Deviation 

Faimess 74% 26% 0% 0% 
Preference 50% 44% 0% 6% 

Source-. (Ordonez and Mellers 1993,146) 



Although there are some weaknesses in the Mitchell et al. and O&M experiments, 

they point out several important ideas which need to be examined in studies of 

distributive justice. First, they highlight the importance of the correlation between effort 

and income as a necessary condition for the acceptance of inequality. In addition, 

without a strong correlation between effort and income, subjects tend to avoid risk by 

supporting more Rawlsian/maximin type distributions. 

3.3 Findings and Implications of Empirical Studies of Justice 

From the results of the studies summarized in this chapter we can synthesize 

several important factors relating to distributive justice that should be analyzed further. 

All of the studies point to conflicting motivational factors underlying actual decisions 

about distributive justice. These motivational factors include differences in need-based 

criteria, history or rights base criteria, desert/merit-based criteria, and preference-based 

criteria. The results of the studies surveyed in this chapter do not support a specific 

theory of distributive justice or criteria justifying inequalities. In different decision 

making environments and institutions we foimd studies that supported a Rawlsian view 

and other studies which stressed the importance of desert/merit based criteria. 

Unfortunately, the environment and experimental institutions are not strictly comparable 

across all of the studies. In addition, the importance of procedtiral justice is seen in 

several settings where random allocation procedures were not viewed as just and effort-
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based criteria were selected over non-effort-based criteria as the preferred allocation 

method.'^ 

This chapter also highlighted a variety of weaknesses to be avoided in future 

studies. These weaknesses include random payoffs, not controlling for the effort/income 

correlation, hypothetical situations, the lack of real monetary payoff implications, the lack 

of a mechanism to induce impartial decisions, limited perceived impacts from 

redistribution, and lack of control for subject/experimenter or social distance effects. The 

next chapter will outline the experimental design used in my study. 

The support for desert/merit based criteria is also contained in a questionnaire study by 
Bukszar and Knetsch (1997). This study claims to have decisions made behind a veil of 
ignorance, however, the decision environment is more like an impartial observer because 
the decision-makers did not experience the selected rules. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The experimental design developed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer to investigate 

issues of distributive justice has several important advantages over other methods that 

have been used in the past. These improvements allow researchers to control factors 

related to the weaknesses observed in earlier studies. As a result, this dissertation will 

employ the basic design developed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer. This basic design will, 

however, be modified to improve several aspects of its implementation. The 

modifications will also allow me to test the replicability of their study and investigate 

several related hypotheses dealing with the justifications for departures from equality. 

The experimental design employed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer utilized two 

main treatments - non-production and production. In the non-production treatment 

subjects were confronted with tables of hypothetical income distributions for the 

individual decision portion of the experiment.'^ Subject payoffs for both the individual 

and group decisions were determined by random assignment to one of five different 

income classes. Therefore, this treatment is subject to some of the weaknesses I found in 

earlier studies. First, with random assignments to income classes the importance of effort 

and productivity are minimized. For example, when income classes are assigned 

randomly the subject's perception of what is a relevant difference will impact the 

No distributions were supplied for consideration during the group discussion and 
decision portions of the experiment. 
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selection of rules. In similar cases, subjects tended toward equal divisions when there 

were no perceived relevant differences (See Hoffinan and Spitzer (1985) and Yaari and 

Bar-Hillel (1984)). In addition, the random assignment of income classes does not 

control the effort-income correlation. These types of effort/productivity implications, 

however, could be incorporated in a non-production experiment by developing a non-

random mechanism to assign subjects to income classes. 

Another issue with the way the random assignments were implemented in the 

non-production treatment by Frohlich and Oppenheimer is that there were no explicit 

differential costs of redistribution associated with the rules selected. It would be 

preferable for the subjects to see and experience redistribution from their income based 

on the rule selected. The use of explicit redistribution incorporates differential relative 

costs of the alternative rules and brings incentive issues directly into the study. This 

explicit redistribution could also be incorporated in a non-production treatment by 

redistributing the income associated with the assigned income class. 

The production treatment involved the subjects performing tasks (checking 

passages for spelling errors) to eam payments. Consequently, the subject's decisions and 

performance in the tasks had real monetary payoff implications. In addition, this 

treatment naturally incorporates variable effort and skill levels with a redistribution 

system that the subjects could see and experience. Therefore, the preferred approach to 

investigate issues surrounding distributive justice is to utilize the production treatment 
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Unfortunately, the non-production treatment comprised the large majority of the sessions 

(reference Table 3.2) conducted by Frohlich and Oppenheimer. 

One of the main advantages of the approach developed by Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer is the use of an explicit mechanism to elicit impartial responses in their 

experiments. This mechanism, an operationalization of the 'veil of ignorance", requires 

subjects to make decisions without knowledge of the possible outcomes. For example, at 

the time each group of subjects made their decision to select a specific rule in the 

production treatment, they did not have any infomaation on the type, difBculty, or 

duration of the tasks. In addition, they were only told that the payoffs from these tasks 

would be scaled to reflect the "annual income for a family of four in a democratic society 

of moderate scarcity". The approximation of the conditions required in the original 

position by Frohlich and Oppenheimer successfully generates a state of imcertainty for 

the subjects. 

The subjects also experience the implications of their choices, as required in the 

original position, by performing the production tasks to eam income that is redistributed 

based on the rule selected by the group. This procedure is an accurate experimental 

approximation of the original position. The use of imperfect information to generate 

impartial decisions from an "original position" gives me an excellent opportunity to 

explore how the Formal Principle of Distributive Justice is applied under various 

institutions and framing effects. 
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The production treatment designed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer avoids most of 

the weaknesses of prior studies. This design also allows all of the motivational factors 

listed in the previous chapter, as justifications for departures from equality, to affect the 

decision process of the subjects. Therefore, I will modify and employ the basic 

production approach developed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer to reexamine their basic 

questions and extend their work by focusing on sevenil related issues. 

One difference in the experimental design that I employed is the use of 

instructions that do not contain any ejqilicit references to justice. The main set of 

instructions employed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer explicitly referred to justice, just 

principles of distribution, and making just decisions throughout the instructions. This 

explicit mention of the concept that they were attempting to test, raises questions of 

subject-experimenter interaction effects. Because of these concerns, a very small subset 

of Frohlich and Oppenheimer's non-production sessions were run with instructions that 

removed any explicit reference to justice or fairness. These sessions had results 

consistent with their main findings (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992,46). 

Frohlich and Oppenheimer did not, however, run any production sessions with "neutral" 

instructions. Consequently, I developed a version of the production session instructions 

that removed any explicit mention of justice. Our baseline experiments, therefore, differ 

from Frohlich and Oppenheimer's experiments by focusing primarily on the production 

context and employing instructions purged of any references to justice or fairness which 
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might influence subject behavior. A copy of the subject instructions for the baseline or 

replication sessions is contained in Appendix A. 

The important points in the flow of events in our an experimental sessions are 

recruiting five (5) subjects to participate; presenting a brief description of the four main 

alternative rules in the instructions; selecting, by unanimous group vote, a rule of 

distribution to govern the production earnings of the subjects; and finally, the subjects 

individually participating in the production tasks and their earnings being redistributed 

based on the rule selected and approved by the group. A detailed summary of the typical 

sequence of events that occur in an experimental session is presented in Table 4.1. 

The general issues examined in this study focus on three broad categories: 

experimentally testing existing theories of justice and factors which justify departures 

firom equality, understanding the informational requirements necessary for impartial 

reasoning, and determining how various enviromnental and institutional factors affect 

how the Formal Principle is firamed. Exploring these questions experimentaUy will 

hopefiilly generate empirical data containing regularities that can assist in the 

development of a positive theory of justice. 

The main question explored in this study, as in the study by Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer, is whether existing theories of distributive justice are consistent with 

observed decisions concerning the fairness of alternative rules for distributing income. 

Table 4.2 outlines the treatments examined in our study. The upper left cell of the 

treatment table is the replication cell. The results of this cell will be used to verify that 
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Table 4.1 - Typical Sequence of Experimental Events 

MATERIAL REQUIRED 

1. Five (5) copies of instructions, tally sheet, and exit questionnaire. 
2. Correction keys for tests and production tasks. 
3. Form to record subject payments. 
4. Cash for subject payments. 
5. Computer and Excel spreadsheet which calculates taxes and payments. 
6. Stop watch for timing production tasks, extra paper, and pencils. 

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

Session Preparation: 
1. Subjects arrive and check in. 
2. Subjects read and sign consent form. 
3. Subjects are paid the Show-up Fee. 
4. Five (5) subjects are selected from the recruited subjects in attendance. 

4a. If less than 5 recruited subjects are in attendance: 
-Ask the subjects to return for another session. Then release the subjects. 

4b. If more than 5 recruited subjects are in attendance: 
Ask for volunteers to return for another session or randomly select 5 
subjects. Then release extra subjects. 

5. The subjects are seated separately with paper and pencil. 
6. Distribute subject instructions and related experimental material. 

Introduction of Instructions: 
7. Qral reading of the introduction section of the handbook. 

Part I of Instructions: (There is a one-hour time limit on the completion of Part I) 
8. Private reading of Part I of the handbook. 

8a. A brief description of the four main alternative principles of justice. 
8b. Initial ranking of rules. 
8c. A description of how the rules of distribution are implemented and the 

implications of each rule for a subject's payoffs. 
8d. Complete Test 1. (Covers the basic concepts involved in the experiment.) 

9. Moderator grades Test 1. 
9a. If errors are detected, identify questions for subject on Test 2. 
9b. Subject Reviews Test 1 and completes Test 2. 
9c. Moderator grades Test 2. 

10. Second ranking of rules. 

Notes'. The only changes required to the typical sequence of events for the exclusion 
treatment are the addition of a die to the material required and the insertion prior to steps 
20a, 21a, and 22a of a step for determining which subject to exclude from the task. 
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Table 4.1 - Continued 

Part n of Instructions: 
11. Reseat subjects for discussion/voting phase. 
12. Oral reading of Part n of the handbook. 
13. Discussion Phase - Group discussion of rules. (Minimum of 5 minutes) 
14. Motion to end discussion. 
15. Two unanimous agreements, verbal and secret ballot, to close discussion. If 

votes are not unanimous return to step 12. 
16. Specification of agenda for the pairwise vote. 
17. Choice Phase - voting on agenda, with the following outcomes 

17a. Unanimous agreement reached. Part II complete. 
17b. No unanimous agreement, return to step 12. 
17c. Unanimous agreement that unanimity impossible. Randomly selected 

rule used in Part m. 

Part in of Instructions: 
18. Reseat subjects separately for production phase. 
19. Oral reading of Part HI of the handbook. 
20. Production Period 1. 

20a. Perform Period 1 Tasks. 
20b. Moderator evaluates production, determines annual salary, and 

redistributes earnings for consistency with selected rule. 
20c. Subjects complete post production period questions & ranking of rules. 

21. Production Period 2. 
21a. Perform Period 2 Tasks. 
21b. Moderator evaluates production, determines annual salary, and 

redistributes earnings for consistency with selected rule. 
21c. Subjects complete post production period questions & ranking of rules. 

22. Production Period 3. 
22a. Perform Period 3 Tasks. 
22b. Moderator evaluates production, determines annual salary, and 

redistributes earnings for consistency with selected rule. 
22c. Subjects complete post production period questions & ranking of rules. 

Part IV of Instructions: 
23. Oral reading of Part IV of the handbook. 
24. Subjects complete exit questionnaire that includes final ranking of rules. 

Comoletion of Session: rEach subiect individually completes session) 
25. Complete payment tally sheet and record subject earnings on session 

expenditure sheet. 
26. Subject signature on session expenditure sheet. 
27. Pay subjects for performance on test and post-redistribution earnings. 
28. Subject is released. 
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Table 4.2 - Experimental Treatments 

Subject Instructions: 
- Production Context 
- Neutral Instructions 

Baseline 
(No Exclusion) 

Exclusion Treatment 
(Random Exclusion) 

Baseline 
(No Information on 

Poverty Levels) 

Replication Cell Exclusion Cell 

Information Treatment 
(Additional Information on 

Poverty Levels) 

Information Cell 
Combined 

Information/Exclusion 
Cell 

my baseline instructions and subject pool replicate the results obtained by Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer. Given that the distribution of choices is replicated, the data from this cell 

will be used to examine whether the distribution of floor constraints selected is also 

consistent with Frohlich and Oppenheimer's results. From this point we can then begin 

changing various informational and institutional factors required for the alternative 

treatments. 

Two main treatments were performed to investigate questions on the selection of 

rules and floor income levels. The information treatment investigated the impact of 

giving the subjects information on alternative measures of basic needs or poverty. In 

preliminary pilot and replication cell sessions, considerable time was spent by the 

subjects searching for some focal point on which to base the floor income level. Usvially, 

the subjects selected a floor based on hypothetical distributions contained in the 

instructions. This treatment should explain the wide distribution of floor constraints 
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observed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer by focusing on the concept of basic need 

envisioned by the subject pool. In addition, this gives the subjects information on needs 

similar to the analysis performed by Yaari and Bar-Hillel (1984). This treatment tests 

whether additional information affects the choice or degree of impartial reasoning. We 

expect no change in the distribution of the rules selected. A concentration of the floor 

constraints, however, was expected around the focal points provided to the subjects. 

The focal points that are provided to the subjects will give them two altemative 

measures of basic need or poverty. These altemative measures are for a subsistence level 

of income, set at $12,000 per year, and a lowest prevailing standard of living income, set 

at $24,000 per year. The subsistence level of income was selected to be less than the 

current official poverty level for a family of four in 1996 dollars ($16,029). The selection 

of a lowest prevailing standard of living income was based on two figures developed by 

Schwarz and Volgy: a corrected poverty level and a low economy budget (Schwarz and 

Volgy 1992, 44). The corrected poverty level figure is based on making adjustments to 

the current "official" poverty level to account for changes in consumption patterns over 

time. When these changes are made the corrected poverty level, after adjusting for 

inflation, is approximately $25,000 per year for a family of four (Schwarz and Volgy 

1992, 44). Schwarz and Volgy also calculated a low economy budget for a family of 

four. This low economy budget is a detailed buildup of the required "basic necessities at 

the lowest realistic cost". Based on Schwarz and Volgy's calculations the low economy 

budget, after adjusting for inflation, was approximately $23,000 per year for a family of 
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four (Schwarz and Volgy 1992,44). Therefore, a figure of $24,000 per year was selected 

as the lowest prevailing standard of living income. These two measures of poverty are far 

enough apart to provide two distinct altematives and adequate experimental separation of 

the concepts. A copy of the subject instmctions for the information treatment is 

contained in Appendix B. 

The exclusion treatment introduces a random chance of subjects being excluded 

from participation in the production tasks. The theoretical justification for the 

examination of the exclusion cell is twofold. First, the exclusion cell "thickens" the "veil 

of ignorance" by adding additional uncertainty to the final production outcomes and 

should increase focus on the subjects risk aversion in their decision making process. 

Now instead of bad outcomes only being associated with low production, a subject with 

high productivity might be excluded from production and experience a bad outcome. The 

importance of both an adequate "veil of ignorance" and the assimied risk aversion by 

decision-makers are both key concepts discussed by Rawls. Second, the exclusion cell 

allows me to model involimtaiy unemployment and assess its impact on preferences for 

rules of distribution. 

This treatment forces the subjects to examine the rules of distribution imder the 

influence of a factor that plays on a subject's risk preferences. A subject's risk preference 

is one of the preference-based criteria for departures from equality listed in Table 3.1. In 

this treatment subjects are informed, prior to making any decisions, of the possibility that 

one of them may be excluded from the production task. The subjects only learn of the 
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mechanism used to determine which subject is excluded, the roll of a die, and its results 

after the rule of distribution has been selected. Since previous studies have found that 

random assignments were not perceived as relevant differences, I expect the distribution 

of selected rules to shift toward rules that result in more equal distributions. In addition, 

floor constraints selected should shift toward higher constraints. A copy of the subject 

instructions for the combined information-exclusion treatment is contained in Appendix 

C. 

A summary of the research questions relevant for each treatment cell in Table 4.2 

and the related hypotheses are presented in Table 4.3.''* 

One change was made in the design for the information and exclusion cells. 
Specifically, the time limit on the production tasks was reduced. This change was made 
to respond to unexpected productivity on the part of the subjects. Reducing the time 
allowed for each task conserved funding and allowed for redistribution to take place. 
This change should not affect the distribution of selected rules, since the subjects were 
not informed of the time limit until after the rule of distribution was selected. 



Table 4.3 Research Questions (Q) and Hypotheses (H) for Treatment Cells 

Replication Cell; 
Q1 - Is the distribution of selected rules consistent with F&O 
Q2 - Axe the Floor Constraints Consistent with F&O 

Information Cell: 
Q3 - Is the distribution of selected rules affected by the treatment 

H - No change in the distribution of selected rules 
Q4 - Are the floor constraints selected affected by the treatment 

H - Floor Constraints will gravitate toward focal points 
(i.e., relevant measure of need/poverty) 

Combined Information/Exclusion Cell: 
Q5 - Is the distribution of selected rules affected by the treatment 

H - Shift in distribution of selected rules toward floor constraint rule 
Q6 - Are the floor constraints affected by the treatment 

H - Floor Constraints will shift toward higher constraints 



5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The results of this experimental study are presented in three sections. First, the 

distribution of rules selected is analyzed to determine if Frohlich and Oppenheimer's 

earlier results are replicated by this study and if the experimental treatments are 

significant. Next, the productivity of our subjects is examined by treatment and selected 

rule of distribution to investigate incentive effects. Finally, an analysis of the individual 

subject and group choices is performed to analyze the effectiveness of the original 

position implemented in this study. 

Due to the limited amount of data currently available I pooled the data from the 

pilot and normal sessions for some of the initial analysis of results. The primary purpose 

of the pilot experiments was to gather preliminary data on the replicability of the 

experiments conducted by Frohlich and Oppenheimer. In addition, these sessions were 

used to gauge the length of time required for typical sessions, expected payoffs, and to 

evaluate the complexity of updated instructions. There were no major changes made to 

the subject instructions as a result of the pilot sessions. 

The subjects for these experiments were drawn from lower and intermediate level 

economics classes at the University of Arizona. For the non-production pilot sessions the 

subjects received extra credit points for participation. A small number of points were 

awarded for prompt attendance and a small number of points were available based on a 

subject's performance in the experiment. Responses to the exit questionnaire seemed to 

indicate that these were salient rewards to the subjects. In the pilot production sessions 
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subjects received extra credit points as a show-up fee and were paid at 1/10 scale for the 

experiment. The subjects received the standard $5 show-up fee and full-scale payments 

for the normal sessions. 

Each experimental session was designed for a group of 5 subjects. In several of 

the early pilot sessions, however, absenteeism by subjects reduced the group size to four. 

As a result I collected some pilot data on alternative group sizes. 

5.1 Analysis of Rules Selected 

In this section I will examine the distribution of rules selected by our subject 

groups in the replication and experimental treatments portions of this experiment. Table 

5.1 contains a siramiary of my 2x2 experimental design that lists the total number of 

sessions conducted in each cell. A total of 14 pilot sessions and 20 regular sessions were 

completed for the replication and experimental treatment cells. 

Table 5.1 - Number of Experimental Sessions by Treatment 

Subject Instructions: 
- Production Context 
- Neutral Instructions 

Baseline 
(No Exclusion) 

Exclusion Treatment 
(Random Exclusion) 

Baseline 
(No Information on 

Poverty Levels) 

Replication Cell 

18 Sessions 
(8 NPP, 5 PP, 5 RS) 

Exclusion Cell 

Information Treatment 
(Additional Information on 

Poverty Levels) 

Information Cell 

6 Sessions 
(1 NPP, 5 RS) 

Combined Information / 
Exclusion Cell 

10 Sessions 
(10 RS) 

Notes: NPP = Non-Production Pilot, PP = Production Pilot, RS = Regular Session 
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The main point of comparison for my study are the results collected by Frohlich 

and Oppenheimer. Table 5.2 contains a summary of their overall results. The unanimity 

sessions match the unanimous decision rule employed in my study. The results displayed 

in Table 5.2 cover a variety of treatments: gains versus losses; regular versus high stakes; 

non-production versus production; and unanimous vote versus majority rule (Frohlich 

and Oppenheimer 1992, 34). These results are also briefly summarized in chapter 3 of 

this dissertation. 

Table 5.2 - Frohlich & Oppenheimer's Distribution of Rules Selected 

70 

63 

7 

•I 
6 

qAU Sessions 

H Unanunity Sessions 

Oifierence Principle Maxtmize Aveiage Floor Constraint Range Constraint 
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5.1.1 Replication Analysis 

The initial step in this study is to determine if my updated instructions and subject 

pool replicate the findings of Frohlich and Oppenheimer. The results for the replication 

cell are presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. These results are also compared to Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer's results in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. The categories in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 are 

listed in the rough order of increasing redistribution requirements. One main resxilt firom 

my replication analysis is that I found no support for the Rawlsian rule, which is 

consistent with Frohlich and Oppenheimer's findings. Overall, however, my results do 

contain some differences firom the Frohlich and Oppenheimer results. While the floor 

constraint rule is still the predominant choice, our data seems to contain a much higher 

level of support for the utilitarian "maximize average income" rule. 

Table 5.3 - Replication Sessions - Description and Results 

Total Pilot Pilot 
Description Replication Non-production Production Replication 

Sessions Replication Replication Cell 
Sessions: 

Group Size = 4 6 3 3 0 
Group Size = 5 12 5 2 5 

Total 18 8 5 5 

Results: 
Maximize Average 7 4 2 1 

Floor Constraint 10 4 2 4 
Range Constraint 1 0 1 0 

Difference Principle 0 0 0 0 
Total 18 8 5 5 
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Table 5.4 - Replication Sessions - Results for Group Size = 5 

Total Pilot Pilot Normal 
Description Sessions Non-production Production Production 
Results 

Maximize Average 4 2 1 I 
Floor Constraint 7 3 0 4 
Range Constraint 1 0 1 0 

Difference Principle 0 0 0 0 
Total 12 5 2 5 

Table 5.5 - Distribution of Selected Rules - Replication 
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Table 5.6 - Distribution of Selected Rules - Replication with Group Size = 5 
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In order to see if the observed distributions of rules selected were different, I 

performed a non-parametric Chi-square test. This test compares the observed distribution 

of selected rules with an ejqjected distribution (i.e., the null hypothesis). Although I 

performed these statistical tests on the existing data, the results should be viewed with 

caution due to the limited sample size. For the Chi-square test it is reconmiended that the 

expected frequencies should be greater than 1 and at least 5 for a "high" proportion of the 

cells (Conover 1980, 156). An alternative recommendation, however, states that "the 

mean expected value (n/r = sample size / number of categories) is more important than 

the number of small expected frequencies" (Greenwood and Nikulin 1996, 20). In this 
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alternative approach the mean expected value should be greater than or equal to 5.'^ 

Nevertheless, the tests contained in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 on my pooled data indicate that the 

observed distribution of selected rules is significantly different from both a uniform 

distribution and the distribution obtained by Frohlich and Oppenheimer at the 0.01 and 

0.05 levels of significance, respectively. 

Table 5.7 - Chi-Square Test on Selected Rules With Uniform Expectations 

Max Floor 
1 

Max 
Average 

2 

Floor 
Constraint 

3 

Range 
Constraint 

4 
Total 

Observed 0 7 10 1 18 
Expected 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 18 

4.5 1.39 6.72 2.72 15.33 

Test Statistic d f = 3  0.01 level 11.345 p-value = 0.002 

Table 5.8 - Chi-Square Test on Selected Rules with F&O Expectations 

Max Floor 
I 

Max 
Average 

2 

Floor 
Constraint 

3 

Range 
Constraint 

4 
Total 

F&O Distribution. 1.3% 13.2% 77.6% 7.9% 100% 
Observed 0 7 10 1 18 
Expected 0.234 2.376 13.968 1.422 18 

{ p - E , f I E ,  0.234 8.999 1.127 0.125 10.485 

Test Statistic II <t-
i •o 

0.05 level 7.815 p-value = 0.015 

Note: A similar Chi-square test for differences in probabilities was also significant at the 
0.1 level (p-value = 0.084). 

One way around the problem of low expected values or frequencies is to reduce the 
number of categories by combining related items. Several groupings were attempted 
throughout our analysis, however, they did not affect the results. 
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This result can be attributed to two factors. First, the majority of the sessions 

conducted by Frohlich and Oppenheimer utilized instructions that explicitly mentioned 

jxistice and just decisions. The instructions employed in this study, however, were neutral 

(i.e., included no explicit mention of justice or fairness). The explicit mention of justice 

may have an effect on the number of sessions that select the "maximizing the average 

income" rule. The distribution of rules observed in Frohlich and Oppenheimer's non-

production sessions that used instructions without mentioning justice are closer to the 

distributions observed in this study (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992, 204). A consistent 

comparison of distributions of rules collected with "neutral" instructions is presented in 

Table 5.9. 

Table 5.9 - Comparison of Distributions with Neutral Instructions 
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Another factor that contributed to the significant difference in the distribution of 

rules selected is the number of subjects in a session or the group size. In several of the 

pilot sessions that I conducted the group size was limited to four subjects. As I restricted 

the data to sessions with a group size of five (5) and to sessions that were presented in a 

production context, however, I was unable to reject the null hypothesis that the observed 

distribution is consistent with the distribution obtained by Frohlich and Oppenheimer 

with a Chi-square test. Therefore, the distribution of rules selected by my subjects is 

consistent with the resxilts obtained by Frohlich and Oppenheimer. Tables 5.10 and 5.11 

present comparisons of the restricted data. 

Table 5.10 - Distribution of Rules - Replication Production Sessions 
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Note\ Session Group Size = 5. 
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Table 5.11 - Distribution of Rules - Normal Production Sessions 
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Notes: Session Group Size = 5. 

The floor constraint rule was the predominant choice of the subject groups in the 

replication cell. Therefore, a second question of importance to the replication cell is the 

distribution of floor constraints selected by the subject groups. Tables 5.12 and 5.13 

show histograms of the floor constraints observed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer 

(Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992, 85) and the floor constraints selected in my replication 

sessions. The floor constraints selected by my subjects have been normalized for 
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inflation and plotted in the same table to facilitate comparisons. The floor constraints 

observed in my study appear to map into the center of the distribution of constraints 

observed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer. In addition, a t-test on the floor constraint 

means was unable to reject the hypothesis of equal means for both sets of data. This 

result was consistent even when the data was restricted to production sessions and when 

comparisons were made between non-production and production floor constraints. 

Table 5.12 - Distribution of Floor Constraints 
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Note-. This chart contains both production and non-production sessions. Several groups 
specified floor constraints as a function of mean income and not a specific dollar value. 
These groups were omitted in the analysis of floor constraints. 
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Table 5.13 - Distribution of Floor Constraints - Production Sessions 
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The overall results of the replication cell indicate that my instructions and subject 

pool do replicate Frohlich and Oppenheimer's findings. When the data is restricted to 

comparable content, the distribution of rules selected is not significantly different. In 

addition, the distribution of floor constraints specified was found to be similar. 

5.1.2 Information Treatment 

In preliminary pilot replication sessions, the subjects spent a considerable amount 

of time searching for some focal point on which to base the floor income level. This 
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search for a floor income level focused on the income necessary to meet some concept of 

basic needs. The baseline instructions did not contain any information on the level of 

income required to meet needs. As a result, the subjects usually selected an income level 

based on the hypothetical distributions contained in the instructions. Therefore, the 

information treatment was designed to investigate the impact of giving the subjects 

information on altemative measures of basic needs or poverty. The two measures given 

to the subjects were a "subsistence" income level and a "lowest prevailing standard of 

living" income level. 

The results for the information cell are contained in Tables 5.14 and 5.15. The 

distribution of rules selected imder the information treatment was similar to the results of 

the replication cell. I was unable to reject the null hypothesis of identical distributions 

with the Chi-square test. Therefore, additional information on needs in the instructions 

does not appear to significantly affect the distribution of rules selected. 

Table 5.14 - Experimental Sessions - Description and Results 

Total Pilot Non- Pilot 
Replication production Production Replication Information 

Group Size = 5 Sessions Replication Replication Cell Cell 
Results: 
Maximize Average 4 2 I 1 2 

Floor Constraint 7 3 0 4 3 
Range Constraint 1 0 1 0 0 

Difference Principle 0 0 0 0 
Total 12 5 2 5 5 
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Table 5.15 - Information Cell Distribution of Rules 
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Although data on the floor constraints selected in the information treatment is 

limited, the results on the distribution of floor constraints are significant. A comparison 

of the floor constraints selected in all of the experimental treatments is shown in Table 

5.16. The floor constraints selected in the information treatment focused on one of the 

measures identified in the instructions. All groups in this treatment that specified floor 

constraints as part of their rule of distribution selected the "lowest prevailing standard of 

living" income level. When comparing the information cell data with the replication cell 
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data and the Frohlich and Oppenheimer production data, t-tests were able to reject the 

null hypothesis of identical floor constraint means at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels, 

respectively. 

In addition, the only floor constraint selected in the exclusion treatment was the 

"lowest prevailing standard of living" income level. This finding is consistent with the 

results firom the information treatment. 

Table 5.16 - Distribution of Information and Exclusion Cell Floor Constraints 
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5.1.3 Exclusion Treatment 

The exclusion treatment was designed to examine the selection of rules by subject 

groups vmder the influence of a factor that plays on a subject's risk preferences. This 

treatment introduced a random chance of subjects being excluded from participation in 

the production tasks. In addition to examining the effect of imcertainty on subject 

behavior, this treatment also has the effect of thickening the "veil of ignorance" 

experienced by the subjects. At the time the subjects made their decisions in this 

treatment, they only knew that there was a possibility that they could be randomly 

excluded from the unknown production task. 

The results for the exclusion cell are presented in Tables 5.17 and 5.18. The main 

result from this treatment is a significant shift in the distribution of rules selected. 

Surprisingly, the Rawlsian "maximize the floor income" rule gathered significant 

support. There was also a shift toward the "range constraint" rule. This shift in rules 

selected was significant at the 0.01 level with a Chi-square test. 

Table 5.17 - Exclusion Sessions - Results 

Total 
Replication Replication Information Exclusion 

Group Size = 5 Sessions Cell Cell Cell 
Results: 

Maximize Average 4 I 2 2 
Floor Constraint 7 4 3 1 
Range Constraint I 0 0 5 

Difference Principle 0 0 0 2 
Total 12 5 5 10 
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Table 5.18 - Exclusion Cell Distribution of Rules Selected 
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The constraints specified in conjunction with the range constraint rule also 

suggest a further shift in the distribution of rules. By specifying a range constraint of 

zero the subjects could select an egalitarian rule or rule of equality. Table 5.19 presents 

the distribution of rules with the addition of the equality rule. Two sessions selected the 

equality rule. In addition, one of the remaining sessions categorized as a range constraint 

is a combined floor constraint and range constraint rule. The group that selected this rule 

combined a floor constraint just under the Rawlsian constraint (70% of the mean income 

versus 80%) with a narrow range constraint ($30,000). 
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Table 5.19 - Exclusion Cell Distribution of Rules - Equality Rule Included 
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Although the data for this treatment is limited, the unexpected support for the 

Rawlsian and Equality rules is important. Frohlich and Oppenheimer found only 1 of 76 

sessions supported the "maximize the floor income" rule and that session was in Poland. 

There also seems to be some doubt by Frohlich and Oppenheimer of the accuracy of that 

data. The detailed records of that session seem to indicate that another rule was selected 

by the subjects, however, the researchers in Poland recorded the session as a "maximize 

the floor income" rule (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992, 75n9, 79nl4). The support for 

the Rawlsian rule found in the exclusion treatment is one of the only results from a 
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controlled laboratory experiment supporting a Rawlsian distribution rule. TMs result 

seems to indicate that, when subjects in this treatment are put in a decision environment 

that closely approximates the concept of an original position behind a "veil of ignorance", 

individuals tend to use a maximin type decision rule. 

There are several possible factors that could explain the selection of the Rawlsian 

distribution rule in the random exclusion treatment. In earlier studies, the random 

assignment of income or decision making authority was not viewed by subjects as a valid 

basis for income differences (Hoffinan and Spitzer 1985). This treatment may also 

change the focus of the decision problem from possibly supporting a free rider to 

subsidizing individuals for events beyond their control. The norm of compensating 

individuals for uncontrolled events or "involuntary disadvantages" seems to be well 

established in both the philosophy and public policy literatures (Hausman and McPherson 

1996, 143). Finally, subjects in this treatment may be expressing risk preferences, with 

subjects wishing to insure themselves against the possibility that they might produce 

nothing instead of a small amount. As a result of the uncertainty, those subjects who are 

risk averse support rules of distribution that are close to the maximin rule. 

5.2 Productivity Under Different Treatments and Alternative Rules 

One of the advantages of directly including production in experiments examining 

distributive justice is that incentive issues are naturally incorporated in the experimental 

design. The incentives created by the different rules affect both the distribution of 
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outcomes and the long-run stability of rules. This section will examine the effects of the 

alternative treatments and rules of distribution on subject performance in the production 

tasks. 

In these experiments subject groups select a rule of distribution; afterward the 

subjects individually perform tasks to earn money. The subjects' earnings are then either 

taxed or supplemented in order to maintain consistency with the selected rule. If the 

selected rule requires relatively large transfer payments, the rule will introduce a 

disincentive to work that may affect subject performance. Transfers away from high 

producing subjects can lower their incentive to work by reducing the opportunity cost of 

"leisvure" or low intensity efforts. In addition, low producing subjects may reduce effort 

when they have a guaranteed minimum income that is greater than or approximately 

equal to their performance. Therefore, an important research question is whether 

redistribution has a negative effect on productivity. 

Frohlich and Oppenheimer also hypothesized that "if redistribution leads to lower 

productivity, support for a principle" or rule of distribution may drop (Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer 1992, 116). They labeled this conjecture the "alienation hypothesis". If 

significant alienation occurs it could have important consequences for the long-run 

stability of distributive rules. 

In the production sessions conducted by Frohlich and Oppenheimer, several 

interesting tendencies were found in the production data (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 

1992, 133-140). Frohlich and Oppenheimer fovmd that, contrary to their expectations 
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based on the "alienation hypothesis", productivity on the tasks increased from the first to 

the last (third) period. In addition, one's status as a taxpayer or a recipient of 

redistribution was found to have a differential effect on productivity, depending on 

whether the rule of distribution was imposed or democratically selected. Finally, they 

found an unexpected and significant increase in productivity among recipients who 

participated in democratically selecting the rule of distribution. 

For the pvirposes of my analysis, I have defined productivity in terms of the 

average number of corrections per minute. This is because the time limit for the tasks 

was longer in period one (3 minutes) than in periods 2 and 3 (2 minutes).'® Also, the data 

for this analysis of productivity was restricted to the normal full payment sessions. 

The average productivity for subjects in each experimental cell is shown in Table 

5.20. The general results seem consistent with Frohlich and Oppenheimer's finding that 

productivity actually increased across the production periods even though income was 

being redistributed from high to low producing subjects. Table 5.21 presents the resiilts 

of an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test on the first and last period productivity. The 

null hypothesis of the ANOVA test is that the means for these periods are equal. The 

results listed in Table 5.21 show that the null hypothesis of equal means is rejected for 

data from all of the experimental cells. These results are consistent with the findings of 

Frohlich and Oppenheimer. 

Frohlich and Oppenheimer used the absolute number of corrections in their analysis of 
productivity. In addition, the time limits varied in their experiments from four minutes in 
period 1 to three minutes in periods 2 and 3. 
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Table 5.20 - Average Productivity by Treatment 
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Table 5.21 - ANOVA Results for Test of Productivity Increase 

Experimental 
Cell 

Number of 
Observations 

Period 1 
Mean 

Period 3 
Mean P-Value 

Replication Cell 25 1.95 2.66 0.015'' 
Information Treatment 25 1.72 2.74 0.019 " 
Exclusion Treatment 50 1.98 2.98 0.000 " 

^ Significant at the 0.05 level. 
*' Significant at the 0.01 level. 
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The increased productivity observed across the production periods might be due 

to the effect of learning associated with the repetition of the tasks. This explanation was 

rejected by Frohlich and Oppenheimer because the increases in productivity were only 

significant when the rule of distribution was selected democratically (Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer 1992, 133). Unfortunately, I did not collect any data on imposed rules. It 

is possible, however, that the effect of learning is significant and compensates for any 

reduction in productivity caused by the redistribution of income. 

Another interesting observation is that the productivity for the exclusion treatment 

is the highest across all of the periods. In addition, the increase in productivity across 

periods for the exclusion treatment obtained the highest level of significance of the 

different treatments. To investigate the question of differential effects on productivity 

from the treatments I performed an ANOVA test for the equality of mean productivity 

between the treatments. I was imable to reject the null hypothesis (p-value = 0.215, for a 

test on the overall means) that the mean productivity is the same across all treatments. 

There is, therefore, no statistically significant difference between the productivity under 

the various treatments. 

Frohlich and Oppenheimer also reported significant increases in productivity for 

both taxpayers and recipients under democratically selected rules. To verify their 

findings I compared the productivity of taxpayers and recipients (i.e., subsidized subjects) 

vinder the different rules of distribution. Table 5.22 presents the average productivity 

broken down by tax status and experimental cell. The upper lines in Table 5.22 represent 
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the data for taxpayers and the lower lines represent recipients. The results of an ANOVA 

test for increasing productivity is presented in 

Table 5.22 - Average Productivity by Tax Status and Cell 
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Notes: Data for subjects in groups that selected the "maximize average income" rule are 
not included in this chart, since no redistribution occurs in that rule. 

Table 5.23. Increases in productivity based on tax status were significant for taxpayers in 

the information and exclusion treatment cells. These results are not completely consistent 

with the findings of Frohlich and Oppenheimer because productivity increases were only 

significant for subsidized subjects in the exclusion cell. 
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Table 5.23 - ANOVA Results for Productivity Increases by Tax Status 

Period 1 Period 3 
Experimental Number of Period 1 Number of Period 3 P-Value 

Cell Observations Mean Observations Mean 
Tax Payers: 

Replication 11 2.43 4 3.00 0.13 
Information 7 2.66 9 3.83 0.009 " 

Exclusion 19 2.66 18 3.92 0.000 " 
Recipients: 

Replication 4 0.31 1 0.66 0.46 
Information 8 0.75 6 1.42 0.20 

Exclusion 14 1.09 12 1.83 0.02" 

^ Significant at the 0.01 level 
Significant at the 0.05 level 

In addition, the exclusion treatment again had the highest productivity for both 

taxpayers and recipients across all periods. In fact, for period two I was able to reject the 

null of equal means across the cells for both taxpayers and recipients. The null 

hypothesis of different means across the cells was also rejected for the overall production 

data when examining tax payers (p-value = 0.01) and recipients (p-value = 0.012) 

separately. Therefore, the exclusion treatment is found to have a significant positive 

impact on productivity for those subjects experiencing redistribution. 

The impact of various rules of distribution on productivity was not analyzed by 

Frohlich and Oppenheimer. Tables 5.24, 5.25, and 5.26 report the average productivity 

under different rules for the replication, information treatment, and exclusion treatment 

cells, respectively. 
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Table 5.26 - Productivity Under Alternative Rules - Exclusion 
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The analysis of production data by rule gave me some interesting qualitative 

results. Although the productivity differences between the rules were not foimd to be 

statistically significant for any of the experimental cells, the ordering of the mean 

productivity under each rule is interesting in the small sample. Productivity of the 

"maximize average income" rule is not generally ranked the highest. In the replication 

treatment, shown in Table 5.24, the "maximize average income with a floor constraint" 

rule had productivity consistently above the "maximize average income" rule. The 

ordering in the exclusion treatment is even more siirprising. The "maximize the floor 

income" rule had the highest productivity across the production periods, even though it 
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requires some of the highest relative levels of redistribution. The "maximize average 

income" rule was ranked third behind the "maximize average income subject to a floor 

constraint" rule. This ordering of rules by subject productivity is imexpected because the 

only rule that does not require redistribution, and therefore involves no disincentives to 

work, is ranked below rules that require redistribution. Of course, these differences may 

very well change with more subjects. 

The exclusion treatment was shown earlier to have significant productivity effects 

for subjects experiencing redistribution. To examine this effect further, we investigated 

the role of selected rules of distribution on subject productivity in the exclusion 

treatment. Table 5.27 shows the average productivity of subjects by tax status and 

selected rule for the exclusion treatment. In addition, ANOVA tests on the first and last 

period productivity by tax status and rule of distribution are presented in Table 5.28. The 

general increasing trend for productivity by tax status is consistent with my earlier 

findings across cells. In the exclusion cell, however, productivity increases are only 

significant for taxpayers under the floor constraint and range constraint rules and for 

recipients under the range constraint rule. Also, what appears to be a drop in taxpayer 

productivity between periods 2 and 3 is significant only for the floor constraint rule. 

A limitation of the analysis of subject productivity described above is the small 

sample siz^es across experimental cells and selected rules. These small sample sizes make 

it difficult to obtain statistical significance over the small range of possible productivity 
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Table 5.27 - Average Productivity by Tax Status and Rule - Exclusion Treatment 

5 
A 
V 

.Rji^ CoRStmot Ttxed 

I •..^.RaDgeCoostnmRadpiem 

I^^^Mixiinze Floor Taxed 
.Muaroze Floor Recqnsnt 

0 J , 
Period I Period 2 Period 3 

Notes: Excluded subjects were omitted from this analysis. This limited redistribution for 
the floor constraint rule to periods 1 and 2. 

Table 5.28 - ANOVA Results on Productivity by Tax Status - Exclusion Treatment 

Period I Period 3 
Rules of Number of Period 1 Number of Period 3 P-Value 

Distribution Observations Mean Observations Mean 
Tax Payers: 

Floor Constraint 3 2.44 4 3.25 0.043 " 
Range Constraint 11 2.48 8 4.25 0.001 " 
Maximize Floor 5 3.2 6 3.91 0.204 

Recipients; 
Range Constraint 10 0.9 9 1.72 0.032 

Maximize Floor 3 1.55 3 2.16 0.306 

® Significant at the 0.05 level. 
^ Significant at the 0.01 level. 
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values. In addition, the production takes place over three periods, which may not be long 

enough for the "alienation" hypothesis or negative impacts on production to occur. 

Nevertheless, redistribution does not seem to have a significant impact on production 

over the range of three periods. In addition, the exclusion treatment seems to have an 

important positive affect on the productivity of subjects in this experiment. 

5.3 Analysis of Group and Individual Choices 

The experimental design developed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer and utilized in 

this study attempts to induce impartial reasoning through the operationalization of the 

concept of a "veil of ignorance". The "veil of ignorance" is implemented in the 

experimental design through the use of uncertainty and imperfect information. The goal 

of the "veil" of imperfect information is to strip away any prejudices fi-om personal 

experience, history, status quo property rights, and institutions so that impartial decisions 

based on the Formal Principle of distributive justice can be made. As a result, decisions 

arrived at through a process of impartial reasoning have a claim of an "ethical status" for 

investigating issues of distributive justice. 

One way to test whether the implementation of the "veil" was successful in 

inducing in impartial reasoning by our subjects is to examine whether background 

characteristics and attitudes influenced the decisions that the subjects made. One would 

hope that these variables would not be significant predictors of the rules of distribution 

selected by our subjects. Frohlich and Oppenheimer used a logit analysis to investigate 



the question of whether individual characteristics could predict the rules of distribution 

selected by groups of subjects. The results obtained by Frohlich and Oppenheimer found 

that the background characteristics of their subjects could not predict the preferences for 

the rules of distribution (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992, 76). 

This section examines both the rules selected by groups and the rules preferred by 

individuals to determine if backgroimd characteristics and attitudinal responses of the 

subjects in my study can explain the rules preferred by individual subjects £ind selected by 

groups. 

The general structure of the models I used to examine these questions have the 

selected rule of distribution as a function of the background characteristics or independent 

variables. Since our dependent variable is a discrete outcome or choice, the normal 

regression techniques are inappropriate (Greene 1993, 635). In this case the appropriate 

statistical technique to examine the data is the multinomial logit regression. The 

multinomial logit regression technique was designed to cover the case of a discrete 

dependent variable, where there are more than two choices (i.e., polychotomous 

dependent variable) and there is no natural ordering of the choices (i.e., xmordered). 

In the multinomial logit model a set of coefficients is estimated for each choice. 

To remove indeterminacy in the model, however, one set of coefficients is set to zero. As 

a result, the remaining coefficients measure the change relative to the normalized choice. 

Therefore, the general model I will be estimating is presented in eqviations 5.1 and 5.2 

(Greene 1993, 666). 
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1 
[5.1] Prob(F=0) = 

j  

1 + 

[5.2] ProKi'= j) = 
j  

forj=l,2,...,J 

1 + ̂ e^*'' 

Where, 
Pj= estimated set of coefficients for choice] 

x, = characteristics of decision maker i 
j = {0,1,2,... ,J} the set of choices 
j = 0 the choice selected as the base for normalization 

The models in this study where estimated with the Stata statistical software package 

(Stata 1996). 

5.3.1 Data 

The data for this portion of my study was collected in the subject instructions, the 

payment tally sheet, and an exit questionnaire. A copy of all of the relevant documents 

from the experiment is contained in the appendices. The rules of distribution selected by 

the group were recorded on each subject's payment tally sheet. The individual 

preferences for the rules of distribution were collected in each subject's copy of the 

instructions and the exit questionnaire from the experiment. At several points during the 

experiment (reference Table 4.1 for the typical sequence of events) the subjects were 

asked to rank the rules of distribution. For the individual preferences we focused on the 
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initial (first) ranking that occurred after the subjects were introduced to the main rules of 

distribution and the final ranking that occurred after the subject had completed the 

experiment. This data represents the dependent variables in our study. A summary of the 

group and individual selections for each treatment are presented in Tables 5.29-5.31. 

The data on the individual subjects background characteristics and attitudes were 

collected in an exit questionnaire completed after the experiment. Table 5.32 contains a 

summary of these independent variables. 

Table 5.29: Individual & Group Choices - Replication 
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Table 5.30: Individual &. Group Choices - Information Treatment 

I.OO . 
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Table 5.31: Individual & Group Choices - Exclusion Treatment 
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Table 5.32: Variable List 

Name Description Quest. Obs. Mean Stand. Dev. 
Rule, 

FirstRank, 
LastRank 

Maximize Average Income (MA) = 1 
Maximize Average with Floor Constraint (MAFC) = 2 
Maximize Average with Range Constraint (MARC) = 3 
Difference Principle/Maximize Floor Income (MF) = 4 

- - -

100 
100 
100 

- - -
... 

Base Dummy variable for replication ceil — 100 25 — 

Info Dummy variable for information cell — 100 25 — 

Excl Dummy variable for exclusion cell — 100 .5 
Bomusa Bom in USA = 1 1 100 .7 0.461 

Bompusa Parents bom in USA = 1 23 100 .6 0.492 
Major Business Major =1 6 100 .42 0.496 
Marital Single = 1 8 100 .92 0.273 

Age Age in years 9 98 21.89 5.141 
Child Number of children 10 100 .04 0.197 
Fworfc Yeats father employed until you were 7 11 100 6.78 1.097 
Mworfc Years mother employed until you were 7 12 100 424 2.927 

Sex Male = l 13 100 .57 0.498 
Work Hours worked per week 14 100 639 9.990 
Cepar Parents share of college expenses in % ISa 100 4633 40.965 
Ceself Personal share of college expenses in % I5b 84 22.21 29316 
Public Career plans include public service Y = 1 16 100 .43 0.498 
Politics Career plans include politics Y = 1 17 100 .15 0359 

Business Career plans include business Y = I 18 100 .66 0.476 
Profess Career plans include professional Y = I 19 100 .68 0.469 
Salgrad Minimum annual income after graduation 20 99 33,572 13,563 
Sal3S Minimum annual income at age 35 21 99 63,110 28311 
SalSO Minimum annual income at age SO 22 99 92,785 73,036 

Ethnicit Caucasion = 1 24 100 L -51 0.502 
Paityrep Republican party 25a 100 .29 0.456 
Partydem Democratic party 25b 100 32 0.469 

Dem Democrats (Opposition =1 - Support =5) 26 100 3.17 0.888 
Rep Republicans (Opposition =1 — Support =5) 27 100 3.03 0.893 

Ideol Conservatism = 1 — Libe;alism = 5 28 99 3.04 1.059 
Lotl Minimum price to sell lottery ticket 29 99 2125 19.106 

Lotlrat Ratio of sell price to expected value 99 1.635 1.146 
Accomp Great accomplish, due to individuals (I>=1 — A=5) 30 100 2.95 1.029 
Equality Equality of wealth is good "(i>=l - A=5) 31 100 2.74 1.050 
Reward Experiment pay significant (D=l - A=5) 32 100 3.53 1.105 

Govprog Government prog, for unavoid events (I>=1 — A=5) 33 100 338 1.006 
Others Altruism to others (D=l — A=5) 34 100 3.8 0.995 
Infer Some groups are naturally inferior (15=1 — A=5) 35 99 2.859 1.436 

Govinsur Gov. should insure standard of living (D=l — A=5) 36 100 3.5 1.106 
Fail Some people must fail (I>=1 — A=5) 37 100 3.2 1363 

Redist Government should redistribute inc. (I>=1 - A=5) 38 100 2.58 0.976 
Accident Income result luck & accidents (D=I — A=S) 39 100 2.52 1.141 

Earn Participated to earn money (D=l - A=5) 40 100 438 0.776 
Interest Participated due to interest (D=l - A=5) 41 100 2.51 1.096 

Lot2 Minimum price to sell lottery ticket 42 95 13.73 13.199 
Lot2rat Ratio of sell price to expected value 95 1.098 1.056 
Incred Equality + Govprog + Govinsur + Redist 100 12.1 2.922 

Note-. The Quest. Column identifies the question number firom the exit questionnaire 
associated with the variable name. 
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The background characteristics include variables such as age, place of birth, ethnicity, 

sex, marital status, and employment. The attitudinal variables measure the degree to 

which the subject agrees with statements about the government's role in redistributing 

wealth and support of political parties. 

5.3.2 Analysis of Group Choices 

For the multinomial logit analysis of group choices I first examined the data fi-om 

each experimental treatment separately. I attempted various combinations of the 

backgroimd and attitudinal variables in order to find the best model for each treatment. 

To evaluate the multinomial logit models we performed a likelihood ratio test. 

This test allows us to compare the null hypothesis that all of the slope coefficients in our 

model are zero against the alternative hypothesis that some coefficients are not zero. In 

order calculate the likelihood ratio statistic I need to calculate the restricted log 

likelihood. For the multinomial logit regression the restricted log likelihood can be 

calculated with the formula shown in equation 5.3." 

J 
[5.3] 

Where, 
Pj= proportion of observations making choice j 

«, = number ofobservations making choice j 

" This formula is valid only if the multinomial logit equations include a constant term 
(Greene 1993,668). 
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In addition, I also examined the Likelihood Ratio Index (LRI). The LRI is 

boimded by 0 and 1. If the estimated coefBcients are near zero the LRI is close to zero. 

As the estimated coefficients increase in size the LRI increases, however, there is no 

natural interpretation of the intermediate values of the LRI (Greene 1993, 651; Kennedy 

1992,236). 

Unfortimately, my examination of the replication cell was hampered by the 

limited amount of data available. The rephcation cell contained five group level 

observations. Of these five observations four groups selected the rule that contained a 

floor constraint and one group selected the maximize average income rule. Therefore, I 

was vmable to calculate a valid logit regression equation for the replication cell data. 

With the data from the information cell we were vmable to construct a model that 

was able to reject the null hypothesis of zero slope coefficients at the standard levels of 

significance (a = 0.05 and 0.01). The resxilts for the "best" model using data from the 

information cell are presented in Table 5.33. 

Table 5.33: Group Choice Model - Information Treatment 

Dependent Variable: 

Number of Observations: 
Comparison Rule: 

Rule 

5 
MAFC=2 

Log Likelihood = 
LR = 

P-Value = 
Pseudo r2 or LRI= 

-2.3990339 
1.93 

0.1645 
0.2871 

Rule 
Independent 

Variables Coefficient 
Standard 

Error z P>lzl 
MA=1 Equality 

Constant 
-4.199 
9.949 

4.100 
10.271 

-1.024 
0.969 

0.306 
0.333 

Notes: ln(Zo) =-3.365058 
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The models constructed for the exclusion cell data came closer to obtaining 

statistical significance, however, we were unable to construct a model that could 

significantly explain the rules of distribution selected by the groups of subjects. The 

models presented in Tables 5.34 and 5.35 appeared to have the best results for the 

exclusion cell data. Even though no models were able to reject the null hypothesis of 

zero slopes, it is interesting to note that the variables with the most success all measured 

attitudes toward the redistribution of income. 

An attempt was made to pool the data firom the various treatments by developing 

models that contained dummy variables for the information and exclusion treatments. 

These attempts failed because the only groups that selected the rule involving a range 

constraint or the maximize the floor income rule were observed in the exclusion 

treatment. This close correlation between a dimmiy variable and choices included in the 

dependent variable did not allow valid calculations of the models to occur. 

Table 5.34: Group Choice Model (A) - Exclusion Treatment 

Dependent Variable: Rule Log Likelihood = -9.100493 
LR = 6.21 

Number of Observations: 10 P-Value = 0.1018 
Comparison Rule: MARC=3 Pseudo R2 or LRI= 0.2544 

Independent Standard 
Rule Variables Coefficient Error Z P>l2l 

MA=1 Redist -11.278 6.765 -1.667 0.096 
Constant 29.422 18.133 1.623 0.105 

MAFC=2 Redist -3.579 6.161 -0.581 0.561 
Constant 8.632 17.458 0.494 0.621 

MF=4 Redist -5.901 5.412 -1.090 0.276 
Constant 15.717 15.177 1.036 0.300 

Notes: hi(io) = -12.20607 
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Table 5.35: Group Choice Model (B) - Exclusion Treatment 

Dependent Variable: Rule Log Likelihood = -9.1569175 
LR= 6.10 

Number of Observations: 10 P-Value = 0.1069 
Comparison Rule: MARC=3 Pseudo r2 or LRI= 0.2498 

Independent Standard 
Rule Variables Coefficient Error Z P>|z| 

MA=1 Govinsur -5.666 4.168 -1.360 0.174 
Constant 17.207 12.618 1.364 0.173 

MAFC=2 Govinsur -1.379 2.561 -0.538 0.590 
Constant 3.269 8.909 0.367 0.714 

MF=4 Govinsur 1.498 1.949 0.768 0.442 
Constant -6.666 7.648 -0.872 0.383 

Notes: bi(Zo) =-12.20607 

The overall results of my multinomial logit analysis of the group choices support 

Frohlich and Oppenheimer's main conclusion that the background and attitudinal 

variables are not significant in the prediction of group choices. Therefore, the 

operationalization of the "veil of ignorance" appears to be successful in generating 

impartial decisions from my subjects in the group decision setting. 

5.3.3 Analysis of Individual Preferences 

The analysis of individual preferences for the rules of distribution also gives me 

insight in the effectiveness of the experimental design in inducing impartial decisions 

from our subjects. I will focus on two measurements of the individual preferences for the 

irdes of distribution: the first ranking that occurred after the subjects were introduced to 

the identified rules of distribution at the beginning of the experiment and the final ranking 
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that occurred after the subjects had completed the experiment. The data for each 

experimental treatment were examined separately to determine if various combinations of 

backgroimd and attitudinal variables could explain the individual preferences for the rules 

of distribution. 

Using the replication cell data I was able to construct models for the first and last 

ranking that could reject the null hypothesis of zero slope coefficients, although not at the 

standard 0.05 level of significance. Tables 5.36 and 5.37 present the "best" models for 

the first and last rankings, respectively. 

The model developed for the data on the first rankings included two variables, 

Incred and Lotlrat. Incred is a composite variable generated by adding the scores of four 

questions firom the exit questionnaire that measure attitudes toward redistributing wealth 

(Equality, Govprog, Govinsur, and Redist (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1992, 210)). The 

Lotlrat variable attempts to capture the individual's risk preference. Lotlrat is calculated 

by dividing the minimum sell price of a lottery ticket (Lotl) by the ticket's expected 

value. Although the null hypothesis is only rejected at the 0.09 level, the combination of 

attitude toward redistribution and risk preference seem to capture the individual 

preferences for the rules of distribution. 

Preferences for the rules selected in the data from the last rankings seemed to be 

captured by the Ideol variable. This model rejected the null hypothesis of zero slope 

coefficients at the 0.06 level. The Ideol variable attempts to measure ideology on a 

conservative (1) to Liberal (5) scale. 
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Table 5.36: Individual Preference Model for First Ranking - Replication 

Dependent Variable: Firstrank Log Likelihood = -15.446102 
LR = 8.06 

Number of Observations: 25 P-Valne = 0.0895 
Comparison Rule: MAFC=2 Pseudo r2 or LRI= 0.2069 

Independent Standard 
Rule Variables Coefficient Error Z P>|z| 

MA=1 Incred -0.346 0.222 -1.559 0.119 
Lotlrat -1.670 1.125 -1.484 0.138 

Constant 5.326 3.128 1.703 0.089 
MF=4 Incred 0.013 0.589 0.022 0.982 

Lotlrat 0.333 0.975 0.341 0.733 
Constant -3.481 8.197 -0.425 0.671 

Notes: ln(Zo) =-19.47494 

Table 5.37: Individual Preference Model for Last Ranking - Replication 

Dependent Variable: Lastrank Log Likelihood = -17.829024 
LR = 5.63 

Number of Observations: 24 P-Value = 0.0599 
Comparison Rule: MAFC=2 Pseudo R2 or LRI= 0.1364 

Independent Standard 
Rule Variables Coefficient Error Z P>lz| 

MA=1 Ideol 0.273 0.422 0.645 0.519 
Constant -1.535 1.308 -1.173 0.241 

MF=4 Ideol 2.340 1.381 1.694 0.090 
Constant -10823 5.952 -1.818 0.069 

Notes: ln(Zo) =-20.64487 

In examining the data on the first ranking from the information cell I was imable 

to construct a model that showed a significant relationship between the rules of 

distribution and any of the independent variables. The data from the information cell on 
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the last ranking showed a relationship between the Incred variable and the rules of 

distribution- This model, shown in Table 5.38, rejected the null hypothesis at the 0.06 

level of significance. 

Table 5.38: Individual Preference Model for Last Ranking - Information 

Dependent Variable: Lastrank Log Likelihood = -22.656729 
LR = 5.73 

Number of Observations: 25 P-Value = 0.0569 
Comparison Rule: MA=l Pseudo r2 or LRI= 0.1123 

Independent Standard 
Rule Variables CoefHcient Error Z P>|z| 

MAFC=2 Incred 0.370 0.199 1.856 0.063 
Constant -4.425 2.418 -1.831 0.067 

MF=4 Incred -0.077 0.208 -0.370 0.711 
Constant -0.237 2.144 -0.111 0.912 

Notes: ln(Zo) = -25.52402 

The exclusion cell data for both the first and last rankings contained a strong 

relationship between the Incred and Accident variables and the selected rules of 

distribution. The models developed for the first and last rankings data are presented in 

Tables 5.39 and 5.40, respectively. As shown in these tables, both models were able to 

reject the null hypothesis of zero slopes. The model for the first ranking rejected the null 

hypothesis at the 0.02 level of significance and the model for the last ranking rejected the 

null at the 0.07 level. The Incred variable included in these models was also included in 

several of the models for the other treatments. The accident variable that is included in 

these models measures agreement with a statement about genetic and social accidents 

contributing to an individual's lifetime income. 
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Table 5.39: Individual Preference model for First Ranking - Exclusion 

Dependent Variable: Firstrank Log Likelihood = -43.806513 
LR = 15.53 

Number of Observations: 50 P-Value = 0.0165 
Comparison Rule: MAFC=2 Pseudo r2 or LRI= 0.1505 

Independent Standard 
Rule Variables Coefficient Error z P>iz| 

MA=1 Incred -0.235 0.128 -1.839 0.066 
Accident -0.064 0.325 -0.197 0.844 
Constant 2.203 1.700 1.296 0.195 

MARC=3 Incred -0.162 0.421 -0.386 0.699 
Accident 3.032 1.866 1.625 0.104 
Constant -12.051 6.784 -1.776 0.076 

MF=4 Incred 0J39 0.228 1.487 0.137 
Accident 0.264 0.420 0.628 0.530 
Constant -7.101 3.637 -1.953 0.051 

Notes: ln(Zo) =-51.56928 

Table 5.40: Individual Preference Model for Last Ranking - Exclusion 

Dependent Variable: Lastrank Log Likelihood = 
LR = 

-56.055792 
11.84 

Number of Observations: 47 P-Value = 0.0656 
Comparison Rule: MA=1 Pseudo r2 or LRI= 0.0955 

Rule 
Independent 

Variables Coefficient 
Standard 

Error z P>lzl 
MAFC=2 Incred 0.239 0.194 1.233 0.218 

Accident -0.566 0.445 -1.273 0.203 
Constant -2.087 2.354 -0.887 0.375 

MARC=3 Incred 0.322 0.164 1.958 0.050 
Accident -0.698 0.373 -1.871 0.061 
Constant -2.000 1.950 -1.026 0.305 

MF=4 Incred 0.520 0.215 2.422 0.015 
Accident -0.842 0.452 -1.864 0.062 
Constant -5.059 2.865 -1.766 0.077 

Notes: ln(Zo) =-61.97719 
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An attempt was also made to pool the individual preference data for the first and 

last rankings across treatments. The inclusion of dummy variables to identify the specific 

treatments again resulted in a high correlation between the dummy variables and the 

dependent variable for the range constraint and the maximize floor income rules. As a 

result, valid models could not be calculated with the pooled data. 

The results of the multinomial logit regression analysis of the individxial 

preferences indicates that independent variables measuring attitudes about redistributing 

wealth (Incred), risk preference (Lotlrat), and genetic and social accidents contributing to 

wealth (Accident) help explain the rules of distribution preferred by individuals. 

Individuals seem to bring preferences for rules into the experiment, however, the process 

of group decision-making results in a weakening of the ties between backgroimd and 

attitudinal variables and the rules preferred by groups. Finally, the importance of the 

exclusion treatment is again highlighted in our inability to calculate the models for the 

pooled data. This results firom the fact that support for the rules of distribution 

significantly shift in the exclusion treatment. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The goal of this dissertation and the overall research program of which it is a part 

is to understand how existing theories of distributive justice relate to observations of 

"other regarding behavior" and concerns for fairness and to determine the extent that 

norms and ideas about distributive justice affect hviman behavior. The main contribution 

of this dissertation is the evidence provided from controlled laboratory experiments that, 

in contrast to Frohlich and Oppenheimers's widely quoted experimental results, supports 

Rawls' conjecture about the use of the maximin decision rule or "difference principle" in 

the original position. In addition, this study provides evidence that giving subjects 

information or focal points on altemative levels of need significantly narrows the 

distribution of floor constraints selected by subjects. This study also examines the 

conditions and type of information necessary to obtain impartial decisions. Ultimately, 

the data generated in these experiments can be used to guide the development of a 

positive theory of distributive justice and economic fairness. 

The basic experimental techniques designed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer avoid 

many of the weaknesses of earlier studies that attempted to examine issues of distributive 

jvistice. Our baseline experimental design, however, differs from Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer's experiments by focvising solely on the production context and employing 

instructions purged of any references to justice. Setting the experiments in a production 

context is important because it naturally incorporates variable effort and skill levels with 
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a redistribution system that the subjects experience. These factors all have consequences 

for questions of distributive justice and were not all incorporated in earlier studies. In 

addition, by refraining from the explicit mention of justice our design avoids questions of 

subject-experimenter interaction effects. 

The main question of interest in this dissertation is whether existing theories of 

distributive justice are consistent with observed decisions concerning the fairness of 

alternative rules used to distribute income. Although I modified the experimental design 

utilized by Frohlich and Oppenheimer, I was able to replicate their main results. Frohlich 

and Oppenheimer found that the "maximizing average incomes with a floor constraint" 

rule of distribution was the dominant choice of their subjects and that there was a lack of 

support for both the Rawlsian and utilitarian rules of distribution. 

Two treatments that manipulated the experimental environment were found to 

significantly affect the subjects' decisions. These treatments illustrate the impact of 

framing effects on the application of the Formal Principle of Distributive Justice. The 

information treatment provided subjects with information (i.e., focal points) on 

alternative measures of poverty and resulted in a concentration of the distribution of floor 

constraints on the "lowest prevailing standard of living income" measure of poverty. The 

exclusion treatment incorporated a random chance that subjects could be excluded from 

production tasks. This treatment manipulated a factor related to the subjects' risk 

preferences and effectively thickened the "veil of ignorance" for the subjects participating 

in the experiment. The exclusion treatment also allows us to investigate the impact of 
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implementmg possible involuntary vmemployment in the experiment. This treatment 

significantly altered the distribution of rules selected by the subjects. In the exclusion 

treatment the Rawlsian "maximize floor income" and egalitarian rules received 

significant support. 

There are two possible factors that could explain the shift to the Rawlsian and 

egalitarian rules of distribution in the random exclusion treatment. One possibility 

focuses on the idea that individuals should not be held responsible for uncontrolled events 

or "involuntary disadvantages". Earlier studies have shown that the random assignment 

of income or decision making authority was not viewed by subjects as a valid basis for 

differences in income (Hofi&nan and Spitzer 1985). The other possibility is that subjects 

in this treatment may be expressing risk preferences by insuring themselves against the 

possibility that they might be excluded or produce a small amount. When exposed to 

uncertainty, risk averse subjects support rules of distribution that are close to the maximin 

rule. 

Another interesting observation is that redistribution does not seem to have a 

significant impact on the production in our experiments. In addition, the exclusion 

treatment seems to have a positive affect on the productivity of subjects. The ordering of 

rules by subject productivity is unexpected because the only rule that does not require 

redistribution, and therefore involves no disincentives to work, is ranked below rules that 

require redistribution. The productivity differences between the rules, however, were not 

found to be statistically significant for any of the experimental cells. 
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Finally, the results of our multinomial logit analysis of the group and individual 

preferences for rules of distribution support Frohlich and Oppenheimer's main conclusion 

that the operationalization of the 'Veil of ignorance" appears to be successful in 

generating impartial decisions firom subjects in a group decision setting. 

There are several areas that require fiarther examination in this study. First, 

additional data needs to be gathered on each of the treatment cells outlined in the 2x2 

experimental design presented in this study. This data is required to verify that the results 

contained in this study hold with larger sample sizes and are statistically significant. The 

impact of the concept of social distance also needs to be imderstood in the present 

context. Social distance effects have been shown to be very important in the ultimatum 

and dictator game context (Hoffinan, McCabe, and Smith 1996). The use of blind group 

discussions and decisions should mitigate the problem of dominant personalities in the 

group environment and experimenter or subject social distance effects. 

Another area that should be investigated is the impact of various risk attitudes on 

the rules selected. This could be examined by using a test to screen subjects prior to the 

group decision phase. The resvilts from the pilot sessions on small group size seem to 

indicate that the impact of different group sizes may also be an important factor. A final 

important area to investigate is the role of reciprocity in the group decision process. 

Analyzing these additional treatments could improve our understanding of the 

relationship between concepts of distributive justice and various factors from the 

economic environment that affect behavior. 
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The methodology developed by Frohlich and Oppenheimer and utilized in this 

paper offers a new way to study issues of fairness, distributive justice, and public policy 

in a way that strips away motivation for alternative outcomes which are based on 

disguised self interest. 
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SUBJECT NUMBER: 

INTRODUCTION 

This is an experiment in the economics of decision making. Several research 
organizations have provided funds for this research. The instructions are simple, and if 
you follow them carefully you may make a considerable amount of money which will be 
paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. 

This experiment deals with the question of distributing monetary gains and losses 
among committee members. Your earnings in this experiment will partially be 
determined by your decisions and the decisions of others as described in the instructions, 
so it is important to read the instructions carefully. The experiment is divided into four 
parts. 

In the first part of the experiment each of you will be introduced to a few possible 
rules for distributing monetary gains and losses among committee members. You will 
have an hour for the first part, during which time you will be asked to answer some 
questions on a test covering some introductory material. These questions are merely to 
ensure that you have learned the concepts which are being used in the experiment. You 
will be paid 50 cents for every question you answer correctly the first time you take the 
test. If you do not answer the questions correctly, then you are to go back to review the 
material and correct wrong answers. Once you have mastered the material you can try 
the missed questions again in another test, this time getting 25 cents for each correct 
answer. Obviously, you will not be able to earn as much money as possible if you do not 
do well on the test. Everyone will go on to the second part of the experiment after 1 hour, 
or after everyone has finished Part I, whichever occurs first. 

In the second part, you will all be asked, as a group, to discuss the various 
possible rules for distributing monetary gains and losses. After the discussion, you will 
be asked to reach a group decision on which rule for distributing money or income you 
like best. Your "take home" pay for Part HI of the experiment will be partially based on 
the rule which the group chooses in Part II. 

In the third part of the experiment, you will be required to perform some tasks to 
earn money. If you are skilled at these tasks you could earn a considerable amount of 
money. Your earned income will then be taxed, or supplemented so that the final 
distribution of income in this part of the experiment is in accordance with the rule 
selected and adopted by the group. 

In the last part, you will be asked some background questions about yourself. 
Upon completion of the last part you will receive the sum of your earnings from the 
earlier parts of the experiment in cash. The money you receive is to be yours alone. 
Beyond the discussion and agreement in Part II, no discussion or agreement to share 
vour final pay is permitted Any such discussions may void the experiment and lead to 
your earning nothing! 
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In a moment you will begin Part I of the experiment As you proceed through 
Part I, please answer the ranking questions in the instructions. You may begin the test as 
soon as you reach it. If you have any questions, please contact the monitor by raising 
your hand. You may now begin Part I of the experiment 
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PART I 

This experiment is concerned with committee decisions about rules to distribute 
income among members of a society which includes you. Let us begin by discussing the 
effect of different rules on what you will get in the experiment. For the purposes of this 
experiment the monetary figures will be scaled so that they can be considered as the 
annual income for a household of four (i.e., two adults and two children) in a democratic 
society of moderate scarcity. After the experiment your earnings will be converted to 
actual dollars and paid in cash. One way of judging the effect of different rules on what 
you will get is to consider the overall pattem of income distribution. A number of rules 
have been suggested for these sorts of judgments, and we shall illustrate them by pointing 
out four such rules. But there are obviously other possible alternatives. You may well 
think of some alternatives yourself . 

The following four rules have been suggested: 

1. Maximizing The Floor Income 

The best rule for distributing income is that which maximizes the floor (or 
lowest) income in the society. 

This rule considers only the income of the worst off individual in society. In judging 
among income distributions, this rule selects the distribution which ensures the poorest 
person (who might be you) the highest income. This ensures that no person's income can 
go up unless it increases the income of the people at the very bottom. 

2. Maximizing The Average Income 

The best rule for distributing incomes is that which maximizes the average 
income in the society. 

For any society maximizing the average income maximizes the total income in the 
society. Since you don't know what you may get, this maximizes your average or 
mathematically expected income. 

3. Maximizing The Average With a Floor Constraint of $ X 

The best rule for distributing income is that which maximizes the average 
income only after a certain specified minimum income is guaranteed to 
everyone. 
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Such a rule ensures that the attempt to maximize the average is constrained so as to 
ensure that individuals "at the bottom" receive a specified minimnm To choose this rule 
one must specify the value of the floor or lowest income. 

4. Maximizing The Average With a Range Constraint of $ X 

The best rule for distributing income is that which attempts to maximize 
the average income only after guaranteeing that the difference between the 
smallest and largest incomes (i.e., the range of income) in the society is 
not greater than a specified amoimt. 

Such a rule ensures that the attempt to maximize the average does not allow income 
differences between the smallest and largest incomes to exceed a specified amount. To 
choose this rule one must specify the dollar difference between the high and low incomes. 

Of course, there are other possible rules, and you may think of some of them. 

Now that you have been familiarized with these four rules, please answer the 
following questions; 

Rank order, according to your preferences, the following four rules for 
distributing income by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), or (d) signifying the rules in the 
blanks below. Indicate ties by placing the tied rules in the same space. 

Most preferred Least preferred 
a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a floor constraint. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate 
answer.) 

1. very unsure 
2. imsure 
3. no opinion 
4. sure 
5. very sure 

To familiarize you with the sorts of choices you will be making, consider the 
following illustration. 
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ILLUSTRATION 

Directly below is a table of numbers. Each of the four columns of numbers 
represents one possible distribution of income to a group of people. There are, in each 
case five different levels - or classes - of income. In the following four income 
distributions the money entries represents a yearly dollar income for a household of four 
(two adults and two children) in a democratic society of moderate scarcity. 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
High $70,000 $42,250 $49,500 $40,000 
Medium high 38,000 18,000 20,000 18,000 
Mediimi 20,000 15,000 18,000 11,000 
Medium low 4,000 9,000 8,000 10,000 
Low 1,000 2,250 4,500 8,000 

Average Income 26,600 17,300 20,000 17,200 
Floor or Low Income 1,000 2,250 4,500 8,000 
Range 69,000 40,000 45,000 32,000 

There are a few things which you must understand fully to be able to apply the 
four rules previously discussed. 

First, you must understand the floor. The floor is merely the minirmim income in 
each income distribution. The low income, the floor income, or the minimiun are all 
different ways of describing the same income class in each of these columns, or 
distributions. 

Next, consider the range. In each distribution, the range is simply the difference 
between the top (or highest) income, and the bottom (or lowest) income in each colimm. 

Finally, consider the average income. The average income is merely the sum of 
the incomes received in the society divided by the number of households in the society. 

You are to make a choice of a rule for distributing money. For the moment, let us 
restrict our attention to the four rules which were mentioned above: a) maximize the 
floor income, b) maximize the average income, c) maximize the average income, subject 
to a floor constraint, and d) maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint. 
If you choose (c or d), you would have to specify what the constraint is before you can be 
said to have made a choice. 
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In general, any choice of a rule would have the effect of eliminating some 
distributions. To see this, let us show you how the selection of a rule could lead to the 
elimination of all but one of the four income distributions. 

For example, if you chose as your rule to maximize the average, you would be 
choosing a rule on the basis of the following line of the above table: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
Average Income $26,600 $17,300 $20,000 $17,200 

Obviously, the distribution which conforms to this rule is the one in the &st column: 
since it has the highest average ($26,600). 

On the other hand, if you were to choose to maximize the floor income, you 
would be focusing on the following line of the above table of income distributions: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 

Floor or Low Income $1,000 $2,250 $4,500 $8,000 

In this case, your rule would now select the fourth distribution, since its floor is the 
highest ($8,000). 

What if you chose as a rule to maximize average income subject to a floor 
constraint? Then you would have to focus on the two lines of the table which report the 
floor and average incomes: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 

Floor or Low Income $1,000 $2,250 $4,500 $8,000 
Average Income $26,600 $17,300 $20,000 $17,200 

The distribution selected by this principle would depend upon how high you set the floor 
constraint as well as the average income of each distribution. For example, if you set it 
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higher than $4,500 it would require that the distribution which maximized the floor 
would be selected. If you set the floor at $2,250, you would be selecting the third income 
distribution, since it has the highest average income of those with a minimum of at least 
$2,250. 

Similarly, if we consider the range as a constraint of the average, you woiild be 
focusing on other aspects of the previous table. In this case, you would be focusing on 
those lines of the table which report the range and the average: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
Average Income $26,600 $17,300 $20,000 $17,200 
Range $69,000 $40,000 $45,000 $32,000 

Note that maximizing the average subject to a range constraint works differently 
than the selection of maximizing the average with a floor constraint. When you specify a 
given range, you require that the distribution not have a range any larger than the one you 
specify. For example, if you select to maximize the average subject to a range constraint 
of $50,000, you rule out the first income distribution because its range is more than 
$50,000. You would select distribution #3 since it has the highest average income of 
those with a range of less than $50,000. 

Remember, the more demanding the constraint (i.e., the smaller the range or the 
higher the floor) the larger the number of income distributions which are ruled out. 

Now obviously, the effect on you of any rule would depend upon the income class 
you fall into. To see this look at the numbers in any one class. For example, let us say 
you were so fortunate as to be in the high income class. Then, we could illustrate the 
differences between the rules by focusing on the top row of the table: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
High $70,000 $42,250 $49,500 $40,000 
Low $1,000 $2,250 $4,500 $8,000 

Here you can see that the amount that you would be able to keep, would depend upon the 
distribution chosen. Similarly, at the bottom of the income ladder, you would be affected 
by the choice as shown on the low income class line. Therefore, if distribution 2 
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confbnned to the chosen rule, the highest income you could get is $42,250 and the lowest 
income is $2,250. 

It is one thing to make one's choice of a rule for distribution when one is fiilly 
aware of one's individual talents and place in society. It is quite another one to do so 
without such knowledge. Later you will be earning money by working at a task we have 
designed. You do not know how well you will be able to perform that task, how much 
income you will generate, and hence in which income class you will be. Recall that in 
the next part of the experiment, one rule will be selected to govem the actual payments 
which will be made to each of you as a member of the group. Thus, the choice of a rule 
of distribution will, to a great degree, determine how much you will be paid. 

Precisely how will the selection of a rule relate to your earnings? To know this 
you must understand how your earned income will be redistributed on the basis of the 
rule chosen. Let us go over the four rules listed above, and illustrate-how income would 
be redistributed to be in conformity with the rules. 

1. Maximizing the floor requires that some of the income of persons 
who earn above the floor is used to increase the minimum income received 
in the group. 

If the amount of income in the group were fixed, the minimum could 
be maximized by having an equal division of the total income. Any less 
equal division of the income would stem fi-om those who receive more 
getting it at the cost of those who receive less. When income is not tied to 
work, this may be true, but in general income is tied to work. 

When there is a link between income and work, some people feel 
that there should be a link between more or better work and more income. 
Most supporters of a link between more or better work and more income 
argue that if there were an absolutely egalitarian or equal distribution of 
income there would be less work, less production, and hence less income. 
This could lead to less income for those at the bottom. Thus, to maximize 
the floor some people have argued that one needs to keep some incentives 
for productive work. 

In the case of this experiment, your income is going to be tied to 
work. Hence, in keeping with this line of thinking, we preserve some of 
the income differences, but reduce them. In this experiment, choosing to 
maximize the floor leads us to set the floor at 80% of the mean. We do 
this by taxing the incomes earned by everyone else enough to raise the 
floor to the level required. We tax each of the individuals who earned 
more than 80% of the floor the same percentage of their incomes above 
80% of the floor. Thus the percentage of income which would be taxed 
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away depends upon the amount of income needed to be transferred to the 
low income recipient. 

2. Maximizing the average, we assimie, means giving everyone as 
much incentive to produce as possible. We interpret this to mean that 
there will be no redistribution and, hence, no taxation. 

3. Maximizing the average with a floor constraint also requires a tax 
system. 

In this case, all the incomes above the chosen floor are taxed at the 
same percentage rate, set so that it will raise enough income to raise the 
floor to the level required. Thus, each person's ranking - by income -
above the floor stays the same, but the differences are compressed because 
of the taxes. 

One complication must be considered here. Since the idea is to 
continue having incentives to maintain high productivity and income, we 
insist that if the average income is so close to the floor that the floor is 
higher that 8/10 of the average income, then the floor is set at 0.8 of the 
average. This ensures that some minimal level of incentives is maintained 
and that the floor can never be higher imder this principle than it could be 
if one were merely to maximize the income of the poorest member of the 
group. 

4. Maximizing the average with a range constraint means that the 
difference between the highest and lowest income is restricted in 
accordance with the principle chosen. All the incomes that are 'too low" 
(that is: the range between them and the top income is bigger than the 
acceptable limit) would receive additional income raised by taxing the 
others. All others would be taxed so that the money raised, when 
transferred to the individuals with the low incomes, would reduce the 
range to the required level. This will keep the average income imchanged 
and keep the income differences between the individuals in the same 
proportion as they were before taxes. To illustrate, imagine that persons in 
a society have earned incomes of $1,000; $5,000; $7,000; $11,000; and 
$101,000. Then the average income is $25,000 and the range of earned 
income (between $1,000 per year and $101,000) is $100,000. If that 
society had a principle to maximize the average while restricting the range 
to $50,000, all four low income individuals would require transfers to 
reduce the range to within $50,000. The average would stay the same 
($25,000), but the income differences would all be cut in half, so that the 
new distribution would be: $13,000; $15,000; $16,000; $18,000; and 
63,000. 
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You can choose to have an egalitarian or equal distribution of 
income by restricting the range to zero. 

Before you are permitted to join with the other members of the group to choose a 
rule for distribution you are required to answer some questions to test your understanding 
of the rules presented above. You will be paid ^ cents for each nimibered question 
answered correctly. You may refer to any part of the booklet we have gone over in 
deciding on your answers. When you finish answering the questions, bring your answers 
to the moderator. If you make mistakes, you will be given a chance to take another test -
and show us that you have leamed the material. But in the second test you will be paid 
only 25 cents per right answer, and you will only be asked to answer questions about 
material you did not master in the first test. 

Before we proceed, are there any questions? 
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TESTL 

SUBJECT NUMBER: Number right: 

Below is a chart in which there are four numbered columns. Each column 
represents one possible income distribution in a hypothetical societ>'. In this society there 
are 5 levels of income. In each of the columns, the first five rows represent the income 
which would be received by families at each income level. Look at column one: the 
richest families would each receive $36,000 were the income distribution of column 1 
chosen for the society. In each of these columns the sixth row of numbers represents the 
average income in the society. 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
High $36,000 $69,000 $29,000 - $146,000 
Medium high 25,000 48,000 20,000 22,000 
Medium 15,000 36,000 18,000 8,000 
Medium low 8,000 14,000 5,000 4,000 
Low 1,000 13,000 1,000 2,000 

Average Income 17,000 36,000 14,600 36,400 
Floor or Low Income 
Range 

1. In the blank space in the distributions write in the floor income and the range for 
each distribution. 

2. Indicate which distribution would be singled out as the rule by application of each 
of the following rules of distribution. 

Maximization of the floor would select distribution 
Maximization of the average income would select distribution 
Maximization of the average income with a floor constraint of $11,500 would 
select distribution . 
Maximization of the average income with a range constraint of $30,000 would 
select distribution . 

3. If I were to choose as a rule to maximize the floor income, the lowest income I 
could get would be ; the highest would be . 
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4- If I were to choose as a rule to maximize the average income, the lowest income I 
could get would be ; the highest would be . 

5. Which rule requires no taxes to redistribute income? 

6. Do any of the rules cause a change in the ordering of wealthiest to poorest 
persons? 

7- Which rule leads to the least changes in earned income? 

8. Which completely specified rule could lead to everyone getting the same income? 

In the following questions, indicate T(true) or F(false): 

9. The income which I generate by performing a task in this experiment may be 
redistributed to others in the group. 

T F 

10. The income which I will receive fi"om participating in this experiment is based 
only on how I perform in yovu: task. 

T F 

11. The income which I will receive firom participating in this experiment is based 
only on the rule that is selected regarding how to divide earnings. 

T F 

12. The group is going to chose a rule of distribution which will govern how the 
earnings of the group members are to be divided. 

T F 

13. Any discussion, during the experiment, of a post experiment agreement to share 
earnings is strictly against the rules of this experiment and can lead to my earning 
zero. 

T F 

Bring this paper to the moderator to be corrected. 

When you have completed the test continue on to the next page. 
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Now that you have some acquaintance with the possible rules for distributing 
income, and before the rule which has been chosen for the group is assigned, please 
indicate your preferences for the rules. Rank them from most preferred to least preferred 
by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), or (d) signifying the rules in the blanks below. Indicate 
ties by placing the tied rules in the same space. 

Most preferred Least preferred 
a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a floor constraint. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate 
answer.) 

I . very unsure 
2. unsure 
3. no opinion 
4. sure 
5. very sure 

Wait for the monitor to announce that everyone has completed Part I of the 
instructions before proceeding to Part II. 
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PARTn 

In this part of the experiment you, as a group, are to choose one rule of 
distribution for yourselves. This choice will govern the distribution of incomes to you as 
a group (that is, determine the payoff you get) in the experiment. Your payoffs will be 
determined as follows. 

You will be assigned tasks and earn money in the jobs. Your earnings from the 
jobs will then be reallocated so as to conform to the rule you have chosen to govern the 
income distribution. In order to reassign the earnings, we may have to impose taxes, in 
accordance with the schemes outlined in the first part of the experiment. There will be a 
number of production or pay periods. 

Before the group votes on adopting a rule, there is to be a full and open discussion 
of the matter before the group. You must follow the procedures below for the discussion 
and voting phase. 

DISCUSSION PHASE 

You begin by having a group discussion about which rule you should adopt. The 
group can terminate this discussion anytime after 5 minutes. If after 5 minutes you feel 
nothing more can be gained by further discussion, you are to tell this to the moderator. 
PARTICIPANTS MUST AGREE UNANIMOUSLY BY SECRET BALLOT THAT 
FURTHER DISCUSSION IS UNNECESSARY FOR DISCUSSION TO BE ENDED. 
You have whatever time you need, within reason, to discviss the issue. You are not 
restricted, in any way, to the four rules mentioned above. Thus, you can discuss (and 
later adopt) another possible rule. Any one of you can introduce and begin discussion of 
any rule. But not just any rule is a rule of distribution. There are two requirements which 
a rule must meet to be considered a rule of distribution. 

First, the rule cannot use names. For example, a rule which gives all the income 
to one specified person is not permitted. However, a rule which gives all the income to 
some unspecified person is permitted. 

Secondly, there are a few requirements you should bear in mind if you wish to 
adopt a rule which involves a constraint. You shovdd think of dollar figures as armual 
incomes for a household of four (two adults and two children) in a democratic society of 
moderate scarcity. 

If you wish to consider a range constraint, you must specify the dollar amount. 
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If you wish to consider a floor constraint, you are not in a position to know what 
floors will actually be achievable on the basis of the earnings of the group. We interpret 
a floor constraint as follows: 

You can specify an absolute dollar amount which you wish to have as a 
floor constraint If that dollar amount is above the mavimiim floor 
achievable given the group's earnings, we will set the floor at 80% of the 
average income. 

The floor income can be viewed as the mTnimiim income a head of an average household 
of four is guaranteed each year. 

CHOICE PHASE 

After your discussion you, as a group, are to vote to adopt a rule of distribution. 
Your voting will be according to the following procedure. THE GROUP WILL ADOPT 
A RULE IF, AND ONLY IF, THAT RULE IS ABLE TO SECURE THE UNANIMOUS 
SUPPORT OF THE GROUP AGAINST ALL OTHER RULES SKETCHED ABOVE, 
PLUS ANY OTHERS WHICH YOU HAVE DISCUSSED. The rules are to be voted 
upon, two at a time. Only that rule which gets unanimous support in two-way contests 
against all other rules is actually adopted by the group. If no such rule exists, then the 
group will have adopted no rule of distribution. In that case, any member of the group 
can ask for extra discussion, which can be terminated at any time using the procedure 
described above. A new vote wovild follow. 

Your payoffs in the next section of the experiment will conform to the rule which 
you, as a group adopt. We will translate your earnings at the job into annnal income to 
apply your rule. We do this by calculating how much you would earn in a year, given 
your rate of earnings during the period you are working. If you, as a group, do not adopt 
any rule then we will select a rule at random which will be applied to your earnings in the 
next part of the experiment. 

Before we proceed, are there any questions? If not, please remember that you 
may ask questions at any time during this part of the experiment. 
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PARTm 

Your payoiSs in this section of the experiment will conform to the rule which you, 
as a group adopted in the previous section. If you, as a group, did not adopt any rule then 
we will select a rule at random which will be applied to your earnings in this part of the 
experiment. We will translate your earnings at the job into annual income to apply your 
rule. We do this by calculating how much you would earn in a year, given your rate of 
earnings during the period you are working. After this part of the experiment we will 
convert your earnings to actual dollars and pay you in cash. The exchange rate between 
annual production earnings and actual dollars is 0.000072113 dollars per unit of annnal 
earned income. 

The monitor will now distribute production task 1. 
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END OF PRODUCTION PERIOD I DOCUMENT 

Before Tax After Tax 
SUBJECT NUMBER: Earnings: Income: 

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the appropriate answer. 

1. How do you feel about your effort at the task you just completed? 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

2. Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 4 rules for distributing 
income by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), and (d) signifying the rules in the blanks 
below. Indicate ties by placing the tied rules in the same space. 

Most preferred Least preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a floor constraint. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

3. How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate answer.) 

1. very unsure 
2. unsure 
3. no opinion 
4. sure 
5. very sure 
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4. How do you feel about your skill at the task you just completed? 
(Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

5. How satisfied are you with the distributive principle selected for the group? 

a) very imsatisfied 
b) imsatisfied 
c) neither satisfied nor imsatisfied 
d) satisfied 
e) very satisfied 

6. How do you feel about your performance at the task you just completed? (Circle 
the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

Wait for the monitor to distribute production task 2. 
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END OF PRODUCTION PERIOD 2 DOCUMENT 

Before Tax After Tax 
SUBJECT NUMBER: Earnings: Income: 

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the appropriate answer. 

I. How do you feel about your effort at the task you just completed? 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

2. Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 4 principles of distributive 
justice by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), and (d) signifying the principles in the blanks 
below. Indicate ties by placing the tied principles in the same space. 

Most Preferred Least Preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a floor constraint. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

3. How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) veryvmsure 
b) unsure 
c) no opinion 
d) sure 
e) very sure 



4. How do you feel about your skill at the task you just completed? 
(Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

5. How satisfied are you with the distributive principle selected for the group? 

a) very imsatisfied 
b) imsatisfied 
c) neither satisfied nor imsatisfied 
d) satisfied 
e) very satisfied 

6. How do you feel about your performance at the task you just completed? (Circle 
the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

Wait for the monitor to distribute production task 3. 
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END OF PRODUCTION PERIOD 3 DOCUMENT 

Before Tax After Tax 
SUBJECT NUMBER: Earnings: Income: 

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the appropriate answer. 

1. How do you feel about your effort at the task you just completed? 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

2. Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 4 principles of distributive 
justice by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), and (d) signifying the principles in the blanks 
below. Indicate ties by placing the tied principles in the same space. 

Most Preferred Least Preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a floor constraint. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

3. How do you feel about your ranking of these principles? (Circle the appropriate 
answer.) 

a) very unsure 
b) unsure 
c) no opinion 
d) sure 
e) very sure 
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4. How do you feel about your skill at the task you just completed? 
(Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

5. How satisfied are you with the distributive principle selected for the group? 

a) very unsatisfied 
b) imsatisfied 
c) neither satisfied nor unsatisfied 
d) satisfied 
e) very satisfied 

6. How do you feel about your performance at the task you just completed? (Circle 
the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

Wait for the monitor to announce that everyone has completed Part III of the 
instructions before proceeding to Part FV. 
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PART IV 

Compete the exit questiomiaire and bring your payment tally sheet to the 
moderator for payment. 



APPENDIX B 

INFORMATION TREATMENT 

SUBJECT INSTRUCTIONS 



SUBJECT INSTRUCTIONS 
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SUBJECT NUMBER: 

INTRODUCTION 

This is an experiment in the economics of decision making. Several research 
organizations have provided funds for this research. The instructions are simple, and if 
you follow them carefully you may make a considerable amount of money which will be 
paid to you in cash at the end of the experiment. 

This experiment deals with the question of distributing monetary gains and losses 
among committee members. Your earnings in this experiment will partially be 
determined by your decisions and the decisions of others as described in the instructions, 
so it is important to read the instructions carefully. The experiment is divided into four 
parts. 

In the first part of the experiment each of you will be introduced to a few possible 
rules for distributing monetary' gains and losses among committee members. You will 
have an hour for the first part, during which time you will be asked to answer some 
questions on a test covering some introductory material. These questions are merely to 
ensure that you have learned the concepts which are being used in the experiment. You 
will be paid ^ cents for every question you answer correctly the first time you take the 
test. If you do not answer the questions correctly, then you are to go back to review the 
material and correct wrong answers. Once you have mastered the material you can trj' 
the missed questions again in another test, this time getting 25 cents for each correct 
answer. Obviously, you will not be able to eam as much money as possible if you do not 
do well on the test. Everyone will go on to the second part of the experiment after 1 hour, 
or after everyone has finished Part I, whichever occurs first. 

In the second part, you will all be asked, as a group, to discuss the various 
possible rules for distributing monetary gains and losses. After the discussion, you will 
be asked to reach a group decision on which rule for distributing money or income you 
like best. Your "take home" pay for Part HI of the experiment will be partially based on 
the rule which the group chooses in Part II. 

In the third part of the experiment, you will be required to perform some tasks to 
eam money. If you are skilled at these tasks you could eam a considerable amount of 
money. Your earned income will then be taxed, or supplemented so that the final 
distribution of income in this part of the experiment is in accordance with the rule 
selected and adopted by the group. 

In the last part, you will be asked some backgrovmd questions about yourself. 
Upon completion of the last part you will receive the sum of your earnings firom the 
earlier parts of the experiment in cash. The money you receive is to be yours alone. 
Beyond the discussion and agreement in Part II, no discussion or agreement to share 
your final pav is permitted. Any such discussions may void the experiment and lead to 
your earning nothing! 
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In a moment you will begin Part I of the experiment. As you proceed through 
Part I, please answer the ranking questions in the instructions. You may begin the test as 
soon as you reach it If you have any questions, please contact the monitor by raising 
your hand. You may now begin Part I of the experiment. 
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PART I 

This experiment is concerned with committee decisions about rules to distribute 
income among members of a society which includes you. Let us begin by discussing the 
effect of different rules on what you will get in the experiment. For the purposes of this 
experiment the monetary figures will be scaled so that they can be considered as the 
annual income for a household of four (i.e., two adults and two children) in a democratic 
society of moderate scarcity. After the experiment your earnings will be converted to 
actual dollars and paid in cash. One way of judging the effect of different rules on what 
you will get is to consider the overall pattern of income distribution. A nimiber of rules 
have been suggested for these sorts of judgments, and we shall illustrate them by pointing 
out five such rules. But there are obviously other possible alternatives. You may well 
think of some alternatives yourself. 

In order to describe the five rules, two definitions are required. The first term is 
"subsistence income", which is defined as follows: 

Subsistence Income: The income needed to attain sheer physical survival. 
Currently, for a family of four (i.e., two adults and two children), 
this level of income is estimated to be approximately $12,000/year. 

The second term is "lowest prevailing standard of living income", defined as follows: 

The Lowest Prevailing Standard of Living Income: The income needed to 
attain the lifestyle defined by the large majority to be minimally 
acceptable. People below this level cannot afford items considered 
standard and necessary to everyday life such as a reliable 
automobile or housing that is neither dilapidated nor in a 
neighborhood Idiown to be violent or especially dangerous. It is 
generally considered to be somewhat over half the median income 
(the current median income is about $35,000/year). Currently, for 
a family of four, this level of income is estimated to be 
approximately $24,000/year for a family of four. 

Now consider the following five rules: 

1. Maximizing The Floor Income 

The best rule for distributing income is that which maximizes the floor (or 
lowest) income in the society. 
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This rule considers only the income of the worst off individual in society. In judging 
among income distributions, this rule selects the distribution which ensures the poorest 
person (who might be you) the highest income. This ensures that no person's income can 
go up imless it increases the income of the people at the very bottom. 

2. Maximizing The Average Income 

The best rule for distributing incomes is that which maximizes the average 
income in the society. 

For any society maximizing the average income maximizes the total income in the 
society. Since you don't know what you may get, this maximizes your average or 
mathematically expected income. 

3. Maximizing The Average With a Lowest Prevailing Standard of Living Income 
($24,000/year) as a Floor Constraint. 

The best rule for distributing income is that which maximizes the aveRige 
income only after everyone is guaranteed a level of income to enable them 
to live at the lowest prevailing standard of living. 

Such a rule ensvires that the attempt to maximize the average is constrained so as to 
ensure that individuals "at the bottom" receive an income at least as large as that required 
to live at the lowest prevailing standard of living. 

4. Maximizing The Average With a Subsistence Level of Income ($12,000/year) as a 
Floor Constraint. 

The best rule for distributing income is that which maximizes the average 
income only after a subsistence level of income is guaranteed to everyone. 

Such a rule ensures that the attempt to maximize the average is constrained so as to 
ensure that individuals "at the bottom" receive at least a subsistence income. 

5. Maximizing The Average With a Range Constraint of $ X 

The best rule for distributing income is that which attempts to maximize 
the average income only after guaranteeing that the difference between the 
smallest and largest incomes (i.e., the range of income) in the society is 
not greater than a specified amount 
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Such a rule ensures that the attempt to maximize the average does not allow income 
differences between the smallest and largest incomes to exceed a specified amount. To 
choose this rule one must specify the dollar difference between the high and low incomes. 

Of course, there are other possible rules, and you may think of some of them. 

Now that you have been familiarized with these five rules, please answer the 
following questions: 

Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 5 rules for distributing 
income by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the rules in the blanks 
below. Indicate ties by placing the tied rules in the same space. 

Most preferred Least preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a lowest prevailing standard 

of living floor constraint of $24,000/yr. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a subsistence income floor 

constraint of $ 12,000/yr. 
e) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate 
answer.) 

1. very xmsure 
2. unsure 
3. no opinion 
4. sure 
5. very sure 

To familiarize you with the sorts of choices you will be making, consider the 
following illustration. 
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ILLUSTRATION 

Directly below is a table of numbers. Each of the four columns of numbers 
represents one possible distribution of income to a group of people. There are, in each 
case five different levels - or classes - of income. In the following four income 
distributions the money entries represents a yearly dollar income for a household of four 
(two adults and two children) in a democratic society of moderate scarcity. 

Income Class 1 
Income Distributions 

2 3 4 
High $70,000 $42,250 $49,500 $40,000 
Medium high 38,000 18,000 20,000 18,000 
Mediimi 20,000 15,000 18,000 11,000 
Medium low 4,000 9,000 8,000 10,000 
Low 1,000 2,250 4,500 8,000 

Average Income 26,600 17,300 20,000 17,200 
Floor or Low Income 1,000 2,250 4,500 8,000 
Range 69,000 40,000 45,000 32,000 

There are a few things which you must imderstand fully to be able to apply the 
five rules previously discussed. 

First, you must understand the floor. The floor is merely the minimum income in 
each income distribution. The low income, the floor income, or the minimnm are all 
different ways of describing the same income class in each of these colvunns, or 
distributions. 

Next, consider the range. In each distribution, the range is simply the difference 
between the top (or highest) income, and the bottom (or lowest) income is each column. 

Finally, consider the average income. The average income is merely the simi of 
the incomes received in the society divided by the number of households in the society. 

You are to make a choice of a rule for distributing money. For the moment, let us 
restrict our attention to the five rules which were mentioned above: a) maximize the 
floor income, b) maximize the average income, c) maximize the average income, subject 
to a lowest prevailing standard of living floor constraint, d) maximize the average 
income, subject to a subsistence income floor constraint, and e) maximize the average 
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income, subject to a range constraint. If you choose (e), you would have to specify what 
the range constraint is before you can be said to have made a choice. 

In general, any choice of a rule would have the efifect of eliminating some 
distributions. To see this, let us show you how the selection of a rule could lead to the 
elimination of all but one of the four income distributions. 

For example, if you chose as your rule to maximize the average, you would be 
choosing a rule on the basis of the following line of the above table: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
Average Income $26,600 $17,300 $20,000 $17,200 

Obviously, the distribution which conforms to this rule is the one in the first column: 
since it has the highest average ($26,600). 

On the other hand, if you were to choose to maximize the floor income, you 
would be focusing on the following line of the above table of income distributions: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 

Floor or Low Income $1,000 $2,250 $4,500 $8,000 

In this case, yoia: rule would now select the fourth distribution, since its floor is the 
highest ($8,000). 

What if you chose as a rule to maximize average income subject to a floor 
constraint? Then you would have to focus on the two lines of the table which report the 
floor and average incomes: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 

Floor or Low Income $1,000 $2,250 $4,500 $8,000 
Average Income $26,600 $17,300 $20,000 $17,200 
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The distribution selected by this principle would depend upon how high you set the floor 
constraint as well as the average income of each distribution. For example, if you set it 
higher than $4,500 it would require that the distribution which maximized the floor 
would be selected. If you set the floor at $2,250, you would be selecting the third income 
distribution, since it has the highest average income of those with a minimum of at least 
$2,250. 

Similarly, if we consider the range as a constraint of the average, you would be 
focusing on other aspects of the previous table. In this case, you would be focusing on 
those lines of the table which report the range and the average: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
Average Income $26,600 $17,300 $20,000 $17,200 
Range $69,000 $40,000 $45,000 $32,000 

Note that maximizing the average subject to a range constraint works differently 
than the selection of maximizing the average with a floor constraint. When you specify a 
given range, you require that the distribution not have a range any larger than the one you 
specify. For example, if you select to maximize the average subject to a range constraint 
of $50,000, you rule out the first income distribution because its range is more than 
$50,000. You would select distribution #3 since it has the highest average income of 
those with a range of less than $50,000. 

Remember, the more demanding the constraint (i.e., the smaller the range or the 
higher the floor) the larger the number of income distributions which are ruled out. 

Now obviously, the effect on you of any rule would depend upon the income class 
you fall into. To see this look at the numbers in any one class. For example, let us say 
you were so fortunate as to be in the high income class. Then, we could illustrate the 
differences between the rules by focusing on the top row of the table: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
High $70,000 $42,250 $49,500 $40,000 
Low $1,000 $2,250 $4,500 $8,000 
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Here you can see that the amount that you would be able to keep, would depend upon the 
distribution chosen. Similarly, at the bottom of the income ladder, you would be affected 
by the choice as shown on the low income class line. Therefore, if distribution 2 
conformed to the chosen rule, the highest income you could get is $42,250 and the lowest 
income is $2,250. 

It is one thing to make one's choice of a rule for distribution when one is fully 
aware of one's individual talents and place in society. It is quite another one to do so 
without such knowledge. Later you will be earning money by working at a task we have 
designed. You do not know how well you will be able to perform that task, how much 
income you will generate, and hence in which income class you will be. Recall that in 
the next part of the e3q)eriment, one rule will be selected to govern the actual payments 
which will be made to each of you as a member of the group. Thus, the choice of a rule 
of distribution will, to a great degree, determine how much you will be paid. 

Precisely how Avill the selection of a rule relate to your earnings? To know this 
you must understand how your earned income will be redistributed on the basis of the 
rule chosen. Let vis go over the rules listed above, and illustrate how income would be 
redistributed to be in conformity with the rules. 

1. Maximizing the floor requires that some of the income of persons 
who earn above the floor is used to increase the minimiun income received 
in the group. 

If the amount of income in the group were fixed, the minimum could 
be maximized by having an equal division of the total income. Any less 
equal division of the income would stem from those who receive more 
getting it at the cost of those who receive less. When income is not tied to 
work, this may be true, but in general income is tied to work. 

When there is a link between income and work, some people feel 
that there should be a link between more or better work and more income. 
Most supporters of a link between more or better work and more income 
argue that if there were an absolutely egalitarian or equal distribution of 
income there would be less work, less production, and hence less income. 
This could lead to less income for those at the bottom. Thus, to maximize 
the floor some people have argued that one needs to keep some incentives 
for productive work. 

In the case of this experiment, your income is going to be tied to 
work. Hence, in keeping with this line of thinking, we preserve some of 
the income differences, but reduce them. In this experiment, choosing to 
maximize the floor leads us to set the floor at 80% of the mean. We do 
this by taxing the incomes earned by everyone else enough to raise the 
floor to the level required. We tax each of the individuals who earned 
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more than 80% of the floor the same percentage of their incomes above 
80% of the floor. Thus the percentage of income which would be taxed 
away depends upon the amount of income needed to be transferred to the 
low income recipient. 

2. Maximizing the average, we assume, means giving everyone as 
much incentive to produce as possible. We interpret this to mean that 
there wUl be no redistribution and, hence, no taxation. 

3&4. Maximizing the average with a floor constraint also requires a tax 
system. This is the case whether the floor constraint is the subsistence 
level of income, the lowest prevailing standard of living income, or some 
other level of income. 

In this case, all the incomes above the chosen floor are taxed at the 
same percentage rate, set so that it will raise enough income to raise the 
floor to the level required. Thus, each person's ranking - by income -
above the floor stays the same, but the differences are compressed because 
of the taxes. This is the case for any floor constraint. 

One complication must be considered here. Since the idea is to 
continue having incentives to maintain high productivity and income, we 
insist that if the average income is so close to the floor that the floor is 
higher that 8/10 of the average income, then the floor is set at 0.8 of the 
average. This ensures that some minimal level of incentives is maintained 
and that the floor can never be higher under this principle than it could be 
if one were merely to maximize the income of the poorest member of the 
group. 

5. Maximizing the average with a range constraint means that the 
difference between the highest and lowest income is restricted in 
accordance with the principle chosen. All the incomes that are 'too low" 
(that is: the range between them and the top income is bigger than the 
acceptable limit) would receive additional income raised by taxing the 
others. All others would be taxed so that the money raised, when 
transferred to the individuals with the low incomes, would reduce the 
range to the required level. This will keep the average income imchanged 
and keep the income differences between the individuals in the same 
proportion as they were before taxes. To illustrate, imagine that persons in 
a society have earned incomes of $1,000; $5,000; $7,000; $11,000; and 
$101,000. Then the average income is $25,000 and the range of earned 
income (between $1,000 per year and $101,000) is $100,000. If that 
society had a principle to maximize the average while restricting the range 
to $50,000, all four low income individuals would require transfers to 
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reduce the range to within $50,000. The average would stay the same 
($25,000), but the income di£Ferences would all be cut in half, so that the 
new distribution would be: $13,000; $15,000; $16,000; $18,000; and 
63,000. 

You can choose to have an egalitarian or equal distribution of 
income by restricting the range to zero. 

Before you are permitted to join with the other members of the group to choose a 
rule for distribution you are required to answer some questions to test your imderstanding 
of the rules presented above. You will be paid ^ cents for each nimibered question 
answered correctly. You may refer to any part of the booklet we have gone over in 
deciding on your answers. When you finish answering the questions, bring your answers 
to the moderator. If you make mistakes, you will be given a chance to take another test -
and show us that you have leamed the material. But in the sfecond test you will be paid 
only 25 cents per right answer, and you will only be asked to answer questions about 
material you did not master in the first test. 

Before we proceed, are there any questions? 
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TEST 1 

SUBJECT NUMBER: Number right: 

Below is a chart in which there are four numbered colxmins. Each colunm 
represents one possible income distribution in a hypothetical society. In this society there 
are 5 levels of income. In each of the columns, the first five rows represent the income 
which would be received by families at each income level. Look at column one: the 
richest families would each receive $36,000 were the income distribution of column 1 
chosen for the society. In each of these columns the sixth row of numbers represents the 
average income in the society. 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
High $36,000 $69,000 $29,000 $146,000 
Medium high 25,000 48,000 20,000 22,000 
Mediimi 15,000 36,000 18,000 8,000 
Medium low 8,000 14,000 5,000 4,000 
Low 1,000 13,000 1,000 2,000 

Average Income 17,000 36,000 14,600 36,400 
Floor or Low Income 
Range 

1. In the blank space in the distributions write in the floor income and the range for 
each distribution. 

2. Indicate which distribution would be singled out as the rule by application of each 
of the following rules of distribution. 

Maximization of the floor would select distribution . 
Maximization of the average income would select distribution . 
Maximization of the average income with a floor constraint of $11,500 would 
select distribution . 
Maximization of the average income with a range constraint of $30,000 would 
select distribution . 

3 .  If I were to choose as a rule to maximize the floor income, the lowest income I 
could get would be ; the highest would be . 
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4. If I were to choose as a rule to maximize the average income, the lowest income I 
could get would be ; the highest would be . 

5. Which rule requires no taxes to redistribute income? 

6. Do any of the rules cause a change in the ordering of wealthiest to poorest 
persons? 

7. Which rule leads to the least changes in earned income? 

8. Which completely specified rule could lead to everyone getting the same income? 

In the following questions, indicate T(true) or F(false): 

9. The income which I generate by performing a task in this experiment may be 
redistributed to others in the group. 

T F 

10. The income which I will receive from participating in this experiment is based 
only on how I perform in your task. 

T F 

11. The income which I will receive from participating in this experiment is based 
only on the rule that is selected regarding how to divide earnings. 

T F 

12. The group is going to chose a rule of distribution which will govern how the 
earnings of the group members are to be divided. 

T F 

13. Any discussion, during the experiment, of a post experiment agreement to share 
earnings is strictly against the rules of this experiment and can lead to my earning 
zero. 

T F 
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Bring this paper to the moderator to be corrected. 

When you have completed the test continue on to the next page. 
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Now that you have some acquaintance with the possible rules for distributing 
income, and before the rule which has been chosen for the group is assigned, please 
indicate your preferences for the rules. Rank them from most preferred to least preferred 
by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the rules in the blanks below. 
Indicate ties by placing the tied rules in the same space. 

Most preferred Least preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a lowest prevailing standard 

of living floor constraint of $24,000/yr. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a subsistence income floor 

constraint of $12,000/yr. 
e) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate 
answer.) 

1. veryimsure 
2. unsure 
3. no opinion 
4. siu-e 
5. very sure 

Wait for the monitor to announce that everyone has completed Part I of the 
instructions before proceeding to part II. 
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PARTn 

In this part of the experiment you, as a group, are to choose one rule of 
distribution for yourselves. This choice will govern the distribution of incomes to you as 
a group (that is, determine the payoff you get) in the experiment. Your payoffs will be 
determined as follows. 

You will be assigned tasks and eam money in the jobs. Your earnings from the 
jobs will then be reallocated so as to conform to the rule you have chosen to govern 
income distribution. In order to reassign the earnings, we may have to impose taxes, in 
accordance with the schemes outlined in the first part of the experiment. There will be a 
number of production or pay periods. 

Before the group votes on adopting a rule, there is to be a fiill and open discussion 
of the matter before the group. You must follow the procedures below for the discussion 
and voting phase. 

DISCUSSION PHASE 

You begin by having a group discussion about which rule you should adopt. The 
group can terminate this discussion anytime after 5 minutes. If after 5 minutes you feel 
nothing more can be gained by further discussion, you are to tell this to the moderator. 
PARTICIPANTS MUST AGREE UNANIMOUSLY BY SECRET BALLOT THAT 
FURTHER DISCUSSION IS UNNECESSARY FOR DISCUSSION TO BE ENDED. 
You have whatever time you need, within reason, to discuss the issue. You are not 
restricted, in any way, to the live rules mentioned above. Thus, you can discuss (and 
later adopt) another possible rule. Any one of you can introduce and begin discussion of 
any rule. But not jvist any rule is a rule of distribution. There are two requirements which 
a rule must meet to be considered a rule of distribution. 

First, the rule cannot use names. For example, a rule which gives all the income 
to one specified person is not permitted. However, a rule which gives all the income to 
some unspecified person is peraiitted. 

Secondly, there are a few requirements you should bear in mind if you wish to 
adopt a rule which involves a constraint. You should think of dollar figures as anniial 
incomes for a household of four (two adults and two children) in a democratic society of 
moderate scarcity. 

If you wish to consider a range constraint, you must specify the dollar amount. 
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If you wish to consider a floor constraint, you are not in a position to know what 
floors vwll actually be achievable on the basis of the earnings of the group. We interpret 
a floor constraint as follows: 

You can specify an absolute dollar amount which you wish to have as a 
floor constraint. If that dollar amount is above the maximum floor 
achievable given the group's earnings, we will set the floor at 80% of the 
average income. 

The floor income can be viewed as the minimum income a head of an average household 
of four is guaranteed each year. 

CHOICE PHASE 

After your discussion you, as a group, are to vote to adopt a rule of distribution. 
Your voting will be according to the following procedure. THE GROUP WILL ADOPT 
A RULE IF, AND ONLY IF, THAT RULE IS ABLE TO SECURE THE UNANIMOUS 
SUPPORT OF THE GROUP AGAINST ALL OTHER RULES SKETCHED ABOVE, 
PLUS ANY OTHERS WHICH YOU HAVE DISCUSSED. The rules are to be voted 
upon, two at a time. Only that rule which gets unanimous support in two-way contests 
against all other rules is actually adopted by the group. If no such rule exists, then the 
group will have adopted no rule of distribution. In that case, any member of the group 
can ask for extra discussion, which can be terminated at any time using the procedure 
described above. A new vote would follow. 

Your payoffs in the next section of the experiment will conform to the rule which 
you, as a group adopt. We will translate your earnings at the job into annual income to 
apply your rule. We do this by calculating how much you would earn in a year, given 
your rate of earnings during the period you are working. If you, as a group, do not adopt 
any rule then we will select a rule at random which will be applied to your earnings in the 
next part of the experiment. 

Before we proceed, are there any questions? If not, please remember that you 
may ask questions at any time during this part of the experiment. 
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PARTm 

Your payoffs in this section of the experiment will conform to the rule which you, 
as a group adopted in the previous section. If you, as a group, did not adopt any rule then 
we will select a rule at random which will be applied to your earnings in this part of the 
experiment. We will translate your earnings at the job into annual income to apply your 
rule. We do this by calculating how much you would earn in a year, given your rate of 
earnings during the period you are working. After this part of the experiment we will 
convert your earnings to actual dollars and pay you in cash. The exchange rate between 
annual production earnings and actual dollars is 0.000072113 dollars per unit of annual 
earned income. 

The monitor will now distribute production task 1. 
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END OF PRODUCTION PERIOD 1 DOCUMENT 

Before Tax After Tax 
SUBJECT NUMBER: Earnings: Income: 

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the appropriate answer. 

1. How do you feel about your effort at the task you just completed? 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

2. Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 5 rules for distributing 
income by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the rules in the blanks 
below. Indicate ties by placing the tied rules in the same space. 

Most preferred Least preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a lowest prevailing standard 

of living floor constraint $24,000/yr. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a subsistence income floor 

constraint $12,000/yr. 
e) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

3. How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate answer.) 

1. veryimsure 
2. unsure 
3. no opinion 
4. sure 
5. very sure 
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4. How do you feel about your skill at the task you just completed? 
(Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

5. How satisfied are you with the distributive principle selected for the group? 

a) very unsatisfied 
b) unsatisfied 
c) neither satisfied nor unsatisfied 
d) satisfied 
e) very satisfied 

6. How do you feel about your performance at the task you just completed? (Circle 
the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

Wait for the monitor to distribute production task 2. 
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END OF PRODUCTION PERIOD 2 DOCUMENT 

SUBJECT NUMBER: 
Before Tax 
Earnings: _ 

After Tax 
Income 

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the appropriate answer. 

1. How do you feel about your effort at the task you just completed? 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

2. Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 5 principles of distributive 
justice by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the principles in the 
blanks below. Indicate ties by placing the tied principles in the same space. 

Most Preferred Least Preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a lowest prevailing standard 

of living floor constraint $24,000/yr. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a subsistence income floor 

constraint $12,000/yr. 
e) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

3. How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) veryimsure 
b) unsure 
c) no opinion 
d) sure 
e) very sure 
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4. How do you feel about your skill at the task you just completed? 

(Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

5. How satisfied are you with the distributive principle selected for the group? 

a) very imsatisfied 
b) unsatisfied 
c) neither satisfied nor unsatisfied 
d) satisfied 
e) very satisfied 

6. How do you feel about your performance at the task you just completed? (Circle 
the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

Wait for the monitor to distribute production task 3. 
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END OF PRODUCTION PERIOD 3 DOCUMENT 

Before Tax After Tax 
SUBJECT NUMBER: Earnings: Income: 

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the appropriate answer. 

1. How do you feel about your effort at the task you just completed? 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

2. Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 4 principles of distributive 
justice by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the principles in the 
blanks below. Indicate ties by placing the tied principles in the same space. 

Most Preferred Least Preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a lowest prevailing standard 

of living floor constraint $24,000/yr. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a subsistence income floor 

constraint $12,000/yr. 
e) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

3. How do you feel about your ranking of these principles? (Circle the appropriate 
answer.) 

a) veryvmsure 
b) unsure 
c) no opinion 
d) sure 
e) very sure 
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4. How do you feel about your skill at the task you just completed? 
(Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

5. How satisfied are you with the distributive principle selected for the group? 

a) very unsatisfied 
b) unsatisfied 
c) neither satisfied nor unsatisfied 
d) satisfied 
e) very satisfied 

6. How do you feel about your performance at the task you just completed? (Circle 
the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

Wait for the monitor to announce that everyone has completed Part III of the 
instructions before proceeding to Part IV. 



PART IV 

Compete the exit questionnaire and bring your payment tally sheet to the 
moderator for payment. 



APPENDIX C 

EXCLUSION / INFORMATION TREATMENT 

SUBJECT INSTRUCTIONS 



SUBJECT INSTRUCTIONS 
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SUBJECT HANDBOOK 

SUBJECT NUMBER: 
PJTRODUCTION 

This is an experiment in the economics of decision making. Several research 
organizations have provided funds for this research. This experiment deals with the 
question of distributing monetary gains and losses among committee members. Your 
earnings in this experiment will partially be determined by your decisions and the 
decisions of others as described in the instructions, so it is important to read the 
instructions carefully. The experiment is divided into four parts. 

In the first part of the experiment each of you will be introduced to a few possible 
rules for distributing monetary gains and losses among committee members. You will 
have an hour for the first part, during which time you will be asked to answer some 
questions on a test covering some introductory material. These questions are merely to 
ensure that you have leamed the concepts which are being used in the experiment. You 
will be paid 50 cents for every question you answer correctly the first time you take the 
test. If you do not answer the questions correctly, then you are to go back to review the 
material and correct wrong answers. Once you have mastered the material you can try 
the missed questions again in another test, this time getting 25 cents for each correct 
answer. Obviously, you will not be able to eam as much money as possible if you do not 
do well on the test. Everyone will go on to the second part of the experiment after 1 hour, 
or after everyone has finished Part I, whichever occurs first. 

In the second part, you will all be asked, as a group, to discuss the various 
possible rules for distributing monetary gains and losses. After the discussion, you will 
be asked to reach a group decision on which rule for distributing money or income you 
like best. Your "take home" pay for Part IH of the experiment will be partially based on 
the rule which the group chooses in Part n. 

In the third part of the experiment, you will be required to perform some tasks to 
eam money. If you are skilled at these tasks you could eam a considerable amount of 
money. Yo\ir earned income will then be taxed, or supplemented so that the final 
distribution of income in this part of the experiment is in accordance with the rule 
selected and adopted by the group. In addition, members of the group may be randomly 
selected to be excluded from participating in some tasks. If selected, a person will not 
participate in performing the task and therefore, will not be able to eam any money for 
that task. However, the individual will receive money if it is required for consistency 
with the rule selected by the group. 

In the last part, you will be asked some background questions about yourself. 
Upon completion of the last part you will receive the sum of your earnings from the 
earlier parts of the experiment in cash. The money you receive is to be yours alone. 
Beyond the discussion and agreement in Part II, no discussion or aereement to share 
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vow final pay is permitted. Any such discussions may void the experiment and lead to 
your earning nothing! 

In a moment you will begin Part I of the experiment. As you proceed through 
Part I, please answer the ranking questions in the instructions. You may begin the test as 
soon as you reach it. If you have any questions, please contact the monitor by raising 
your hand. You may now begin Part I of the experiment. 
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PART I 

This experiment is concerned with committee decisions about rules to distribute 
income among members of a society which includes you. Let us begin by discussing the 
effect of different rules on what you "will get in the experiment. For the purposes of this 
experiment the monetary figures will be scaled so that they can be considered as the 
annual income for a household of four (i.e., two adults and two children) in a democratic 
society of moderate scarcity. After the experiment your earnings will be converted to 
actual dollars and paid in cash. One way of judging the effect of different rules on what 
you will get is to consider the overall pattern of income distribution. A number of rules 
have been suggested for these sorts of judgments, and we shall illustrate them by pointing 
out five such rules. But there are obviously other possible alternatives. You may well 
think of some alternatives yourself. 

In order to describe the five rules, two definitions are required. The first is the 
term subsistence income, which is defined as follows: 

Subsistence Income: The income needed to attain sheer physical survival. 
Currently, for a family of four (i.e., two adults and two children), this level 
of income is estimated to be approximately $12,000/year. 

The second term is 'lowest prevailing standard of living income", defined as follows: 

The Lowest Prevailing Standard of Living Income: The income needed to 
attain the lifestyle defined by the large majority to be minimally 
acceptable. People below this level cannot afford items considered 
standard to everyday life such as a reliable automobile or housing that is 
neither dilapidated nor in a neighborhood known to be violent or 
especially dangerovis. It is generally considered to be somewhat over half 
the median income (the current median income is about $35,000/year). 
Currently, this level of income is estimated to be approximately 
$24,000/year for a family of four. 

Now consider the following five rules: 

1. Maximizing The Floor Income 

The best rule for distributing income is that which maximizes the floor (or 
lowest) income in the society. 

t 

This rule considers only the income of the worst off individual in society. In judging 
among income distributions, this rule selects the distribution which ensures the poorest 
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person (who might be you) the highest income. This ensures that no person's income can 
go up unless it increases the income of the people at the very bottom. 

2. Maximizing The Average Income 

The best rule for distributing incomes is that which maximizes the average 
income in the society. 

For any society maximizing the average income maximizes the total income in the 
society. Since you don't know what you may get, this maximizes your average or 
mathematically expected income. 

3. Maximizing The Average With a Lowest Prevailing Standard of Living Income 
($24,000/year) as a Floor Constraint. 

The best rule for distributing income is that which maximizes the average 
income only after everyone is guaranteed a level of income to enable them 
to live at the lowest prevailing standard of living. 

Such a rule ensures that the attempt to maximize the average is constrained so as to 
ensure that individuals "at the bottom" receive an income at least as large as that required 
to live at the lowest prevailing standard of living. 

4. Maximizing The Average With a Subsistence Level of Income ($12,000/year) as a 
Floor Constraint. 

The best rule for distributing income is that which maximizes the average 
income only after a subsistence level of income is guaranteed to everyone. 

Such a rule ensures that the attempt to maximize the average is constrained so as to 
ensure that individuals "at the bottom" receive at least a subsistence income. 

5. Maximizing The Average With a Range Constraint of $ X 

The best rule for distributing income is that which attempts to maximize 
the average income only after guaranteeing that the difference between the 
smallest and largest incomes (i.e., the range of income) in the society is 
not greater than a specified amount. 

Such a rule ensures that the attempt to maximize the average does not allow income 
differences between Has smallest and largest incomes to exceed a specified amount. To 
choose this rule one must specify the dollar difference between the high and low incomes. 
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Of course, there care other possible rules, and you may think of some of them. 

Now that you have been familiarized with these five rules, please answer the 
following questions: 

Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 5 rules for distributing 
income by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the rules in the blanks 
below. Indicate ties by placing the tied rules in the same space. 

Most preferred Least preferred 
a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a lowest prevailing standard 

of living floor constraint of $24,000/yr. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a subsistence income floor 

constraint of $ 12,000/yr. 
e) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate 
answer.) 

1. veryimsure 
2. unsure 
3. no opinion 
4. sure 
5. very sure 

To familiarize you with the sorts of choices you will be making, consider the 
following illustration. 
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ILLUSTRATION 

Directly below is a table of niunbers. Each of the four columns of numbers 
represents one possible distribution of income to a group of people. There are, in each 
case five different levels - or classes - of income. In the following four income 
distributions the money entries represents a yearly dollar income for a household of four 
(two adults and two children) in a democratic society of moderate scarcity. 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
High $70,000 $42,250 $49,500 $40,000 
Medium high 38,000 18,000 20,000 18,000 
Medium 20,000 15,000 18,000 11,000 
Medium low 4,000 9,000 8,000 10,000 
Low 1,000 2,250 4,500 8,000 

Average Income 26,600 17,300 20,000 17,200 
Floor or Low Income 1,000 2,250 4,500 8,000 
Range 69,000 40,000 45,000 32,000 

There are a few things which you must imderstand fully to be able to apply the 
five rules previously discussed. 

First, you must imderstand the floor. The floor is merely the minimum income in 
each income distribution. The low income, the floor income, or the minimum are all 
different ways of describing the same income class in each of these columns, or 
distributions. 

Next, consider the range. In each distribution, the range is simply the difference 
between the top (or highest) income, and the bottom (or lowest) income is each column. 

Finally, consider the average income. The average income is merely the simi of 
the incomes received in the society divided by the number of households in the society. 

You are to make a choice of a rule for distributing money. For the moment, let us 
restrict our attention to the five rules which were mentioned above: a) maximize the 
floor income, b) maximize the average income, c) maximize the average income, subject 
to a lowest prevailing standard of living floor constraint, d) maximize the average 
income, subject to a subsistence income floor constraint, and e) maximize the average 
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income, subject to a range constraint. If you choose (e), you would have to specify what 
the range constraint is before you can be said to have made a choice. 

In general, any choice of a rule would have the effect of eliminating some 
distributions. To see this, let us show you how the selection of a rule could lead to the 
elimination of all but one of the four income distributions. 

For example, if you chose as your rule to maximize the average, you would be 
choosing a rule on the basis of the following line of the above table: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
Average Income $26,600 $17,300 $20,000 $17,200 

Obviously, the distribution which conforms to this rule is the one in the first colunm: 
since it has the highest average ($26,600). 

On the other hand, if you were to choose to maximize the floor income, you 
would be focusing on the following line of the above table of income distributions: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 

Floor or Low Income $1,000 $2,250 $4,500 $8,000 

In this case, your rule would now select the fourth distribution, since its floor is the 
highest ($8,000). 

What if you chose as a rule to maximize average income subject to a floor 
constraint? Then you would have to focus on the two lines of the table which report the 
floor and average incomes: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 

Floor or Low Income $1,000 $2,250 $4,500 $8,000 
Average Income $26,600 $17,300 $20,000 $17,200 
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The distribution selected by this principle would depend upon how high you set the floor 
constraint as well as the average income of each distribution. For example, if you set it 
higher than $4,500 it would require that the distribution which maximized the floor 
would be selected. If you set the floor at $2,250, you would be selecting the third income 
distribution, since it has the highest average income of those with a minimum of at least 
$2,250. 

Similarly^ if we consider the range as a constraint of the average, you would be 
focusing on other aspects of the previous table. In this case, you would be focusing on 
those lines of the table which report the range and the average: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
Average Income $26,600 $17,300 $20,000 $17,200 
Range $69,000 $40,000 $45,000 $32,000 

Note that maximizing the average subject to a range constraint works differently 
than the selection of maximizing the average with a floor constraint. When you specify a 
given range, you require that the distribution not have a range any larger than the one you 
specify. For example, if you select to maximize the average subject to a range constraint 
of $50,000, you rule out the first income distribution because its range is more than 
$50,000. You would select distribution #3 since it has the highest average income of 
those with a range of less than $50,000. 

Remember, the more demanding the constraint (i.e., the smaller the range or the 
higher the floor) the larger the number of income distributions which are ruled out. 

Now obviously, the effect on you of any rule would depend upon the income class 
you fall into. To see this look at the numbers in any one class. For example, let us say 
you were so fortimate as to be in the high income class. Then, we could illustrate the 
differences between the rules by focusing on the top row of the table: 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
High $70,000 $42,250 $49,500 $40,000 
Low $1,000 $2,250 $4,500 $8,000 
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Here you can see that the amount that you would be able to keep, would depend upon the 
distribiition chosen. Similarly, at the bottom of the income ladder, you would be affected 
by the choice as shown on the low income class line. Therefore, if distribution 2 
conformed to the chosen rule, the highest income you could get is $42,250 and the lowest 
income is $2,250. 

It is one thing to make one's choice of a rule for distribution when one is fiilly 
aware of one's individual talents and place in society. It is quite another one to do so 
without such knowledge. Later you will be earning money by working at a task we have 
designed. You do not know how well you will be able to perform that task, how much 
income you will generate, and hence in which income class you will be. Recall that in 
the next part of the experiment, one rule will be selected to govern the actual payments 
which will be made to each of you as a member of the group. Thus, the choice of a rule 
of distribution will, to a great degree, determine how much you will be paid. 

Precisely how will the selection of a rule relate to your earnings? To know this 
you must understand how your earned income will be redistributed on the basis of the 
rule chosen. Let us go over the rules listed above, and illustrate how income would be 
redistributed to be in conformity with the rules. 

1. Maximizing the floor requires that some of the income of persons 
who earn above the floor is used to increase the minimum income received 
in the group. 

If the amount of income in the group were fixed, the minimiun could 
be maximized by having an equal division of the total income. Any less 
equal division of the income would stem from those who receive more 
getting it at the cost of those who receive less. When income is not tied to 
work, this may be true, but in general income is tied to work. 

When there is a link between income and work, some people feel 
that there should be a link between more or better work and more income. 
Most supporters of a link between more or better work and more income 
argue that if there were an absolutely egalitarian or equal distribution of 
income there would be less work, less production, and hence less income. 
This could lead to less income for those at the bottom. Thus, to maximize 
the floor some people have argued that one needs to keep some incentives 
for productive work. 

In the case of this experiment, your income is going to be tied to 
work. Hence, in keeping with this line of thinking, we preserve some of 
the income differences, but reduce them. In this experiment, choosing to 
maximize the floor leads us to set the floor at 80% of the mean. We do 
this by taxing the incomes earned by everyone else enough to raise the 
floor to the level required. We tax each of the individuals who earned 
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more than 80% of the floor the same percentage of their incomes above 
80% of the floor. Thus the percentage of income which would be taxed 
away depends upon the amount of income needed to be transferred to the 
low^ income recipient. 

2. Maximizing the average, we assume, means giving everyone as 
much incentive to produce as possible. We interpret this to mean that 
there will be no redistribution and, hence, no taxation. 

3&4. Maximizing the average with a floor constraint also requires a tax 
system. This is the case whether the floor constraint is the subsistence 
level of income, the lowest prevailing standard of living income, or some 
other level of income. 

In this case, all the incomes above the chosen floor are taxed at the 
same percentage rate, set so that it will raise enough income to raise the 
floor to the level required. Thus, each person's ranking - by income -
above the floor stays the same, but the differences are compressed because 
of the taxes. This is the case for any floor constraint 

One complication must be considered here. Since the idea is to 
continue having incentives to maintain high productivity and income, we 
insist that if the average income is so close to the floor that the floor is 
higher that 8/10 of the average income, then the floor is set at 0.8 of the 
average. This ensures that some minimal level of incentives is maintained 
and that the floor can never be higher under this principle than it could be 
if one were merely to maximize the income of the poorest member of the 
group. 

5. Maximizing the average with a range constraint means that the 
difference between the highest and lowest income is restricted in 
accordance with the principle chosen. All the incomes that are 'too low" 
(that is: the range between them and the top income is bigger than the 
acceptable limit) would receive additional income raised by taxing the 
others. All others would be taxed so that the money raised, when 
transferred to the individuals with the low incomes, would reduce the 
range to the required level. This will keep the average income unchanged 
and keep the income differences between the individuals in the same 
proportion as they were before taxes. To illustrate, imagine that persons in 
a society have earned incomes of $1,000; $5,000; $7,000; $11,000; and 
$101,000. Then the average income is $25,000 and the range of earned 
income (between $1,000 per year and $101,000) is $100,000. If that 
society had a principle to maximize the average while restricting the range 
to $50,000, all four low income individuals would require transfers to 
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reduce the range to within $50,000. The average would stay the same 
($25,000), but the income differences would all be cut in half, so that the 
new distribution would be: $13,000; $15,000; $16,000; $18,000; and 
63,000. 

You can choose to have an egalitarian or equal distribution of 
income by restricting the range to zero. 

Any individual selected to be excluded from performing a task may receive 
income based on the rule selected by the group. In rules employing a floor 
constraint the excluded person will receive the floor income. For the rule with a 
range constraint the excluded person will receive the income level required for 
consistency with the range constraint. The rule to maximize average income will 
not permit income to be transferred to the excluded person. 

Before you are permitted to join with the other members of the group to choose a 
rule for distribution you are required to answer some questions to test your understanding 
of the rules presented above. You will be paid ^ cents for each numbered question 
answered correctly. You may refer to any part of the booklet we have gone over in 
deciding on your answers. When you finish answering the questions, bring your answers 
to the moderator. If you make mistakes, you will be given a chance to take another test -
and show us that you have leamed the material. But in the second test you will be paid 
only 25 cents per right answer, and you will only be asked to answer questions about 
material you did not master in the first test. 

Before we proceed, are there any questions? 
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TESTL 

SUBJECT NUMBER: Number right: 

Below is a chart in which there are four numbered colimms. Each column 
represents one possible income distribution in a hypothetical society. In this society there 
are 5 levels of income. In each of the columns, the first five rows represent the income 
which would be received by families at each income level. Look at colimm one: the 
richest families would each receive $36,000 were the income distribution of column 1 
chosen for the society. In each of these colimms the sixth row of numbers represents the 
average income in the society. 

Income Distributions 
Income Class 1 2 3 4 
High $36,000 $69,000 $29,000 - $146,000 
Medium high 25,000 48,000 20,000 22,000 
Medium 15,000 36,000 18,000 8,000 
Medium low 8,000 14,000 5,000 4,000 
Low 1,000 13,000 1,000 2,000 

Average Income 17,000 36,000 14,600 36,400 
Floor or Low Income 
Range 

1. In the blank space in the distributions write in the floor income and the range for 
each distribution. 

2. Indicate which distribution would be singled out as the rule by application of each 
of the following rules of distribution. 

Maximization of the floor would select distribution . 
Maximization of the average income would select distribution . 
Maximization of the average income with a floor constraint of $11,500 would 
select distribution . 
Maximization of the average income with a range constraint of $30,000 would 
select distribution . 

3. If I were to choose as a rule to maximize the floor income, the lowest income I 
could get would be ; the highest would be . 
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4. If I were to choose as a rule to maximize the average income, the lowest income I 
could get would be ; the highest would be 

5. Which rule requires no taxes to redistribute income? 

6. Do any of the rules cause a change in the ordering of wealthiest to poorest 
persons? 

7. Which rule leads to the least changes in earned income? 

8. Which completely specified rule could lead to everyone getting the same income? 

In the following questions, indicate T(true) or F(false): 

9. The income which I generate by performing a task in this experiment may be 
redistributed to others in the group. 

T F 

10. The income which I will receive from participating in this experiment is based 
only on how I perform in your task. 

T F 

11. The income which I will receive from participating in this experiment is based 
only on the rule that is selected regarding how to divide earnings. 

T F 

12. The group is going to chose a rule of distribution which will govern how the 
earnings of the group members are to be divided. 

T F 

13. Any discussion, during the experiment, of a post experiment agreement to share 
earnings is strictly against the rules of this experiment and can lead to my earning 
zero. 

T F 

Bring this paper to the moderator to be corrected. 

When you have completed the test continue on to the next page. 
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Now that you have some acquaintance with the possible rules for distributing 
income, and before the rule which has been chosen for the group is assigned, please 
indicate your preferences for the rules. Rank them from most preferred to least preferred 
by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the rules in the blanks below. 
Indicate ties by placing the tied rules in the same space. 

Most preferred Least preferred 
a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a lowest prevailing standard 

of living floor constraint of $24,000/yr. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a subsistence income floor 

constraint of $ 12,000/yr. 
e) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate 
answer.) 

1. very unsure 
2. unsure 
3. no opinion 
4. sure 
5. very sure 

Wait for the monitor to announce that everyone has completed Part I of the 
instructions before proceeding to part n. 
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PARTn 

In this part of the experiment you, as a group, are to choose one rule of 
distribution for yourselves. This choice will govern the distribution of incomes to you as 
a group (that is, determine the payoff you get) in the experiment. Your payoffs will be 
determined as follows. 

You will be assigned tasks and earn money in the jobs. Your earnings from the 
jobs will then be reallocated so as to conform to the rule you have chosen to govern 
income distribution. In order to reassign the earnings, we may have to impose taxes, in 
accordance with the schemes outlined in the first part of the experiment. There will be a 
nimiber of production or pay periods. In addition, members of the group may be 
randomly selected to be excluded from participating in some tasks. If selected, a person 
will not participate in performing the task and therefore, will not be able to earn any 
money for that task. An individual selected to be excluded from participation in a task 
will receive money only if it is required for consistency with the rule adopted by the 
group. 

Before the group votes on adopting a rule, there is to be a frill and open discussion 
of the matter before the group. You must follow the procedures below for the discussion 
and voting phase. 

DISCUSSION PHASE 

You begin by having a group discussion about which rule you should adopt. The 
group can terminate this discussion anytime after 5 minutes. If after 5 minutes you feel 
nothing more can be gained by further discussion, you are to tell this to the moderator. 
PARTICIPANTS MUST AGREE UNANIMOUSLY BY SECRET BALLOT THAT 
FURTHER DISCUSSION IS UNNECESSARY FOR DISCUSSION TO BE ENDED. 
You have whatever time you need, within reason, to discuss the issue. You are not 
restricted, in any way, to the irve rules mentioned above. Thus, you can discuss (and 
later adopt) another possible rule. Any one of you can introduce and begin discussion of 
any rule. But not just any rule is a rule of distribution. There are two reqviirements which 
a rule must meet to be considered a rule of distribution. 

First, the rule cannot use names. For example, a rule which gives all the income 
to one specified person is not permitted. However, a rule which gives all the income to 
some unspecified person is permitted. 

Secondly, there are a few requirements you should bear in mind if you wish to 
adopt a rule which involves a constraint. You should think of dollar figures as annnal 
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incomes for a household of four (two adults and two children) in a democratic society of 
moderate scarcity. 

If you wish to consider a range constraint, you must specify the dollar amount. 

If you wish to consider a floor constraint, you are not in a position to know what 
floors will actually be achievable on the basis of the earnings of the group. We interpret 
a floor constraint as follows: 

You can specify an absolute dollar amount which you wish to have as a 
floor constraint. If that dollar amount is above the maximum floor 
achievable given the group's earnings, we will set the floor at 80% of the 
average income. 

The floor income can be viewed as the Tmnimnm income a head of an average household 
of four is guaranteed each year. 

CHOICE PHASE 

After your discussion you, as a group, are to vote to adopt a rule of distribution. 
Your voting will be according to the following procedure. THE GROUP WILL ADOPT 
A RULE IF, AND ONLY IF, THAT RULE IS ABLE TO SECURE THE UNANIMOUS 
SUPPORT OF THE GROUP AGAINST ALL OTHER RULES SKETCHED ABOVE, 
PLUS ANY OTHERS WHICH YOU HAVE DISCUSSED. The rules are to be voted 
upon, two at a time. Only that rule which gets unanimous support in two-way contests 
against all other rules is actually adopted by the group. If no such rule exists, then the 
group will have adopted no rule of distribution. In that case, any member of the group 
can ask for extra discussion, which can be terminated at any time using the procedure 
described above. A new vote would follow. 

Yoiir payoffs in the next section of the experiment will conform to the rule which 
you, as a group adopt. We will translate your earnings at the job into annual income to 
apply your rule. We do this by calculating how much you would eam in a year, given 
your rate of earnings during the period you are working. If you, as a group, do not adopt 
any rule then we will select a rule at random which will be applied to your earnings in the 
next part of the experiment. 

Before we proceed, are there any questions? If not, please remember that you 
may ask questions at any time during this part of the experiment. 
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PARTm 

Your payoffs in this section of the experiment will conform to the rule which you, 
as a group adopted in the previous section. If you, as a group, did not adopt any rule then 
we will select a rule at random which will be applied to your earnings in this part of the 
experiment. We will translate your earnings at the job into annual income to apply your 
rule. We do this by calcvilating how much you would eam in a year, given your rate of 
earnings during the period you are working. After this part of the experiment we will 
convert your earnings to actual dollars and pay you in cash. The exchange rate between 
annual production earnings and actual dollars is 0.000072113 dollars per unit of annual 
earned income. 

The monitor will now distribute production task 1 and determine if anyone 
will be excluded from participation in production task 1. 
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END OF PRODUCTION PERIOD 1 DOCUMENT 

Before Tax After Tax 
SUBJECT NUMBER: Earnings: Income: 

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the appropriate answer. 

1. How do you feel about your effort at the task you just completed? 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

2. Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 5 rules for distributing 
income by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the rules in the blanks 
below. Indicate ties by placing the tied rules in the same space. 

Most preferred Least preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a lowest prevailing standard 

of living floor constraint $24,000/yr. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a subsistence income floor 

constraint $12,000/yr. 
e) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

3. How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate answer.) 

1. very unsure 
2. unsure 
3. no opinion 
4. sure 
5. very sure 
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4. How do you feel about your skill at the task you just completed? 
(Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above groiqi average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

5. How satisfied are you with the distributive principle selected for the group? 

a) very unsatisfied 
b) imsatisfied 
c) neither satisfied nor imsatisfied 
d) satisfied 
e) very satisfied 

6. How do you feel about your performance at the task you just completed? (Circle 
the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

Wait for the monitor to distribute production taslc 2 and determine if anyone 
will be excluded from participation in production task 2. 
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END OF PRODUCTION PERIOD 2 DOCUMENT 

SUBJECT NUMBER: 
Before Tax 
Earnings: _ 

After Tax 
Income 

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the appropriate answer. 

1. How do you feel about your effort at the task you just completed? 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

2. Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 5 principles of distributive 
justice by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the principles in the 
blanks below. Indicate ties by placing the tied principles in the same space. 

Most Preferred Least Preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a lowest prevailing standard 

of living floor constraint $24,000/5^:. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a subsistence income floor 

constraint $12,000/yr. 
e) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

3. How do you feel about your ranking of these rules? (Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) very unsure 
b) unsure 
c) no opinion 
d) sure 
e) very sure 
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4. How do you feel about your skill at the task you just completed? 

(Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

5. How satisfied are you with the distributive principle selected for the group? 

a) very unsatisfied 
b) unsatisfied 
c) neither satisfied nor unsatisfied 
d) satisfied 
e) very satisfied 

6. How do you feel about your performance at the task you just completed? (Circle 
the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

Wait for the monitor to distribute production task 3 and determine if anyone 
will be excluded from participation in production task 3. 
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END OF PRODUCTION PERIOD 3 DOCUMENT 

Before Tax After Tax 
SUBJECT NUMBER: Earnings: Income: 

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the appropriate answer. 

1. How do you feel about your effort at the task you just completed? 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

2. Rank order, according to your preferences, the following 4 principles of distributive 
jvistice by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the principles ui the 
blanks below. Indicate ties by placing the tied principles in the same space. 

Most Preferred Least Preferred 

a) Maximize the floor income 
b) Maximize the average income 
c) Maximize the average income, subject to a lowest prevailing standard 

of living floor constraint $24,000/yr. 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a subsistence income floor 

constraint $12,000/yr. 
e) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint 

3. How do you feel about your ranking of these principles? (Circle the appropriate 
answer.) 

a) very unsure 
b) unsure 
c) no opinion 
d) sure 
e) very sure 
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4. How do you feel about your skill at the task you just completed? 
(Circle the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

5. How satisfied are you with the distributive principle selected for the group? 

a) very unsatisfied 
b) unsatisfied 
c) neither satisfied nor unsatisfied 
d) satisfied 
e) very satisfied 

6. How do you feel about your performance at the task you just completed? (Circle 
the appropriate answer.) 

a) much above group average 
b) a bit above group average 
c) about equal to the group average 
d) a bit below group average 
e) much below group average 

Wait for the monitor to announce that everyone has completed Part III of the 
instructions before proceeding to Part IV. 
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PART IV 

Compete the exit questionnaire and bring your payment tally sheet to the 
moderator for payment. 



APPENDIX D 

PAYMENT TALLY SHEET 

PORTION OF 

SUBJECT INSTRUCTIONS 
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PAYMENT TALLY SHEET 

SUBJECT NUMBER: 

Payment from Test 

Test 1 Number Correct: 
$0.50 per Correct 

Test 1 Payment $ 

Test 2 Number Correct: 
$0.25 per Correct 

Test 2 Payment $ 

Total Test Payment $ 

Production Payment 

Rule Selected for Group: 

Task 1 -
Your Production : Group Production: 

On this basis, your earned income (at a yearly rate) was: 
Before Redistribution: $ After Redistribution: $ 

Task 2 -
Your Production : Group Production: 

On this basis, your earned income (at a yearly rate) was: 
Before Redistribution: $ After Redistribution: $ 

Task 3 -
Your Production : Group Production: 

On this basis, your earned income (at a yearly rate) was: 
Before Redistribution: $ After Redistribution: $ 

Total Earnings After Redistribution: $ 
Exchange Rate: 0.000072113 

Production Payment $ 

Total Payment: 

Test Payment $ 

Production Payment $ 

Total Payment: $ 



APPENDIX E 

EXIT QUESTIONAIRRE 

PORTION OF 

SUBJECT INSTRUCTIONS 



EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Please answer all of the following questions: 

1. Country of birth 

2. Country ofbirthoffather (IF OTHER THAN YOURS) 

3. Country of birth of mother (IF OTHER THAN YOURS) 

For questions 4 and 5 describe your secondary (high) school: answer each question by 
circling the appropriate answer. If more than one answer applies, circle only the one in 
which you have spent most time. 

4. a) public b) private religious c) private non-religious 

5. a) rural b) suburban c) urban 

6. Circle your Faculty / Major 
a) social science 
b) science 
c) humanities 
d) business 
e) education 
f) engineering 
g) other; (specified) 

7. Are you planning to go on to graduate school? If so, please circle the letter 
indicating the school you are most likely to attend. 

a) law 
b) medical or dental 
c) business or public administration 
d) education 
e) social work 
f) arts or humanities or social science 
g) science 
h) other: (specify) 

8. Indicate your marital status 

a) single 
b) married 
c) divorced or separated 
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9. Your age: 

10. The number of children you have 

a) 0 b) 1 c) 2 d) 3 e) more than 3 

11. For how many years of your life was your father employed [before you were 7]? (If 
you are not sure, estimate.) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

12. For how many years of your life was your mother employed [before you were 7]? (If 
you are not sure, estimate.) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

13. What is your sex 

a) male 
b) female 

14. How many hours a week do you work at a paying job currently? 

15. What percentage of your college expenses are met by each of the following: 
(Your answers should total to 100%) 

a) Parents help % 
b) Income you earn % 
c) Trust moneys % 
d) Scholarships % 
e) Loans % 
f) Spouse's help % 

For questions 16 to 22, describe your future career plans and aspirations. 

16. Public Service? 

a) yes 
b) no 
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17. Politics? 

a) yes 
b) no 

18. Private Business? 

a) yes 
b) no 

19. Private professional? 

a) yes 
b) no 

20. What minimum aimual income (in thousands of today's dollars) do you think you 
will find satisfactory as your starting salary for your first job after graduation: 
$ 

21. What minimum annual income (in thousands of today's dollars) do you think you 
will find satisfactory at age 35? $ 

22. What minimum annual income (in thousands of today's dollars) do you think you 
will find satisfactory at age 50? $ 

23. What is your religion? 

a) Catholic 
b) Protestant 
c) Greek Orthodox" 
d) Jewish 
e) other 

24. Ethnicity 

Questions 25 through 28 deal with political attitudes. 

25. Generally, do you usually think of yourself as: 

a) Republican 
b) Democratic 
c) Independent 
d) No Preference 
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For questions 26 and 27, if you were to rate your support of the policies of the following 
parties on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 indicated complete opposition and 5 indicated 
complete support. Indicate your position by circling the appropriate number. (Please 
respond for [each] party). 

26. Democrats 

complete opposition 
1 2 

complete support 
5 

27. Republicans 

complete opposition 
1 2 

complete support 
5 

28. Please rate your ideological preference on a scale from 1 (most conservative) to 5 
(most liberal). (Please circle one.) 

Conservatism 
1 

Liberalism 
5 

29. Suppose you have a lottery ticket. In this lottery one out of three tickets will win 
$50. If someone asked you to sell them the ticket, what is the minimum price you 
would sell it for? $ 

The questions which follow are statements representing commonly held opinions. 
There are no right or wrong answers. You will probably disagree with some items and 
agree with others. We are interested in the extent to which you agree or disagree with 
each statement. 

Read each statement carefully. Then indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree 
by circling the appropriate number. The meanings associated with each number are as 
follows: 

1) Disagree strongly 
2) Disagree somewhat 
3) Neither agree nor disagree 
4) Agree somewhat 
5) Agree strongly 
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First impressions are usually best in such matters. Read each statement, decide if you 
agree or disagree, determine the strength of your opinion, and then circle the 
appropriate number. [Be sure to answer every statement]. If you find that the 
categories to be used in answering do not adequately indicate your own opinion, use the 
one that is closest to the way you feel. 

30. The greatest accomplishments in history were individual efforts. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

31. Relative equality of wealth is a good thing. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

32. My expected monetary reward from this experiment was sufficient to effect my 
choices. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

33. Government ought to have programs which give money to people like me when 
unavoidable events interrupt our ability to support ourselves. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

34. It would hardly be worth living in a society in which I couldn't give someone else 
pleasure by my actions. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

35. In every country there are groups of people who are naturally inferior. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

36. Govenmients should insure that all poor people can afford a relatively decent 
standard of living. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 
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37. For some people to succeed others must fail. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

38. A proper role of government is to modify the distribution of earned income. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

39. An individual's lifetime income is in part a result of many genetic and social 
accidents. The luckiest get the greatest talents and the highest rewards such as status 
and wealth. The least fortunate get the lowest abilities and opportunities; and receive 
the associated costs of poverty. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

40. My reason for agreeing to participate in this experiment was to earn money. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

41. My reason for agreeing to participate in this experiment was my interest in the 
project. 

Disagree strongly Agree strongly 
1 2 3 4 5 

42. Suppose someone offered to sell you a lottery ticket. In this lottery, one out of every 
four tickets will win $50. What is the most you would be willing to pay for it? 
$ . 

43. Rajik order, according to your preferences, the following 5 rules for distributing 
income by placing the letters (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) signifying the rules in the 
blanks below. Indicate ties by placing the tied principles in the same space. 

Most preferred least preferred 
a) maximize the floor income; 
b) maximize the average income; 
c) maximize the average income, subject to a floor constraint; 
d) Maximize the average income, subject to a range constraint. 
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44. How do you feel about your ranking of these principles? (Circle the appropriate 
answer.) 

1. very unsure 
2. unsure 
3. no opinion 
4. sure 
5. very sure 

45. Are there any people in the experiment you know? If so, answer the indicated 
questions. 

How well do you know this person: Not Well Well Very Well 

What is your attitude toward this person: 
Please Put: + for positive feelings 

0 for acquaintance only 
for negative feelings 



APPENDIX F 

GROUP LEVEL DATA 
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This appendix presents the group level data collected during my research. The 

&st page of group data contains a summary of the rules of distribution selected by the 

subject groups in each experimental session. This summary data is followed by the group 

level responses from the exit questionnaire contained in Appendix E. The group level 

responses from the exit questionnaire were obtained by calculating the average of the 

individual subject responses to the exit questionnaire. 



Total Pilot Sessions Total 

Total Pilot Total, Non-Production Production Full Payment Baseline Exclusion & 

Description Sessions Sessions Non-Production Baseline Information Sessions Sessions Replication Information fnformation 

Sessions: 
Group Size =4 7 7 4 3 1 3 0 0 0 0 
Group Size =5 27 7 5 5 2 20 5 5 10 
Total 34 14 9 8 1 5 20 S 5 10 

Results: 

Maximize Average 11 6 4 4 2 5 1 2 2 
Floor Constraint 15 7 5 4 1 2 8 4 3 1 
Range constraint 6 1 0 1 5 0 0 5 
Difference Principle 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
Total 34 14 9 8 1 5 20 5 5 10 

Total Pilot Sessions Total 

Total Pilot Total ' Non-Production Production Full Payment Baseline Exclusion & 

Description Sessions Sessions Non-Production Baseline Information Sessions Sessions Replication Infomiation Information 
Sessions: 

Group Size =5 27 7 5 5 2 20 5 5 10 
Total 27 7 5 5 0 2 20 5 5 10 

Results: 

Maximize Average 8 3 2 2 1 5 1 2 2 
Floor Constraint 11 3 3 3 0 8 4 3 1 
Range constraint 6 1 0 1 5 0 0 5 
Difference Principle 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 
Total 27 7 5 5 0 2 20 5 5 10 



Rec Title Treat Base Info Excl Select Rule Const BornUSA BomPUS Marital Age Pwork Mwork Sex 

Rec Number Session Inf Treatment Rule Selected Constraint Q9 Q11 Q12 Q13 

1 EXP97-4 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 24000 0.6 0.6 1 21.75 3.4 0 

2 EXP97-5 Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 0 0.8 0.8 0,8 26.6 5,6 2.6 0.6 

3 EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAP 2 24000 0.8 0.8 0.6 27.6 6.6 0.6 

4 EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 0 0.8 0.4 1 20.6 3.6 0.6 

5 EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MP 4 0 0.4 0.2 1 22.8 4 0,2 
6 EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MP 4 0 0.6 0.2 1 19.8 4.4 0,6 

7 EXP97-3 Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 0 0.6 0.6 1 20.2 3,8 0.4 
8 EXP97-2 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 0 0.8 0.8 1 21,6 4,6 0.8 
9 EXP97-1 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 24000 0.6 0.4 1 21.6 6.2 3,8 0.8 

10 EXP96-8 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 15000 0.8 0.8 1 19.6 6.8 4.8 0.4 
11 EXP96-7 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 17000 0.6 0.6 0.8 22,8 2 1 
12 EXP96-5 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 1 0.6 1 22.4 5.6 0.8 
13 EXP96-4 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 1 0.8 1 19.6 6.4 5.8 0.6 
14 EXP96-3 Baseline 1 0 0 MA 1 0 0.8 0.8 0.8 20,6 5.6 2.2 0.4 
29 EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MARF 3 50000 1 1 1 19.6 4,4 0.4 
30 EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 0 0.6 0.6 0,8 23.8 3.8 0.6 
31 EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 0,6 0.4 1 21.5 5.6 0.6 
32 EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 0.8 0.8 0,8 22.6 3.4 0.6 
33 EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 30000 0.6 0.6 0.8 21.8 5.6 0.6 

34 EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 0.2 0.2 1 20,8 4.8 0.8 



Rec Title Treat Work CEPar Ceself Public Politics Business Profess SalGrad Sal35 Sal50 Ethnicity PartyRep 

Rec Number Session Inf Treatment Q14 Q15a Q15b Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22 

1 EXP97-4 Informatio 3.6 48 23 3 0 3 4 23000 44000 65000 0.6 0.2 

2 EXP97-5 Informatio 3 61 25 3 0 3 3 37500 67500 206250 0,8 0.6 

3 EXP97-6 Info & Exc 10 3 33.4 4 3 2 2 30400 48400 58000 0.6 0.4 

4 EXP97-7 Info & Exc 4.2 33 22 1 1 4 4 37600 63000 52000 0.2 0.4 

5 EXP97-8 Info & Exc 4 44 40 1 0 3 5 42000 80000 95000 0.2 0 
6 EXP97-9 Info & Exc 4.4 47 4 1 0 4 4 36000 79000 170000 0.2 0.2 

7 EXP97-3 Informatio 1.4 76.6 5.4 1 2 4 3 29800 64000 103000 0,6 0.4 
8 EXP97-2 Informatio 14 56.4 28.6 1 0 3 1 31600 61000 77000 0.8 0.4 
9 EXP97-1 Informatio 5.8 46 5 2 0 4 4 31800 54200 73000 0,4 0.2 

10 EXP96-8 Baseline 1.8 38.2 8.2 5 3 3 3 30400 44000 59000 0,6 0.6 

11 EXP96-7 Baseline 7 34 44 2 0 3 5 39500 70000 106000 0,6 0.4 
12 EXP96-5 Baseline 9.8 32.6 22.4 3 0 4 3 29200 47800 71000 0.6 0,2 
13 EXP96-4 Baseline 6 37 14 2 2 4 3 "35000 84000 111000 0.4 0,4 
14 EXP96-3 Baseline 6 54.6 10.4 2 0 4 3 20822.2 45370.4 63740.8 0.6 0,2 
29 EXP98-1 Info & Exc 4.2 66.4 8.6 2 1 4 3 45400 96000 141000 0.8 0.4 
30 EXP98-2 Info & Exc 9.8 48 1 1 0 4 3 31200 63000 86000 0.6 0.4 
31 EXP98-3 Info & Exc 18,4 25 32 2 0 3 4 35400 65000 92400 0.4 0 
32 EXP98-5 Info & Exc 4 47 7 3 1 3 4 32000 56800 72000 0,8 0,4 
33 EXP98-6 Info & Exc 10.4 61 7 3 0 1 2 36400 58000 81000 0.2 0 
34 EXP98-7 Info & Exc 12 67.8 32.2 1 2 3 5 37200 72000 96000 0.2 0 



Rec Title Treat Party Dem Dem Rep ideol Lot1 Lotlrat accomp equality reward govprog others infer govinsur fail 

Rec Number Session Inf Treatment Q26 Q27 Q28 029 $16,67 Q30 Q31 Q32 Q33 Q34 Q35 Q36 Q37 

1 EXP97-4 Informatio 0.4 3.4 3 3,6 18 1.08 2.8 2.6 2.6 3.2 4 2.4 4 3.4 

2 EXP97-5 Informatio 0 2.8 3.4 2,6 36 2.16 3.6 2.6 3.2 2.6 3,2 3.4 3 3.8 

3 EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0,4 3.2 2.8 3 28.4 1.70 2.8 2.6 4 3.6 3,4 3 3,4 2.6 

3.4 4 EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0.2 3 3.2 2,4 38 2.28 2.8 2 3 3 3,8 2.4 2.8 

2.6 

3.4 
5 EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0.4 3.4 2.6 3.6 45 2.70 3 3 4 3.6 4.2 2.4 4.2 3.6 

6 EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 2.8 3.6 2,8 42 2.52 3,4 3.2 3.4 3.8 3.4 2.8 3,8 2.4 

7 EXP97-3 Informatio 0.2 2.8 3 3,2 28.4 1.70 2.6 1.8 3.8 3.2 3.8 3 3,4 3 
8 EXP97-2 Informatio 0,4 3,2 3 2,8 28 1.68 3,6 3 3.6 2.8 3.6 3.2 3 3,6 
9 EXP97-1 Informatio 0.4 3.2 3,2 2,6 17.6 1.06 3,4 2.4 4 3.6 3,6 3.6 4 3,6 

10 EXP96-8 Baseline 0,4 3 3.4 2,4 24.4 1,46 2,4 3.2 3.4 3.8 4,8 3.4 3,6 3.2 

11 EXP96-7 Baseline 0,2 2.8 2.6 2,8 14.4 0,86 3.2 2.8 3.4 4 4 1.8 4.2 3 
12 EXP96-5 Baseline 0.6 3.8 2.4 3.4 13 0,78 3.6 3.2 3.8 2.8 3.6 2.4 3.2 4.2 
13 EXP96-4 Baseline 0.2 2.8 3.2 2.8 36 2,16 3.2 2 3 3,8 3.6 3 3 3.2 
14 EXP96-3 Baseline 0.6 3.8 3,4 3.4 18,4 1.10 2.4 3.4 3.8 2.8 3.6 3.6 3 2,6 
29 EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0.4 3.4 3 • 3.6 22 1.32 2.4 2.4 3.8 3,4 4.8 2,6 2,8 3 
30 EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0.2 2.8 3 3.2 32,6 1.96 2.4 2.6 2.8 2,8 3.6 4,4 3 3,6 
31 EXP98.3 Info & Exc 0.4 3.4 3.2 2.75 27 1.62 3.6 3.2 4 3 3.6 2,4 3,8 3 
32 EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0.2 2.6 3,4 3 27,5 1.32 2.2 2.8 3.2 3 4 3 4,6 3,2 
33 EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 3.2 2.8 3.2 23,334 1.40 2.6 '2.6 3.8 3 4 1.8 3,6 3 
34 EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0.8 4 2.4 3.6 25 1.50 3 3.4 4 3.8 3.4 2.5 3,6 2.6 



Rec Title Treat redist accident earn interest lot2 lot2ratio 

Rec Number Session Inf Treatment Q38 039 Q40 Q41 Q42 $12,50 

1 EXP97-4 Informatio 2.2 2 4 3 8.6 0.69 
2 EXP97-5 Informatio 1.8 3.2 4 2 24 1.92 
3 EXP97-6 Info & Exc 2.8 3.2 4.4 3.2 19,5 1.56 
4 EXP97-7 Info & Exc 2.2 2.4 4.2 2.4 18,2 1.46 
5 EXP97-8 Info & Exc 2.4 3.2 4.8 2.2 17 1.36 
6 EXP97-9 Info & Exc 3 2.2 4.8 1.4 16.6 1.33 

7 EXP97-3 Informatio 2.2 2.6 4.4 1.8 8.6 0.69 

8 EXP97-2 Informatio 2.6 2 4.2 2.8 13.75 0.88 
9 EXP97-1 Informatio 2.4 2.2 4.8 2.8 11.7 0.94 

10 EXP96.8 Baseline 2.8 2.8 4.4 2,8 12.3 0.98 

11 EXP96-7 Baseline 2.6 2.2 4.6 1.6 6.8 0.54 

12 EXP^-5 Baseline 2.6 3.2 4 3,8 4.4 0.35 

13 EXP96-4 Baseline 2.2 1.8 4 3 23.4 1,87 

14 EXP96-3 Baseline 2.6 2.4 4,6 2.2 11.85 0.95 
29 EXP98-1 Info & Exc 3.2 1.8 4,6 2.2 8 0,64 
30 EXP98.2 Info & Exc 2.6 3,2 4 2.6 27,7 2,22 
31 EXP98-3 Info & Exc 2.8 2.4 4 3 7 0,56 
32 EXP98-5 Info & Exc 2.8 2.2 4.4 2.6 6 0.48 
33 EXP98-6 Info & Exc 2.8 3 4.6 2 13,5 1,08 
34 EXP98-7 Info & Exc 3 2.4 4.6 2.8 4,7 0,38 
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This appendix presents the individual subject level data collected during my 

research. This data contains the individual subject responses obtained from the exit 

questionnaire located in Appendix E. 



Rec |Type | Title | Treat Base |info|Excl {Selected Rule {Const {Subject BbmUSA BornPUSA {Major {Marital {Age 
Rec Numb Session T Session in Treatment Rule Selec led Constraint Exit Questionnaire_Subject Number Q9 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 0 1 0 MAF 2 24000 1 0 0 1 1 20 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 24000 2 1 1 0 1 21 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 0 1 0 MAF 2 24000 3 1 1 1 1 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Infomiatio 0 1 0 MAF 2 24000 4 1 1 0 1 20 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 0 1 0 MAF 2 24000 5 0 0 1 1 26 
2 Nomiai EXP97-5 Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 1 1 1 1 1 21 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 2 1 1 1 0 53 
2 Nomial EXP97-5 Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 3 1 1 0 1 19 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 4 1 1 0 1 21 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 5 0 0 0 1 19 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAF 2 24000 4 1 1 1 0 49 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAF 2 24000 5 1 1 1 1 19 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAF 2 24000 1 1 1 1 1 24 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAF 2 24000 2 0 0 1 1 19 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAF 2 24000 3 1 1 1 0 27 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 1 0 0 0 1 19 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 2 1 1 0 1 21 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 3 1 0 1 1 21 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 4 1 0 0 1 21 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 5 1 1 1 1 21 
5 Nomial EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MF 1 0 0 1 1 26 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MF 2 0 0 0 1 22 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MF 3 1 0 0 1 19 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MF 4 1 1 1 1 20 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MF 5 0 0 1 1 27 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MF 1 0 0 1 1 23 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MF 2 1 0 1 1 19 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MF 3 1 1 0 1 18 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MF 4 1 0 0 1 20 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MF 5 0 0 1 1 19 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 1 1 1 1 1 20 
7 

7 

Normal EXP97-3 

•EXP97-'3 " 

informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 2 
3 

0 0 1 1 24 7 

7 Normal 

EXP97-3 

•EXP97-'3 " Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 
2 
3 1 

0 

1 1 19 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 4 0 0 0 1 18 



Rec Type jTitle Treat Base Info 1 Excl 1 Selected |Rule|Const Subject iBornUSA iBornPUSA iMaJorlMarital lAge 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment Rule Selected Constraint Exit Questionnaire_Subject Number Q9 

7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 1 0 MA 1 5 1 1 0 1 20 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 1 1 1 1 1 20 
8 Normal EXP97-2 informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 2 1 1 1 1 19 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 3 1 1 0 1 27 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 4 0 0 0 1 22 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 5 1 1 1 1 20 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 24000 1 0 0 1 1 20 

rio 9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 24000 2 1 1 0 1 

20 

rio 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 24000 3 1 1 1 1 19 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 24000 4 0 0 0 1 26 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 1 0 MAP 2 24000 5 1 0 0 1 23 

10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 0 MAP 2 15000 1 1 1 1 1 20 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 15000 2 1 1 1 1 20 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 16000 3 1 1 0 1 21 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 15000 4 1 1 0 1 19 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 15000 5 0 0 0 1 18 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 17000 1 1 1 0 1 31 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 17000 2 1 1 0 0 21 
11 Normal EXP96.7 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 17000 3 0 0 0 1 18 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 17000 4 0 0 1 1 25 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 17000 5 1 1 0 1 19 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 1 1 1 1 1 20 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 2 1 1 0 1 33 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 3 1 1 0 1 19 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 4 1 0 1 1 20 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 5 1 0 0 1 20 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 1 1 1 0 1 18 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 2 1 1 0 1 19 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 3 1 1 0 1 21 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 4 1 0 0 1 20 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 1 0 0 MAP 2 12000 5 1 1 0 1 20 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 1 0 0 MA 1 1 1 1 1 1 21 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 1 0 0 MA 1 2 0 0 0 1 23 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 1 0 0 MA 1 3 1 1 0 1 20 



Rec jType |Title jTreat 
Rec Numb Session T Session in Treatment 

Base 1 Info jExcl 1 Selected jRulejConst jSubject |BornUSA iBornPUSA jMajorlMarital |Age 
Rule Selected Constraint Exit Questionnaire_Subject Number Q9 

14 Normai EXP96-3 Baseline 1 0 0 MA 1 4 1 1 1 19 

14 Normai EXP96-3 Baseline 1 0 0 MA 1 5 1 1 1 0 20 
29 Normai EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MARF 3 50000 1 1 1 0 1 20 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MARF 3 50000 2 1 1 0 1 19 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MARF 3 50000 3 1 1 0 1 18 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MARF 3 50000 4 1 1 1 1 19 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MARF 3 50000 5 1 1 0 1 22 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 1 0 0 0 0 27 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 2 1 1 0 1 18 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 • 0 1 MA 1 3 1 1 0 1 23 
30 Normal EXP9B-2 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 4 0 0 0 1 23 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MA 1 5 1 1 1 1 28 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 2 0 0 1 1 24 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 3 1 1 0 1 19 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 4 1 0 1 1 22 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 5 1 1 1 1 21 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 24 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 2 1 1 0 0 22 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 3 1 1 0 ~Ti 21 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR . 3 0 4 . 1 1 0 1 27 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 0 5 1 1 0 1 19 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 30000 1 1 ' 1 0 1 21 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 30000 2 1 1 0 1 21 
33 Nonnal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 30000 3 0 0 0 0 27 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 30000 4 1 1 0 1 19 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 30000 5 0 0 1 1 21 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 1 0 0 1 1 20 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 2 1 1 0 1 20 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 3 0 0 1 1 22 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 4 0 0 0 1 22 
34 Normai EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 MAR 3 5 0 0 0 1 20 



Rec I Type | Title [Treat |Child jFwork |Mwork |Sex jWork |Cepar|Ceself| Public |Politics [Business |Profess |Salgrad |Sal35 

Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment Q11 Q13 Q14 Q15a Q15b Q20 Q21 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 0 3 0 0 100 1 0 1 1 15000 30000 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 0 7 0 8 50 1 0 0 0 25000 30000 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 0 0 0 10 40 10 .0 0 1 1 20000 50000 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 0 0 0 0 50 5 1 0 0 1 25000 50000 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 0 7 0 0 0 100 0 0 1 1 30000 60000 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 0 7 0 0 100 1 0 1 0 35000 65000 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 1 0 1 0 0 100 1 0 1 1 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 0 2 0 0 100 0 0 1 1 30000 50000 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 0 4 1 0 95 5 1 0 0 0 40000 90000 
2 Normal EXP97-5 informatio 0 0 1 15 10 20 0 0 0 1 45000 65000 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 1 7 1 10 0 2 0 0 0 1 30000 30000 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 7 0 0 10 40 1 1 1 0 22000 32000 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 7 0 10 0 25 1 0 0 0 30000 65000 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 7 1 0 5 1 1 1 1 25000 60000 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 1 5 1 30 0 100 1 1 0 0 45000 55000 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 65000 70000 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 2 1 16 30 40 0 0 1 0 30000 80000 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 1 1 35000 50000 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 5 1 5 40 60 0 0 1 1 30000 70000 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 7 0 0 90 10 0 0 1 1 28000 45000 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 7 0 0 0 io^ 0 0 1 1 35000 70000 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 7 0 0 100 1 0 1 1 40000 50000 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 3 1 0 40 0 0 1 1 30000 100000 
5 Normal EXP97-8 info & Exc 0 3 0 0 80 0 0 0 1 30000 80000 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 0 0 20 0 100 0 0 0 1 75000 100000 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 1 1 30000 50000 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 7 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 45000 150000 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 7 0 2 35 1 0 0 0 20000 60000 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 5 1 20 0 20 0 0 1 1 40000 60000 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 3 1 0 100 0 0 1 1 45000 75000 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 2 0 0 70 20 0 1 1 1 42000 100000 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 7 1 0 100 1 0 1 1 32000 60000 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 7 0 0 98 0 0 T 0 30000 50000 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 0 1 2 100 0 1 1 0 30000 50000 



Rec |Type jTitle |Treat 

Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment 
Child jFwork (Mwork (Sex (Work [CeparjCeself (Public (Politics (Business jProfess jSalgrad jSal35 

Q11 Q13 Q14 Q15a Q15b Q20 Q21 

7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 3 0 5 15 5 0 0 0 1 15000 60000 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 7 1 0 70 30 0 0 1 0 15000 35000 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 7 1 15 50 50 0 0 0 0 35000 70000 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 0 1 40 7 50 0 0 1 1 45000 75000 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 7 10 95 3 1 0 0 0 35000 45000 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 2 1 5 60 10 0 0 1 0 28000 80000 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 6 1 14 60 0 0 0 0 0 40000 55000 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 0 1 0 50 0 1 0 1 1 24000 36000 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 7 0 10 10 0 0 1 1 35000 50000 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 6 1 5 95 5 0 0 1 1 30000 70000 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 0 1 10 15 10 1 0 1 1 30000 60000 

10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 0 0 20 30 1 0 0 0 12000 20000 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 5 1 5 70 10 1 1 1 1 30000 50000 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 7 4 100 0 1 0 1 1 35000 50000 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 5 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 45000 60000 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 7 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 30000 40000 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 0 1 20 0 80 0 0 0 1 60000 100000 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 0 0 1 15 0 100 0 0 1 1 37500 60000 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 0 5 1 0 70 30 0 0 0 1 60000 90000 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 0 5 1 0 100 0 1 0 1 1 25000 80000 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 0 0 1 0 0 10 1 0 1 1 15000 20000 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 0 7 25 65 35 0 0 1 0 45000 75000 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 0 0 1 0 0 25 1 0 1 1 22000 25000 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 0 1 4 98 2 0 0 1 1 28000 70000 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 0 1 0 0 25 1 0 1 1 35000 45000 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 0 1 20 0 25 1 0 0 0 16000 24000 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 0 1 0 70 5 1 1 1 1 40000 160000 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 0 0 10 10 0 0 1 0 20000 60000 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 0 1 30 0 50 0 1 1 1 45000 80000 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 0 1 0 95 5 0 0 0 0 35000 45000 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 0 0 10 0 1 0 1 1 35000 75000 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 0 1 30 0 25 1 0 1 1 25000 100000 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 0 1 0 100 0 1 0 1 1 1111 1852 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 0 0 1 0 75 25 0 0 1 0 18000 35000 to 

to 
to 



Rec |Type |Title |Treat [Child |Fwork 

Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment Q11 

Mwork |Sex [Work |CeparjCeself [Public [Politics [Business [Profess [Salgrad [Sal35 

Q13 Q14 Q15a Q15b Q20 Q21 

14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 0 7 0 0 98 2 0 0 1 0 30000 50000 

14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 30000 40000 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 2 1 0 90 2 0 0 1 1 35000 60000 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 0 1 0 88 0 0 0 1 1 90000 150000 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 6 0 0 25 40 1 0 0 0 25000 150000 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 7 0 5 30 0 0 1 1 0 50000 70000 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 7 0 16 99 1 1 0 1 1 27000 50000 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 7 0 20 0 0 1 0 0 0 6000 10000 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 7 0 0 50 0 0 0 1 1 40000 80000 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 2 1 0 90 5 0 0 1 40000 70000 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 3 1 19 0 0 0 0 1 1 40000 95000 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 0 1 10 100 0 0 0 1 1 30000 60000 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 0 1 10 10 40 0 0 0 1 65000 100000 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 7 1 30 0 60 1 0 1 1 30000 50000 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 7 0 20 80 5 1 0 0 0 12000 15000 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 7 0 17 20 30 0 0 1 1 30000 70000 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 7 1 15 15 25 •0 0 1 1 40000 90000 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 7 1 20 0 'o' 0' 0 1 1 55000 80000 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 0 0 0 90 10 1 1 1 1 25000 45000 
32 Normal EXP98.5 Info & Exc 0 5 0 0 95 5 1 0 0 1 30000 40000 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 0 1 0 0 20 1 0 0 0 28000 39000 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 5 1 0 50 0 0 0 1 1 22000 80000 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 0 1 0 0 10 1 0 0 1 42000 80000 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 7 0 40 75 25 0 0 1 1 45000 60000 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 7 0 8 30 0 1 0 0 0 40000 50000 
33 Normal EXP98.6 Info 8. Exc 0 7 1 0 100 0 1 0 0 0 30000 50000 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 7 1 4 100 0 0 0 0 0 25000 50000 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 7 0 0 99 1 0 0 n 1 35000 70000 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 0 1 25 50 50 1 1 0 1 45000 80000 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 3 1 15 90 10 0 1 1 1 32000 100000 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 7 1 20 0 100 0 0 0 1 50000 60000 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 7 1 0 100 0 0 0 1 1 24000 50000 

to 
to 
w 



Rec [Type |Title |Treat |Sal50 |Ethnicity |PartyRep |PartyDem |Dem |Rep |Ideol |Loti |Lot1rat |accomp |equallty jreward 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment Q22 Q26 Q27 Q28 Q29 16.667 Q30 Q31 Q32 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 80000 0 0 0 4 3 4 30.00 1,80 2 2 2 
1 Nomial EXP97-4 Informatio 30000 1 1 0 3 4 2 10.00 0,60 3 3 3 

' 4 
" 2 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 70000 1 0 1 4 3 3 15.00 0.90 3 3 
3 

' 4 
" 2 1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 45000 1 0 1 3 2 5 20.00 1.20 3 2 

3 

' 4 
" 2 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 100000 0 0 0 3 3 4 15.00 0.90 3 3 2 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 500000 1 1 0 1 4 3 50.00 3,00 4 2 5 
2 Normal EXP97-6 Informatio 1 1 0 3 3 2 25.00 1.50 4 2 1 3 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 100000 1 0 0 3 4 3 30,00 1.80 5 3 5 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 125000 1 1 0 3 4 2 40.00 2.40 3 4 2 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 100000 0 0 0 4 2 3 35.00 2.10 2 2 1 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 30000 1 1 0 3 2 2 17.00 1.02 4 1 4 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 40000 1 0 1 4 3 4 20.00 1.20 2 3 4 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 70000 0 0 1 4 2 3 50.00 3.00 2 I 2 4 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 80000 0 0 0 3 3 4 35.00 2.10 4 4 4 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 70000 1 1 0 2 4 2 20.00 1.20 2 3 4 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 0 0 0 3 3 2 50.00 3.00 3 3 ̂  3 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 80000 1 1 0 2 4 2 10,00 0,60 4 2 5 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 75000 0 0 1 4 3 3 55.00 3.30 2 2 1 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 30000 0 1 0 3 3 2 25.00 1,50 3 1 3 

3 4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 75000 0 0 0 3 3 3 50.00 3.00 2 2 

3 

3 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 120000 0 0 0 3 3 4 15.00 0.90 2 3 4 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 60000 0 0 0 3 3 5 20,00 1.20 4 4 4 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 100000 0 0 0 3 3 2 25.00 1,50 2 3 4 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 95000 1 0 1 4 3 3 150,00 9.00 3 2 4 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 100000 0 0 1 4 1 4 15,00 0.90 4 3 4 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 80000 0 0 0 3 3 4 50,00 3.00 2 2 3 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 500000 0 0 0 3 4 2 50.00 3.00 5 3 3 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 70000 1 0 0 3 3 3 50.00 3.00 4 4 4 
6 

..  ̂
Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 75000 0 1 0 3 4 3 25,00 1,50 4 5 4 6 

..  ̂

Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 125000 0 0 0 2 4 2 35.00 2.10 2 2 3 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 175000 1 1 0 2 3 3 25.00 1.50 2 1 4 
7 . ..... Normal EXP97-3 Informatio IIOOOOI 0 0 0 3 3 3 17.00 1.02 3 3 

'1 

3 

5 

7 . ..... 
Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 60000 1 11 0 2 4 2 5.00 0.30 3 

3 

'1 

3 

5 
7 Norma! EXP97-3 Informatio 100000 0 0 0 3 3 3 45.00 2.70 1 1 3 N) 

to 



Rec I Type |Title | Treat | Sal50 | Ethnicity | PartyRep | PartyDem | Dem | Rep | Ideol | Lot1 | Lotlrat {accomp {equality | reward 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment Q22 Q26 Q27 Q28 Q29 16.667 Q30 Q31 Q32 

7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 70000 1 0 1 4 2 5 50.00 3.00 4 3 4 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 50000 1 0 0 3 3 3 30.00 1.80 4 2 3 
a Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 80000 1 1 0 3 4 2 20.00 1.20 4 3 2 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 95000 1 0 1 4 2 4 20.00 1.20 4 5 5 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 60000 0 0 1 4 2 3 55,00 3.30 4 3 3 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Infonnalio 100000 1 1 0 2 4 2 15.00 0.90 2 2 5 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 65000 0 0 1 4 3 4 17.00 1.02 4 2 4 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 50000 1 1 0 2 4 1 20,00 1.20 3 2 4 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 50000 1 0 0 3 3 2 25.00 1.50 4 3 4 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 100000 0 0 0 3 3 3 1.00 0.06 4 2 3 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 100000 0 0 1 4 3 3 25.00 1.50 2 3 5 

10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 30000 1 1 0 2 4 3 20.00 1,20 2 3 4 
^0 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 70000 1 1 0 2 4 2 17.00 1.02 3 3 2 
id Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 65000 1 0 1 5 2 3 25.00 1.50 2 2 3 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 80000 • 0 1 0 2 5 1 50.00 3.00 2 4 4 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 50000 0 0 1 4 2 3 10.00 0.60 3 4 4 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 200000 1 0 0 3 1 4 17.00 1,02 4 4 5 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 60000 1 1 0 2 4 1 15.00 0,90 4 3 4 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 120000 0 0 1 3 2 4 15,00 0.90 5 2 3 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 120000 0 0 0 4 2 3 15.00 0.90 11 2 1 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 30000 1 1 0 2 4 2 10.00 0.60 2 3 4 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 100000 1 0 1 5 1 5 15.00 0,90 3 4 4 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 75000 1 0 1 4 2 4 5.00 0.30 4 4 4 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 100000 0 1 0 2 4 1 5.00 0.30 4 2 2 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 50000 1 0 1 4 2 3 15.00 0.90 2 2 5 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 30000 0 0 0 4 3 4 25.00 1.50 5 4 4 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 250000 1 1 0 1 5 1 10.00 0.60 4 1 1 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 95000 0 0 0 3 2 4 30.00 1.80 3 2 1 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 100000 1 0 0 3 3 3 25.00 1.50 3 2 4 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 50000 0 1 0 3 4 2 50.00 3.00 "3^ 2 4 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 60000 0 0 1 4 2 4 65.00 3,90 3 3 5 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 150000 1 0 1 4 3 3 17.00 1.02 2 4 4 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 3704 0 0 0 5 5 5 30.00 1.80 1 4 5 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 50000 1 0 1 4 3 4 20.00 1.20 4 5 3 to 

to 
ui 



Rec |Type [Title [Treat (Sal50 [Ethnicity [PartyRep [PartyDem |Dem(Rep |ldeol|Lot1 |Lot1rat|accomp [equality [reward 

Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment Q22 Q26 Q27 Q28 Q29 16.667 Q30 Q31 Q32 

14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 70000 1 1 0 2 4 2 20.00 1.20 3 1 5 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 45000 0 0 1 4 2 3 5.00 0.30 2 3 2 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 80000 1 1 0 2 4 2 20.00 1.20 2 2 5 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 250000 1 0 1 6 1 5 35.00 2.10 2 1 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 200000 1 0 1 4 3 4 10.00 0.60 2 3 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 100000 1 1 0 3 4 4 20.00 1.20 4 4 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 75000 0 0 0 3 3 3 25.00 1.50 2 2 2 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 15000 0 0 0 3 3 3 60.00 3.60 2 4 1 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 100000 1 0 0 3 3 4 50.00 3.00 3 4 3 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 90000 1 1 0 1 3 3 20.00 1.20 3 1 3 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info 8i Exc 125000 0 0 1 4 2 4 16.00 0.96 2 2 4 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 100000 1 1 0 3 4 2 17.00 1.02 2 2 3 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 150000 0 0 0 3 4 3 20.00 1.20 4 4 4 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 80000 0 0 1 4 3 4 50.00 3.00 3 3 4 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 12000 1 0 0 3 3 2 25.00 1.50 4 4 5 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 100000 0 0 0 3 3 2 30.00 1.80 5 3 3 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 120000 1 0 1 4 3 10.00 0.60 2 2 4 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 100000 0 0 0 3 3 4 50.00 3.00 2 3 2 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 60000 1 1 0 2 5 1 3 1 5 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 50000 1 0 1 4 3 5 10.00 0.60 3 4 3 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 50000 1 1 0 2 4 2 20.00 1.20 2 3 2 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 100000 1 0 0 2 2 3 30.00 1.80 1 3 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 120000 0 0 0 3 3 3 25.00 1.50 4 2 5 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 75000 0 0 0 4 2 3 25.00 1.50 4 2 2 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 75000 0 0 0 3 3 3 20.00 1.20 2 4 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 60000 1 0 0 3 3 3 30.00 1.80 2 3 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 75000 0 0 0 3 3 4 16.67 1.00 1 2 4 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 80000 0 0 1 4 2 4 5,00 0.30 4 5 5 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 150000 0 0 0 3 3 4 20.00 1.20 2 5 3 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 100000 1 0 1 4 2 4 30.00 1.80 4 3 5 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 80000 0 0 1 4 2 5 40.00 2.40 3 1 4 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 70000 0 0 1 5 3 1 30.00 1.80 2 3 3 



Rec" [Type [Tiiie |Treat |govprog|others |infer|govinsur|fail |reclist |accident |earn |interest |lot2 |lot2rat |Rank1L |ConfL 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment Q33 Q34 Q35 Q36 Q37 Q38 Q39 Q40 Q41 Q42 12.5 Q44 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 3 5 3 3 6 2 1 4 4 5.00 0.40 4 4 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 4 4 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 8.00 0.64 2 4 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 3 3 4 4 2 2 2 4 3 5.00 0.40 1 3 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 4 4 1 5 4 3 1 4 3 15.00 1.20 2 4 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 2 4 2 4 4 2 4 4 3 10.00 0.80 1 4 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 1 3 4 2 5 1 5 4 2 50.00 4,00 1 3 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 1 3 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 2 4 1 3 4 1 3 5 1 10.00 0.80 1 2 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 4 2 30.00 2,40 3 2 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 3 2 5 4 3 2 3 4 2 30.00 2.40 1 4 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 3 12.50 1.00 1 4 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc • 3 4 1 4 2 2 4 5 2 15.00 1.20 2 4 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 4 4 5 4 4 3 2 5 3 50.00 4.00 2 5 
3 Normal EXP97.6 Info & Exc 4 4 3 4 4 4 5 4 4 10.00 0.80 1 4 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 5 4 5 4 2 4 4 4 4 10.00 0.80 2 5 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 3 5 3 4 3 4 2 4 3 25,00 2.00 1 3 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 4 5 2 2 4 1 2 5 1 5.00 0.40 1 5 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 2 2 1 4 3 2 2 3 3 50,00 4.00 1 4 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 4 3 1.00 0.08 2 4 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 3 4 4 2 5 2 4 5 2 10.00 0.80 1 3 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 4 4 2 3 5 2 3 4 2 5,00 0.40 4 4 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 3 5 5 5 5 3 3 5 3 10,00 0.80 3 3 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 4 5 1 4 2 2 3 5 4 5,00 0.40 1 5 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 3 3 3 4 5 3 2 5 i 55.00 4.40 4 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 4 4 1 5 1 2 5 5 1 10.00 0.80 4 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 4 3 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 15.00 1.20 4 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 4 2 4 3 2 3 2 5 1 5.00 0.40 4 
? Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 4 4 2 4 2 3 1 5 1 50.00 4.00 2 
6 Normal EXP97-9 info & Exc 5 4 2 4 1 3 2 5 1 3.00 0.24 4 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 2 4 2 4 4 3 3 5 1 10.00 0.80 1 5 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 2 3 2 2 2 1 1 4 3 10.00 0.80 1 5 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 4 3 3 4 3 3 3 3 2 13.00 1.04 1 4 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 2 4 3 2 2 1 4 5 'i 5.00 0.40 1 5 

7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 4 5 4 4 5 3 2 5 1 10.00 0.80 1 5 



Rec I Type | Title | Treat jgovprog| others |infer|govinsur|fail |redist (accident (earn jinterest |lot2 (lot2rat (RankIL (ConfL 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment Q33 Q34 Q35 Q36 Q37 Q38 Q39 Q40 Q41 Q42 12.5 Q44 

7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 4 4 3 5 3 3 3 5 1 5.00 0,40 1 4 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 2 5 4 2 4 1 2 4 4 25.00 2.00 2 4 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 2 2 1 2 2 2 3 5 1 20.00 1.60 1 4 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 4 4 4 5 3 3 1 2 4 8.00 0.64 2 5 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 5 2 2.00 0.16 3 4 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 3 4 4 3 5 3 1 5 3 1 5 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 3 4 3 5 5 4 1 5 3 12.50 1.00 1 4 

4 9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 4 4 4 2 1 1 .1 5 3 12.50 1.00 2 
4 
4 

9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 3 4 2 4 3 2 2 4 4 20.00 1.60 2 4 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 3 2 4 4 5 3 3 5 2 1.00 0.08 2 4 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 5 4 5 5 4 2 4 5 2 12.50 1.00 2 4 

10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 3 5 2 3 4 3 3 5 2 12.00 0.96 2 3 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 4 4 5 5 4 3 2 3 3 12.00 0.96 2 3 

3 

4 

10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 5 5 3 3 1 2 1 5 1 20.00 1.60 1 
3 
3 

4 10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 3 •5 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 12.50 1.00 3 

3 
3 

4 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 4 5 5 4 3 3 4 4 4 5,00 0.40 2 4 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 5 5 2 5 2 4 2 5 1 12.00 0.96 2 4 

5 11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 4 5 3 4 2 3 5 1 2.00 0.16 2 
4 
5 

11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 4 4 2 5 1 1 5 2 5,00 0.40 1 5 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 4 2 1 2 4 2 4 3 10,00 0.80 2 3 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 3 4 1 2 2 3 5 1 5.00 0.40 2 4 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 1 4 1 4 4 3 4 4 5,00 0.40 1 4 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 4 4 1 5 4 2 3 5 5 5.00 0.40 2 4 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 2 2 4 2 4 1 3 2 3 2.00 0.16 1 5 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 4 4 1 2 4 3 4 5 3 10.00 0.80 2 4 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 3 4 5 3 5 3 3 4 4 3 4 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 2 4 3 1 5 1 1 2 4 5.00 0.40 1 5 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 4 5 5 4 2 3 3 5 3 5.00 0.40 4 4 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 4 3 1 4 2 2 1 5 1 12.00 0,96 2 4 

" 3 13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 4 2 4 3 3 3 3 3 4 45.00 3.60 4 
4 

" 3 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 5 4 2 3 4 2 1 5 3 50.00 4,00 2 4 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 3 4 3 5 4 2 2 5 2 12.25 0.98 1 4 

"3 

4 

14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 1 3 5 1 1 5 1 4 3 25,00 2.00 2 

4 
"3 

4 14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 4 3 5 3 4 2 4 5 2 15.00 1.20 2 

4 
"3 

4 
N3 
03 



Rec |Type |Title |Treat |govprog|others |infer|govinsur|fail |redist (accident 

RecNumb Session! Session In Treatment Q33 Q34 Q35 Q36 Q37 Q38 Q39 
earn (interest (lot2 [lot2rat jRanklL [ConfL 

Q40 Q41 Q42 12.5 Q44 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 3 4 4 2 2 1 4 5 2 5,00 0,40 1 5 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 3 4 1 4 2 3 1 4 2 2.00 0,16 1 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 4 5 5 4 2 4 2 5 1 10.00 0.80 3 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 5 5 1 2 2 2 1 5 3 10.00 0.80 1 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 2 5 1 2 5 4 1 4 2 5.00 0.40 2 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 4 5 5 3 3 2 4 4 2 too 0.80 2 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 2 4 1 3 3 4 1 5 3 5.00 0.40 2 4 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 45.00 3.60 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 3 4 5 4 2 4 4 5 4 50.00 4.00 3 4 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 1 2 5 1 5 1 3 4 1 15.00 1.20 1 5 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 4 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 16,00 1.28 1 3 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 3 4 4 2 5 2 3 5 2 12.50 1.00 1 4 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 2 4 1 2 4 2 2 4 2 10.00 0,80 3 4 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 2 4 3 4 1 3 3 4 3 10.00 0,80 2 3 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 4 4 2 5 4 3 1 4 4 5.00 0,40 3 5 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 4 3 2 5 4 4 4 4 4 5.00 0.40 1 4 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 3 3 4 3 2 2 2 4 2 5.00 0.40 1 4 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 3 2 4 4 4 4 5 2 2 5 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 2 5 1 5 3 1 4 5 1 5.00 0.40 1 4 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 4 4 2 5 2 4 2 4 4 5,00 0.40 4 4 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 4 4 4 2 3 1 3 4 5.00 0.40 1 5 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 2 5 4 5 5 2 2 5 2 15.00 1.20 3 2 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 3 5 1 3 1 2 3 5 1 5.00 0.40 2 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 4 5 1 2 4 3 1 5 1 5.00 0.40 3 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 3 2 4 5 4 4 4 3 3 20.00 1.60 3 5 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 1 5 2 4 2 3 3 5 1 25,00 2.00 3 1 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 4 3 1 4 4 2 4 5 4 12.50 1,00 1 4 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 5 4 1 4 2 4 1 4 4 2.50 0,20 3 4 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 4 5 1 5 1 2 1 5 3 10.00 0.80 2 5 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 3 2 4 3 2 2 4 5 1 1,00 0.08 1 4 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 4 4 4 4 3 2 4 4 3 5 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 3 2 4 2 4 4 4 5 2 10.00 0.80 3 3 



Rec [Type |Title [Treat |Rank1F [RanklFa jConfRF |Rank1S jRanklSa jConfS |P1U|P1T|P1R|P1Rank1 jPIRankIa 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment First Rank Confidence Secon Rank Confidence 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 1 1 2 1 1 4 0 0 1 2 2 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 2 2 3 1 1 3 0 1 0 2 3 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 3 4 4 1 1 2 0 0 1 2 3 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 2 3 4 2 3 4 0 0 1 2 3 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 1 1 2 2 3 4 0 0 1 2 3 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 3 4 2 4 6 2 0 0 0 1 1 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 2 3 4 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 1 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 4 5 3 4 5 2 0 0 0 1 1 1 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 2 2 4 2 2 5 0 0 0 2 ̂  2 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 1 1 4 1 1 4 0 0 0 1 1 1 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 2 3 1 1 1 4 0 0 1 1 r 1 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 2 3 4 2 3 4 1 0 1 2 3 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 1 1 3 1 1 4 0 1 0 2 3 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 2 3 4 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 2 3 4 2 2 5 0 1 0 2 2 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 1 1 2 4 5 2 0 0 0 1 1 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 1 1 5 1 1 5 0 0 0 1 1 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 1 1 4 4 5 4 0 0 0 1 1 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 2 2 4 2 2 4 1 0 0 2 2 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 2 3 3 2 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 1 1 4 1 1 4 0 0 1 4 5 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 2 2 5 3 4 3 0 0 1 4 5 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 1 1 4 1 1 5 0 1 0 1 1 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 2 3 4 4 5 4 1 0 1 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 3 4 4 3 4 4 0 1 0 4 5 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 4 5 3 1 1 3 1 0 1 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 2 3 4 1 1 2 0 1 0 4 5 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 2 2 4 3 4 2 0 1 0 4 5 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 4 5 4 4 5 5 0 0 1 4 5 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 2 2 3 1 1 4 0 1 0 4 5 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 1 1 5 1 1 5 0 0 0 1 1 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 2 3 4 2 3 4 0 0 0 1 1 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 1 1 4 1 1 5 0 0 0 1 1 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 3 4 4 1 1 5 0 0 0 3 4 



Rec |Type [Titie jlreat |Rank1F |Rank1Fa|ConfRF |Rank1S |Rank1Sa |ConfS |P1U |P1T|P1R |P1Rank1 |P1Rank1a 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment First Rank Confidence Secon Rank Confidence 

7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 4 5 3 2 3 4 0 0 0 1 1 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Infonnatio 1 1 4 1 1 4 0 0 1 2 2 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 1 1 4 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 2 3 5 2 3 5 0 1 0 2 2 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 1 1 4 3 4 3 0 1 0 2 3 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 2 3 4 1 1 4 0 0 1 4 5 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 3 4 4 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 1 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 2 3 4 2 3 4 0 0 1 4 5 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 1 1 4 2 2 4 0 1 0 2 3 
9 Normal EXP97'1 Informatio 4 5 2 1 1 4 0 0 1 1 1 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 1 1 3 3 4 4 0 1 0 2 2 

10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 1 1 2 1 1 3 0 1 0 2 3 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 2 3 2 2 3 3 0 0 1 2 3 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 1 1 3 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 2 2 4 2 2 4 0 1 0 2 2 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 1 1 4 1 1 5 0 1 0 2 3 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 2 3 4 2 3 3 0 1 0 2 3 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 2 3 4 2 3 4 0 1 0 2 3 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 2 3 4 1 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 2 2 4 4 5 0 0 1 2 3 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 2 3 4 1 1 4 0 1 0 2 3 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 1 1 4 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 1 1 2 3 3 0 1 0 2 3 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 2 3 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 2 3 2 2 3 4 0 1 0 2 3 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 2 2 5 2 3 4 0 0 1 2 3 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 1 1 4 1 1 5 0 0 6 1 1 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 4 5 4 4 5 3 0 0 0 4 5 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 2 3 4 2 3 4 0 0 0 2 3 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 2 2 4 2 3 4 0 0 0 2 3 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 2 2 2 21 2 2 0 0 0 2 3 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 2 3 4 1 1 5 0 0 0 1 1 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 2 3 4 0 0 0 4 5 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 2 3 5 2 3 4 0 0 0 2 3 



/ 

Rec |Type |Title |Treat 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment 

RanklF ]Rank1Fa |ConfRF jRanklS |Rank1Sa jConfS |P1U iPITjPIR |P1Rank1 |P1Rank1a 
First Rank Confidence Secon Rank Confidence 

14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 1 1 2 1 1 4 0 0 0 1 1 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 2 2 4 1 1 4 0 0 0 1 1 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 2 3 4 3 4 5 0 1 0 3 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 1 1 4 4 5 5 0 1 0 1 1 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 2 3 4 2 2 5 0 0 1 3 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 3 4 2 2 3 0 0 1 3 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 2 3 4 2 3 3 0 1 0 3 4 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 4 5 4 4 5 4 0 0 0 1 1 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 2 2 2 r" 1 1 2 1 0 0 3 4 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 1 1 4 1 1 5 0 0 0 1 1 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 2 2 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 2 2 4 4 5 4 0 0 0 2 3 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 1 1 4 1 1 4 1 0 1 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 2 3 4 2 3 4 0 0 1 3 4 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 2 3 4 3 4 4 0 1 0 3 4 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 2 3 2 1 1 3 0 0 1 3 4 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 2 2 4 3 4 4 0 0 1 3 4 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 2 2 4 2 3 4 0 0 1 3 4 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 1 1 4 1 1 2 0 1 0 3 4 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 4 5 2 4 5 1 1 0 1 4 5 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 1 1 4 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 1 1 3 4 5 3 0 1 0 3 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 2 2 2 2 2 3 0 1 0 H 1 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 2 2 4 4 5 4 1 0 1 3 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 2 2 4 3 4 5 0 0 1 3 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 1 1 1 2 3 1 0 0 1 3 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 4 5 3 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 2 3 5 2 3 5 0 1 0 3 4 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 2 3 4 2 3 4 0 0 1 2 3 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 1 1 4 1 1 4 0 1 0 1 1 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 2 2 5 1 1 5 1 0 1 3 4 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 2 3 4 2 3 4 0 0 1 3 4 

to 
OJ 
to 



ReT [Type [Titie [Treat jConfPI jSatPI |P2U |P2T 1P2R lP2Rank1 |P2Rank1a |ConfP2 |SatP2 [P3U [P3T 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment P1 Confi PI Question 5 • P2 Confid P2 Question 5 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 4 4 0 0 1 4 5 4 5 0 0 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 4 4 0 1 0 2 3 4 4 0 1 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 3 4 0 1 0 2 3 3 4 0 0 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 4 4 0 1 0 2 3 4 4 0 1 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 4 3 0 0 1 4 5 4 3 0 0 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 3 3 0 0 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 3 3 0 0 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 3 4 0 0 0 4 5 2 3 0 0 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 4 2 0 0 0 2 2 4 2 0 0 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 4 4 0 0 0 1 1 4 4 0 0 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 4 1 0 0 1 1 1 4 1 0 1 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 5 4 0 0 1 2 3 4 4 0 1 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 4 4 0 1 0 2 3 4 4 1 0 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 4 4 0 1 0 1 1 4 4 0 1 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 5 4 0 1 0 2 2 5 4 0 1 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 4 4 0 0 0 1 1 3 3 1 0 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 5 4 1 0 0 1 1 5 5 0 0 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 4 4 0 0 0 1 1 4 0 0 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 5 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 0 0 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 3 4 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 0 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 4 2 0 0 1 4 5 2 0 0 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 4 3 0 0 1 4 5 3 0 0 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 4 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 0 1 4 5 4 0 0 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 4 4 0 1 0 1 1 4 0 1 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 0 1 4 5 4 0 1 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 4 1 0 1 0 4 5 2 1 0 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 2 4 1 0 1 4 5 4 0 1 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 5 5 0 1 0 2 3 4 0 1 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 4 4 0 1 0 1 1 3 0 1 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 4 5 0 0 0 1 1 5 0 0 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 4 3 0 0 0 1 1 3 0 0 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 5 5 0 0 0 1 1 5 5 0 0 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 4 3 0 0 0 2 2 4 2 0 0 



Rec jType [Titie ffreat |ConfP1 |SatP1 |P2U |P2T(P2R (P2Rank1 |P2Rank1a lConfP2 jSatPZ |P3U [P3T 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment P1 Confi P1 Question 5 P2 Confid P2 Question 5 

7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 4 5 0 0 0 1 1 4 5 0 0 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informalio 3 5 0 0 1 2 2 4 4 0 0 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 4 4 0 1 0 1 1 4 4 0 1 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 5 4 0 1 0 2 3 5 4 0 1 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 4 2 0 0 1 2 3 4 2 0 1 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 3 1 0 1 0 1 1 3 4 0 1 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informalio 4 3 0 1 0 1 1 4 3 0 1 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 4 5 0 0 1 4 5 4 5 0 0 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 4 4 0 1 0 2 3 4 4 0 1 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 2 4 0 0 1 4 5 3 4 0 0 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 4 3 0 1 0 1 1 2 3 0 1 

10 Normal EXP96-B Baseline L ^ 4 0 0 0 2 3 3 4 0 0 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 3 4 0 0 0 r" 2 3 2 4 0 0 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 3 3 0 0 0 1 1 3 3 0 0 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 4 3 0 0 0 2 2 4 3 0 0 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 5 4 0 0 0 2 3 5 4 0 0 
Tr Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 4 4 0 0 0 2 3 4 4 0 0 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 4 1 0 0 0 2 3 4 1 0 0 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 5 5 0 0 0 1 1 4 4 0 0 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 3 3 0 0 0 2 3 3 3 0 0 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 4 3 0 0 0 2 3 4 3 0 0 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 3 4 0 1 0 1 1 4 ~4l 0 1 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 3 5 0 1 0 2 3 4 5 0 1 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baselii'ie 4 4 0 0 1 2 3 4 4 0 0 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 3 5 0 1 0 2 3 3 4 0 1 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 4 3 0 1 0 2 2 3 3 0 1 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 5 4 0 1 0 1 1 5 4 0 0 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 5 4 0 0 1 4 5 5 4 0 0 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 4 4 0 1 0 2 3 4 4 0 0 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 4 4 0 0 1 2 3 3 3 0 0 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 3 4 0 1 0 1 1 5 3 0 0 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 1 5 0 0 0 1 1 5 5 0 0 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 3 3 0 0 0 4 5 4 3 0 0 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 4 4 0 0 0 2 3 4 4 0 0 



Rec [Type [Titie [Treat |ConfP1 |SatP1 |P2U [P2T|P2R |P2Rank1 |P2Rank1a [ConfP2 |SatP2 [P3U |P3T 
Rec Numb Session T Session in Treatment P1 Conii P1 Question 5 P2 Confid P2 Question 5 

14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 5 5 0 0 0 1 1 5 5 0 0 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 4 5 0 0 0 1 1 4 5 0 0 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 4 5 0 0 1 3 4 4 5 0 0 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 4 5 0 1 0 3 4 4 5 0 0 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 4 4 0 1 0 3 4 4 4 0 0 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 4 4 0 0 1 3 4 4 4 0 0 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 4 4 0 1 0 2 3 4 4 1 0 
30 Normal EXP98-2 info & Exc 4 4 1 0 0 0 0 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 4 3 0 0 0 3 4 4 3 0 0 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 5 3 0 0 0 1 1 5 5 1 0 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 3 4 0 0 0 1 . 1 3 4 0 0 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc ' 4 2 0 0 0 2 3 5 1 0 0 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 1 0 3 4 4 1 1 0 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 3 5 1 0 1 3 4 4 5 0 0 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 4 5 0 1 0 3 4 4 5 0 0 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 3 3 0 0 1 4 5 2 4 0 1 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 4 4 0 0 1 3 4 4 4 0 1 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 4 4 0 1 0 2 3 4 4 0 1 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 4 5 1 0 1 3 4 4 5 0 0 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 4 4 0 0 1 4 5 4 4 0 0 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 5 3 0 0 1 1 1 5 3 0 0 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 3 1 0 1 0 3 4 2 5 1 0 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 5 2 0 0 1 3 4 4 5 0 1 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 4 4 0 0 1 3 4 4 4 0 0 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 4 4 0 0 1 3 4 4 4 0 0 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 1 4 1 0 1 3 4 1 1 0 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 5 4 0 1 0 1 1 5 4 0 1 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 4 4 0 1 0 3 4 4 4 0 1 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 4 4 0 0 1 2 3 4 3 0 0 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 4 2 0 1 0 1 1 4 2 0 1 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 5 4 1 0 1 3 4 0 1 

• 34 Normal EXP98-7 info & Exc 4 4 0 0 1 3 4 4 4 0 0 



Rec Type Title Treat P3R P3Rank1 P3Rank1a|ConfP3 SatP3 
Rec Numb Session T Session in Treatment P3 Confid P3 Questi 

1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 1 4 5 4 4 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatlo 0 2 3 4 4 
1 Normai EXP97-4 Informatio 1 2 3 3 4 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 0 2 3 4 4 
1 Normal EXP97-4 Informatio 1 4 5 4 2 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 0 1 1 3 5 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 0 1 1 3 3 
2 Normai EXP97-5 Informatio 0 4 5 2 3 
2 Normai EXP97-5 Informatio 0 2 2 4 2 
2 Normal EXP97-5 Informatio 0 1 1 4 4 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc a 1 1 4 1 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 2 3 4 4 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 1 2 3 4 4 
3 
3 

Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 1 1 4 3 3 
3 Normal EXP97-6 Info & Exc 0 2 2 5 4 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 1 1 3 3 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 1 1 5 5 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 1 1 4 4 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 2 2 4 2 
4 Normal EXP97-7 Info & Exc 0 1 1 3 2 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 1 4 5 4 2 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 1 4 5 4 3 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 1 1 5 1 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 1 4 5 4 4 
5 Normal EXP97-8 Info & Exc 0 1 1 4 4 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 4 5 4 4 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 1 4 5 4 3 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 4 5 2 4 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 4 5 4 4 
6 Normal EXP97-9 Info & Exc 0 1 1 5 2 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 1 1 4 5 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 1 1 4 3 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 1 1 5 5 
7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 2 2 5 1 



Rec |Type Title Treat P3R P3Rank1 |P3Rank1a|ConfP3 |SatP3 
Rec Numb Session T Session In Treatment P3Confid P3Questi 

7 Normal EXP97-3 Informatio 0 1 1 4 5 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 1 2 2 4 4 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 1 1 4 4 
a Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 ̂  2 3 4 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 2 3 4 2 
8 Normal EXP97-2 Informatio 0 1 1 4 4 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 1 1 4 4 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 1 4 5 4 5 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 2 3 4 4 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 1 1 1 3 5 
9 Normal EXP97-1 Informatio 0 2 2 5 2 

10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 2 3 3 4 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 2 3 2 4 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 1 1 3 3 

3 10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 2 2 4 

3 

3 
10 Normal EXP96-8 Baseline 0 2 3 4 4 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 0 2 3 4 5 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 0 2 3 5 1 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 0 Ti 1 4 4 
11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 0 2 3 3 3 

"3 11 Normal EXP96-7 Baseline 0 2 3 4 

3 

"3 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 0 1 1 4 3 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 0 2 3 4 5 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 1 2 • 3 5 4 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 0 2 3 4 4 
12 Normal EXP96-5 Baseline 0 2 2 4 2 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 0 1 1 5 4 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 0 4 5 5 4 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 0 2 3 4 4 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 0 2 3 4 4 
13 Normal EXP96-4 Baseline 0 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 0 1 1 5 5 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 0 4 5 5 3 
14 Normal EXP9e-3 Baseline 0 2 3 4 4 



Rec 
Rec Numb 

14 

Type 
Session T 
Normal 

Title 
Session In 
EXP96-3 

Treat 
Treatment 
Baseline 

P3R 

0 

P3Rank1 

1 

P3Rank1a 

1 

ConfP3 
P3 Confid 

5 

SatP3 
P3 Questi 

5 
14 Normal EXP96-3 Baseline 0 1 1 4 5 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 3 4 4 5 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 3 4 4 5 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 3 4 4 5 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 3 4 3 4 
29 Normal EXP98-1 Info & Exc 0 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 1 1 4 4 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 3 4 2 2 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 1 1 3 4 
30 Normal EXP98-2 Info & Exc 0 2 3 5 1 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 1 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 1 3 4 4 5 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 1 3 4 4 5 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 3 4 4 4 
31 Normal EXP98-3 Info & Exc 0 3 4 4 4 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 0 2 3 5 3 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 1 1 1 4 5 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 1 4 5 4 4 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 1 1 1 5 3 
32 Normal EXP98-5 Info & Exc 1 3 4 2 5 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 1 1 4 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 1 3 4 4 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 1 3 4 4 4 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 1 3 4 1 
33 Normal EXP98-6 Info & Exc 0 1 1 5 4 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 3 4 4 5 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 1 2 3 4 2 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 1 1 4 2 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 0 3 4 5 4 
34 Normal EXP98-7 Info & Exc 1 3 4 4 4 

to 
w 
00 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS' 

F&O Frohlich and Oppenheimer 

LR Likelihood Ratio 

LRI Likelihood Ratio Index 

MA Maximize Average Income Rule — a rule that maximizes the average 
income in a society 

MAFC Maximize Average Income with a Floor Constraint Rule — a rule for 
distributing income that maximizes the average income only after a certain 
specified minimiim income is guaranteed to everyone. 

MARC Maximize Average Income with a Range Constraint Rule — a rule for 
distributing income that attempts to maximize the average income only 
after guaranteeing that the difference between the smallest and largest 
incomes (i.e., the range of income) in the society is not greater than a 
specified amount. 

MF Maximize Floor Income Rule - a rule for distributing income that ensvires 
the poorest person the highest income. This ensures that no person's 
income can go up unless it increases the income of the people at the very 
bottom. Also known as the "Difference Principle". 

NPP Non-Production Pilot — Early experimental pilot sessions that used 
instructions that did not require the subjects to perform tasks to earn 
income. 

O&M Ordonez and Mellers 

PP Production Pilot - Early experimental pilot sessions that used instructions 
that required the subjects to perform tasks to eam income. These sessions 
typically did not compensate the subjects at the same level as a regular 
session. 

RS Regular Session - The normal experimental sessions that compensated the 
subjects at the full rate. 

' Note that all variables used in the logit analysis are defined in Table 5.32 on page 105. 
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